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Abstract 

Various sprint and resistance training methods are used to achieve improvements in sprint 

performance. Resisted sled sprinting (RSS) is a commonly used training method to improve sprint 

performance. Despite extensive investigation regarding the long-term training benefits of RSS, the 

acute external (mechanical load) and internal (psychophysiological load) stresses, elicited by RSS 

training stimuli in athletic populations remains unclear. Therefore, to elucidate the acute impact of 

RSS and inform RSS training prescription, this thesis examined, the acute responses to RSS in sprint 

trained field sport athletes.  

 Grounding and rationale for the examination of acute responses to RSS is established in 

chapter 1, which provides a review of sprint performance concerning its; significance in sport, 

characteristics, physical determinates and proven training methods. Chapter 2 presents a literature 

review relating to the acute mechanical load, psychophysiological and priming effects of RSS training. 

The study presented in chapter 3 describes the acute psychophysiological responses to two RSS bouts 

with differing loads. Findings suggest that relatively heavy loads inferred a greater physiological and 

perceived impact without a comparable decline in subsequent unresisted sprint (URS) or 

neuromuscular performance. The acute alterations in sprint kinetics to different RSS loads relative to 

URS kinetics, was assessed in the study presented in chapter 4. This investigation generated detailed 

profiles of kinetic outputs during 20 m RSS sprints at a spectrum of loads, describing the mechanical 

overload imposed, proposed efficacy and training stimulus targeted by each load-intensity. A study 

assessing the effect of a priming protocol described in chapter 5, showing little evidence or efficacy 

for the use of either heavy or very heavy RSS as a mechanism to acutely enhance URS performance.  

Chapter six discusses how together, the studies in this thesis demonstrated that the acute 

responses elicited by RSS are sled load-intensity specific. The acute responses are furthermore 

transient in nature, and that any subsequent immediate and short-term URS performance is largely 

unaffected by the performance of prior RSS efforts provided sufficient inter repetition recovery is 

maintained. However, larger inter-individual variations in responses were evident as sled load-

intensity exceeded loads causing a 55 % decrement from unresisted sprint velocity. This load- intensity 

is proposed as a likely limit for accruing further training benefit. Furthermore, this thesis offered 

evidence that, when sled load-intensity is prescribed relative to measures of athletic ability, no sex-

based differences in the acute effect of RSS is evident. In summary to attain a desired sprint training 

stimulus and ensure appropriate implementation of RSS in the context of athlete development, 

training load management and wider training regimes, RSS training load prescription should be made 

on an individual athlete basis and should be guided by the load response relationship. 
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Thesis aim: 

The major aim of this thesis was to enhance understanding of the acute responses to Resisted Sled 

Sprint training (RSS). 

 

This introductory chapter will attempt to provide the background and rationale for the investigations 

carried out in successive chapters by discussion and review of the following topics: 

 

I. The significance of sprinting to sports performance. 

a. Importance of sprint performance in sport. 

b. The characteristics of sprint efforts in team field sports. 

II. Characteristics of sprint running. 

a. Definition and technical description of sprinting. 

b. Biomechanical analysis of sprinting 

i. Sequential phases of sprinting  

ii. Technical ,Kinematic and kinetic characteristics of sprinting  

c. Physical and Physiological components of sprinting. 

d. Sex Dissimilarities affecting sprint performance and potential training response. 

III. Proven methods to improve sprint performance  

a. Introduction of the theory for vector specificity training. 

IV. Potential mechanisms underlying Post Activation Potentiation (PAP) responses. 

V. Resisted sprint training  

a. Principle of Training specificity  

b. RSS Training an overview 

c. Applications of RSS training 

d. Limitations in current knowledge regarding RSS training. 

VI. Thesis purpose  

a. Thesis Objectives 

 

1.1 Background 
 

Sprint running is a cyclical locomotive activity consisting of maximum-rate running strides (13), 

performed to achieve rapid displacement of runners centre of mass. Sprinting is predominantly 

anaerobic in nature, considered to last for approximately 0.8-60 seconds and involves the rapid 

release of muscular energy to propel an athlete forward with maximal attainable velocity(243).  
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The primary objective of a sprint is to cover a distance in the shortest time possible (177). 

Sprint performance is therefore a key component to many field and court sports and is itself the 

primary outcome of track sprinting events. Subsequently, assessment, monitoring and training of 

sprint performance is ubiquitous within the training practices of athletes. 

For the purpose of this review, sprint performance refers to the outcome of a sprint effort, 

defined by the time taken in seconds to traverse a given distance overground, or the speed at which 

this distance was traversed noted in meters per second (m/s) or kilometres per hour (km/hr) (177). 

The velocity threshold distinguishing a sprint among trained athletes is typically >7.0 and 6.2 m/s for 

males and females respectively (280). Performance of a sprint running motion can be identified by 

sequential contralateral running steps comprising of oppositional triple flexion and extension of the 

joints of the lower limbs about the stance foot (144). These joint moments create forceful and rapid 

ground contacts which cause forward and upward propulsion resulting in an aerial flight phase and a 

horizontal displacement of the centre of mass (111, 129, 144, 301).  

 

1.2 The significance of sprinting to sports performance  

1.2.1 Importance of sprint performance in sport. 

In the context of competitive sport, sprint performance is required to cover various distances 

in the shortest time possible and is characterised by a rapid increase in acceleration and the 

subsequent maintenance of high velocity running. Athletes who undertake sprinting events typically 

do so to achieve a variety of different outcomes that either contribute to, or result in competitive 

success. For example successful sprint running may allow the athlete to cross the finish line first in 

track and field sprint events, to reach a given destination ahead of one’s opponents on the field of 

play, or to attain advantageous tactical positions, from which the player can influence play. 

Fundamentally, sprinting performance, involves displacing the bodies centre of mass (COM) 

to its destination with the highest possible horizontal velocity. Similarly, sprint running is utilised to 

generate sufficient velocity and attain the momentum and trajectory necessary when execution of a 

sports skill and success requires propulsion of an implement, opponent, or the athletes own COM. 

Therefore, sprint performance is a core component of performance in many field-based team sports 

(90). For example, in elite male soccer matches players are said to complete a sprint action on average 

every four minutes (239) while female international hockey players were described as performing a 

sprint every 2 minutes (174).  

Moreover, linear sprint performance has been associated with success in both key attacking 

and defensive performance indicators in numerous codes of rugby and football, such as tries scored, 

line breaks, defenders beaten, tackles attempted, tackles evaded, goals scored and goals assisted (96, 
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105, 187, 242, 260). Straight line sprinting is the most frequent action prior to in goal situations, both 

for the assisting and scoring players (96, 187).  

 Given the role and prevalence of sprint actions in successful match events, it is unsurprising 

that players of different competitive levels can often be distinguished in part by their speed over short 

distances (64). Specifically higher level teams covered more sprint distance and had higher maximum 

speeds during match play (7, 10, 91, 102, 167, 203).  

Sprint performance is able to differentiate between male and female players (43, 307) and 

typically separate high standard players from their lower playing standard counterparts (102, 202, 

203, 285). For example national-team female soccer players were found to be two percent faster than 

1st-division players and 5% faster than 2nd-division players over 0–20 m (124). Similarly elite male 

soccer players were significantly faster over 10 m compared to sub-elite players (64).  

Research has also shown how sprint performance, in both test and match play scenarios, is 

improving across successive generations of athletes, male (125, 126) and female (19, 52, 124). For 

example, total sprint distance and number of sprints commenced during games in the English Premier 

League increased by ~35% and ~85% respectively from 2006–07 to 2012–13.  

In many field sports, a high level of performance in tests of sprint capability can indicate and 

discern the playing level attained (17, 103, 133, 188, 234, 241) and as a result sprint performance is a 

commonly monitored indicator of anaerobic performance (45, 104, 106, 162, 264, 304) and playing 

potential. A plethora of studies (92, 109, 113, 121, 123, 153, 264) has demonstrated that high level 

athletes characteristically present higher scores in sprint performance tests than their lower-level 

counterparts (43, 64, 83, 102, 124, 234, 241, 281, 285, 307).  
 

1.2.2 Characteristics of sprint efforts in team field sports. 

 Research using Global Positioning Systems (GPS) and movement tracking technology to 

quantify sprint performance in field-based sport is ongoing. Indeed, the widespread use of these 

tracking technologies has highlighted the impact and influence of playing ability, standard, sex, and 

age categories on the presentation of sprinting actions during match play, along with their role in 

successful match events.  

Subsequently the analyses of sprint actions during the field team sports of Hurling (27, 95, 

306) Camogie (307) Gaelic Football (179, 180), Field Hockey (171, 174, 194, 263), Lacrosse (117, 232), 

Rugby Union, (12, 93, 94, 149, 235, 240, 268), American Football (58, 83), Soccer (7, 9, 44, 77, 88, 89, 

202, 239) and others (1, 163, 228) are recurrently examined and described in literature. This emerging 

game analysis research has provided a number of key insights. 
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 The accumulated total sprint distances reported during match play in a variety of sports 

ranged from; 124 m – 445 m for males (171, 179) , and from 73 m – 460 m for females (202, 268) . 

Although, as the vast majority of accelerations in team sports do not cross the velocity threshold 

distinguishing a sprint, the volume of sprinting undertaken may still be underestimated (222, 280). 

The mean duration of a sprint effort reported in field based team sport is relatively short and typically 

no longer than 4 s, which is and similar for both females (77) and males (89), However, females 

traversed less distance during an average sprint ≈15.1 m (175, 268, 281, 307), compared to ≈20 m for 

males (9, 11, 93, 179, 306). The maximum sprint distance of approximately 40 m was rarely exceeded 

by either sex.  

Total sprint distance varied substantially between sport and sex, and within the same sport 

code and the average sprint distance differed between sexes. Ninety percent of sprints performed 

were shorter than 5 seconds and therefore (9, 89, 264), comparable to the maximal sprint distance of 

approximately 30–≤40 m in faster players (25). The longest sprint durations of ≈ 9.0s were noted for 

Rugby Union back position players (235).  

Interestingly, peak and average velocities have been found to be relatively similar within sexes 

across field sports however, as a group, elite female athletes displayed lower peak sprinting velocities 

in game play when compared to males. The peak speed achieved was ≈31.9 km·h−1 for male players 

(9, 95, 179) and ≈24.9 km h−1 for female players (195, 281, 307). The lower velocities were likely a 

contributing factor to the shorter average sprint distances observed in the female players, as 

previously described.  

Although most sprints in the team field sports context are less than ≤20 m, these begin from 

both, static and moving starts (77, 79, 89). Thus, as a moving start sprint allow for higher peak velocity 

(310) and a static sprint demand greater acceleration (34, 51, 90, 93, 104, 250, 263, 282), proficiency 

in each sequential phase of sprinting is essential for the field sport athletes (219).   

Taken together this evidence demonstrates the characteristic and vital contribution of 

sprinting to performance in various field sports during match play and its role and relationship to key 

events during match play. As such, sprint running speed is fundamental to successful performance in 

many sports and improving sprint ability is an integral part of physical preparation for many 

competitive athletes.  
 

1.3 Characteristics of sprint running. 

A comprehensive understanding of the characteristics of sprinting and the facets determining 

superior sprint performance can aid in the development of an effective and suitable sprint training 

programme, if utilising appropriate sprint training methods (120, 204, 213).  
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 1.3.1 Definition and technical description of sprinting. 

Although sprint performance is determined simply as the ability to cover distance in the 

shortest time possible (311), this is marked by a rapid increase in horizontal velocity of the centre of 

mass (CMO) toward its maximum (35, 110, 111, 157). The action of sprint running is a dynamic 

complex whole-body motion, comprised of sequential contralateral running steps. Rapid linear 

horizontal displacement is achieved via the forward (positive horizontal) and upward (positive vertical) 

projection and subsequent fall (negative vertical) of the athletes COM (63, 119, 145, 199, 204, 214, 

217, 301). The positive forward or horizontal motion results from the ground reaction forces (GRFs) 

experienced during ground contact (62, 140, 204). These GRFs are reciprocal to forces expressed 

during ground contact, following the rapid forceful triple extension (proximal-to-distal hip, knee, ankle 

sequencing) of joints of the stance leg terminating at take-off (140, 144, 217). A negative vertical 

motion is the cause of gravitational force returning the athlete back to the running surface (140). 

Propulsion of the COM cannot occur without GRFs (140) and it is key to remember that the GRFs are 

products of the segmental accelerations, and thus determined by the joint moments and the 

intermuscular forces generated at the hip knee and ankle of the stance leg (144, 200, 201, 301). 

This projection of the COM provokes two mechanical phases within the contralateral sprint 

step (86). First a single leg support phase / stance phase from touch down (TD) - toe off (TO) (81, 129), 

which is characterised by a biphasic ground contact (GC) consisting of both braking and propulsive 

portions (140, 217). As the COM is displaced vertically and horizontally, due to propulsive impulse and 

ensuing momentum generated during stance phase (60, 217), the stance foot that is moving with the 

COM leaves the ground/TO initiating an unsupported/ flight phase (TO-TD). In flight phase, the athlete 

ceases to be in contact with the running surface and their body weight is unsupported as the legs 

reposition in anticipation for ground contact/TD and the next support phase (32, 35, 291, 292).  

The product of the spaciotemporal variables of stride length (M) (horizontal distance covered 

in one gait cycle) and stride frequency (Hz) (time between successive gait cycles) define horizontal 

velocity (87, 119, 129, 140, 186, 199, 204, 207, 236, 252, 258). The athlete’s aim is to achieve optimal 

stride length/distance covered per stride (horizontal displacement across one full running gate cycle) 

and stride frequency/rate (rate at which displacement occurs) (81, 139, 173, 248).  
 

1.3.2 Biomechanical analysis of sprinting 

1.3.2.1 Spatiotemporal phases in sprinting. 

Global kinematic analysis of a sprint effort describes how sprinting encompasses distinct 

sequential mechanical phases; acceleration, maximal velocity, and speed maintenance, each 

categorised by the behaviour of the athlete’s horizontal velocity. Acceleration is distinguished by a 
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continued increase in the horizontal velocity of the athlete’s COM, with maximal velocity being the 

subsequent period when peak velocity is reached and sustained by the athlete (no further increase in 

horizontal velocity is made) (199, 258, 295). Accordingly, peak velocity attained in a sprint effort 

directly depends on the preceding acceleration phase (210). Acceleration can only be maintained for 

up to 5-7s (132), encompassing the distance from the start of the sprint until peak velocity ( > 12.55 -

11.25, 7.0-10.0 m・s−1 Sprinter and FSA respectively (22, 186)). The peak velocity occurs between 40-

60 m in trained sprinters (35, 63, 207, 236, 258), but between 15-40 m in field sports athletes (22, 26, 

48, 63, 281). A third “speed- maintenance phase” is sometimes identifiable and distinguished as period 

beyond the maximal velocity phase where the athlete’s velocity falls slightly but thereafter is 

maintained at a high percentage of the preceding peak speed (87, 119, 186, 199, 204, 207, 252, 292). 

The appearance of a speed maintenance phase is dependent upon on either, or both the sprint 

distance and the ability of the athlete to maximise the first 2 sprint phases. The speed maintenance 

phase influence on overall sprint performance increases as the sprint distance extends beyond peak 

velocity increases. This can occur if the athlete has lessened or sub optimal acceleration ability or by 

virtue of a larger sprint distance (110, 119, 204, 214, 258, 292).  

 

A biexponential curve is frequently used to determine 3 distinct phases of sprinting (13): 

 

• Acceleration phase - denoted by the positive slope of the curve 

• Attainment of maximal speed phase - denoted by the peak of the curve 

• Maintenance of maximal speed phase - denoted by the negative slope of the curve 

 

The overall peak velocity attained and maintained during the maximum velocity phase is the factor 

most highly correlated with outcome (time) in the 100 metre sprint (252). However, considering that 

peak velocity is a product of the acceleration phase preceding it, sprint performance outcome 

(time/speed) is directly influenced by the sprint distance. The distance determines the opportunity for 

acceleration (growth in velocity), peak velocity and duration of velocity maintenance. Accordingly, the 

best sprinters accelerate for a greater distance (63, 83, 119, 258). This relationship highlights the 

interdependent and sequential nature of the distinct phases of sprinting, the importance of attaining 

greater absolute velocity throughout the sprint and continuing to increase this for the greatest 

distance possible. As such, relative kinematic performance has repeatedly demonstrated to be 

consistent across performance levels, thus from athlete-to-athlete sprint velocity curves differ 

according to the magnitude and duration of each phase but the not its shape (63, 83). 
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Evidence suggesting that field sport athletes, females, and slower male athletes have a 

reduced ability to both continually accelerate and maintain maximal velocity and therefore achieve 

lower absolute velocity compared to faster male athletes or elite sprinters (58, 63, 258). This pattern 

is manifested by a sprint curve that is lower in magnitude (peaks) and falls sooner than a trained 

sprinter or faster athletes (63, 83, 215). Notably field sport athletes attain lower peak velocities (~ 7–

10 m・s−1) at shorter distances (15-40 m) (22, 26, 48, 63, 281), as such, they reach their velocity 

plateau sooner having covered less distance when compared to faster performers or trained sprinters. 

Additionally, field sport athletes have been shown to achieve about of ninety percent of maximal 

velocity having covered distances of less than 25 m (24, 58, 63).  

In a competitive setting field sport athletes do not initiate a sprint effort from starting blocks, 

furthermore the sprint distance undertaken by field sport athletes is likely to be constrained by the 

strategic and tactical requirements of the game resulting in sprints over short distances ~ 20 m being 

the most prevalent. As mentioned previously, sprint performance outcome is largely constrained by 

the total sprint distance. Therefore as a population field sport athletes exhibit a different physical and 

technical approach to sprinting when compared to trained sprinters (63). 
 

1.3.2.2 Spatiotemporal and kinematic components of sprinting. 

Sprint performance is reliant upon precise balance of stride length (SL) (horizontal distance 

covered in one gait cycle) and stride frequency (SF) (time between successive gait cycles) (81, 139). 

Therefore, the athlete’s aim is to maximise stride length/distance covered per stride (horizontal 

displacement across one full running gate cycle) and stride frequency/rate (rate at which displacement 

occurs) (173, 248). A comprehensive ‘deterministic model’ of sprint performance developed by Hay et 

al. (1993) (129), and expanded by Hunter et al (2004) (139), illustrates different kinematic variables 

that interplay to influence maximal sprint performance. 

To accomplish its specific mechanical purpose each sequential sprint phase exhibits 

differences in the kinematic and kinetic factors that determine the spatiotemporal outputs of SL and 

SF(173). During acceleration, lower stride frequencies (i.e., longer foot contacts and shorter flight 

times), shorter stride lengths and an increased anterior trunk lean is demonstrated when compared 

to maximal velocity sprinting (157, 218, 295, 296). The aim of the acceleration phase is to increase SL 

and SF until no further positive change in horizontal velocity of COM can be obtained (111, 210, 218). 

SF appears to peak early during the acceleration phase (10-20 m) with further increase in velocity 

subsequent to this being determined by an increase in SL, this is observed for both sprinters (81, 173, 

218, 236) and field sport athletes (63, 81, 218, 296).  
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The determinant components of SF; ground contact time (GCT) and flight time (FT), display 

opposite patterns as a sprint effort progresses. GCT is at its peak (longest) at the start of the sprint 

effort and gradually quickens (shortens) until maximum velocity is obtained. Conversely, flight time 

(FT) values increase throughout acceleration concomitant to increases in velocity, and thereafter 

plateauing in line with peak velocity attainment (80, 81, 218).  

This pattern describes the athlete spending greater time in flight and less time in contact with 

the running surface as the sprint progresses and velocity increases(80, 81, 218). GCTs as short as 140 

and 87 milliseconds are displayed by elite sprinters, during acceleration and maximum velocity 

respectively (186). The athletes only opportunity to affect GRFs and therefore velocity is during ground 

contact, thus the ability to elicit sufficient GRF in abbreviated GCT is a key differential between faster 

and slower sprint performance (63, 152, 214, 217, 291, 292). 

Therefore, as velocity increases this lengthening of flight time is necessary to provide sufficient 

time for repositioning of legs to occur. Reduced GCT may facilitate lessened braking forces (214, 292) 

thereby assisting in an  increase and maintenance of SL and SF. Furthermore, research has described 

that when sprint mechanical properties were assessed at matched velocities, trained sprinters 

displayed similar GCT but produced greater relative total force and greater relative horizontally 

orientated GRF when compared to slower athletes (field sport athletes) (63). Sprinters were also found 

to have higher propulsive force and lower braking force. These kinetic disparities may potentially 

explain the difference in performance time and the velocity attained within the set distances.  

The angle of inclination of the athlete’s torso and position of their COM as the athlete move 

through a sprint is also distinctive of the sprinting phase. COM and hip position elevate in line with 

increasing velocity, increases SL and quickening SF as the sprint progress from acceleration through to 

maximal velocity. Accordingly, Nagahara, et al. (2014) (218) discussed how during acceleration the 

torso rises from its initial position (anterior to base of support) and as sprint velocity increases the 

COM moves superior to the athletes base of support. This finding appears to support descriptions of 

how orthogonal components of GRF are biased through the different phases of sprinting (210, 212, 

236). A forward orientated torso angle may aid delivery of greater horizontal GRFs, in addition it may 

contribute to the enhanced acceleration period demonstrated by faster sprinters (157). 
 

1.3.2.3 Kinetic components and variables for assessment during sprinting. 

Several different methods can be employed by researchers to identify the kinetic outputs 

during sprinting, these are described in more detail in chapters two and four of this thesis however, 

in brief these can be categorised as direct or indirect assessment of GRFs. GRFs during sprint efforts 

can be captured directly as the athletes sprint over piezoelectric force platforms; across the entire 
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effort or at discrete segments of the sprint (217). Alternatively, inverse dynamic calculations, can 

indirectly estimate the GRFs across a sprint effort considered as a whole. In this instance, the laws of 

motion, the anthropometric (height and body mass) features of the athlete and the time-series 

horizontal velocity from a sprint effort collected via radar and laser technology are for the inverse 

dynamic calculations. (62, 213, 217, 257). 

 Sprint performance and horizontal velocity are reliant on optimising the spatiotemporal 

variables of stride length and stride frequency. However, as force is the cause of all motion, these 

kinematic parameters are a consequence of the underlying kinetic parameters that cause them. That 

is the total GRF, its vector quantities and corresponding impulses, which act upon the athletes COM, 

which are reciprocal to forces applied to the running surface by the athlete’s feet in ground contact. 

These must be of sufficient magnitude to overcome concurrent retardant forces (drag, gravity, inertia 

,friction) to maximise stride length (horizontal displacement) and doing so in the shortest time frame 

possible (rapid ground contacts) (60, 140, 152, 292). Ultimately high GRF impulses are the means by 

which faster athletes achieve greater sprint velocities and stride length (112, 291, 292). The horizontal 

and vertical components of GRF are said to be the most important GRF vectors in sprinting (199, 236). 

The kinetic properties underpinning a sprint effort alter as the sprint progresses from 

acceleration through to the maximal velocity phase. Therefore, each distinct phase portrays kinetic 

characteristics, which reflect the purpose of that phase and support the relative percentage of 

maximal velocity attained. Although the magnitude of vertical force is larger than horizontal force 

throughout the entire sprint, relative alterations in the magnitude of both occur across the distinct 

sprint phases.  

The horizontal acceleration of the COM, indicative of the acceleration phase, requires larger 

net horizontal GRF, and this initial phase of sprinting is correlated to relatively higher average 

horizontal GRF than during the maximal velocity phase of sprinting (210, 236). Whereas, upright 

posture and high velocity during the maximal velocity phase necessitate increased vertical GRF to 

support, body weight, produce vertical projection of the COM and sufficient flight time required, to 

reposition the swing leg in preparation for ground contact (291). A small net horizontal GRF is apparent 

throughout maximal velocity sprinting to offset negligible loss of velocity due to drag forces (69, 204). 

Therefore, during early acceleration the magnitude of horizontal GRF is at its maximal, the horizontal 

GRF decreases as velocity increase, while vertical GRF steadily increases in line with the increase in 

horizontal velocity of the COM. 

Vertical GRF is reciprocal to the athlete’s body weight, during each phase of sprinting it is 

required to maintain current; momentum, vertical velocity and upright posture. The relative 

magnitude of vertical GRF is greater during the maximal velocity phase of sprinting compared to the 
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acceleration phase, but the vertical GRF impulse does not differ between these phases(204). The 

increase in vertical GRF is adjusted for by a shortened GCT as the horizontal velocity rises to its peak, 

thereby maintaining the vertical GRF impulse(49, 291, 292).  

In sprinting, horizontal GRF impulse dictates rate of acceleration and consists of a positive and 

negative segments summated to determine net horizontal GRF impulse. These segments are noted as 

braking horizontal GRF impulse (negative), acting to decelerate (create negative acceleration or 

backward movement) forward velocity of the COM at Touch Down and propulsive horizontal GRF 

impulse (positive) acting to propel the COM forward. Increases in horizontal velocity (acceleration) 

and horizontal displacement in sprinting occur as a result of a net propulsive (positive) impulse being 

generated during ground support (62, 63, 140, 214). Acceleration in sprinting is limited significantly by 

propulsive impulse, faster athletes generating greater propulsive impulses than their slower 

counterparts (140, 259). Braking impulse and the athlete’s ability to attenuate negative horizontal 

GRFs becomes more of a limitation as the athlete approaches maximal speed.  

The vertical component of GRF is reported as predictive of maximal velocity attained (77) (214, 

291, 292). The ability to generate very large vertical force has been noted in faster sprinters (17,110), 

Whereas it is the relative magnitude and proportion of horizontal GRF (RF), rather than total force or 

vertical force that has been reported as a key determinant of acceleration ability in elite level sprinters 

(152, 207, 210, 212, 236) (157). Others have additionally noted that mechanical effectiveness in the 

force applied to the running surface, deemed by both maximal ratio of horizontal-to-resultant force 

(RFpeak) and the percentage decrease/decrement in this ratio (dRF) (209), has been related to high-

level performance in sprint acceleration. In one model by Hunter et al.(2005) (139), it was found that 

the horizontal force impulse explained 64% of the variance in sprint velocity at 16 m, while at 40 m 

this relationship was predicated as 90% for horizontal impulse and 89% for RF. 

It has been suggested that individual assessment of the mechanical properties of an entire 

sprint allows for the comparison of outputs between athletes of different sprint ability (236). Average 

and peak horizontal force outputs during sprinting have been reported as ~8.9-9.64 N.kg-1 for male 

and ~7.12-7.40 N.kg-1 for female professional and elite field sport athletes (122, 147, 285) (26). During 

sprinting horizontal force outputs reported for sub elite and elite sprinters have shown peak values of 

~10.1 N.kg-1 among males (122, 148, 225) and ~9.0 N.kg-1 among females (258). Furthermore, 

average horizontal force output over 40 m in male sprinters was found to be in the magnitude of ~3.5 

N.kg-1 (236), and the largest peak ratio of horizontal to total force noted in elite sprinters was 71.6% 

(236).  

Two further proposed metrics, deemed to assess effectiveness of force application are; the 

ratio of horizontal to the corresponding total GRF (RF) averaged over the support phase of sprint step, 
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and the rate of decline in this ratio (dRF)(207, 210). In practical terms RF is proposed to objectively 

represent runners force application technique across a sprint effort and dRF the ability to maintain RF 

as velocity increases or during sustained acceleration. Improved or larger RF may indicate an increase 

in the proportion of total GRF utilised for horizontal acceleration, while a decrease in dRF may 

underpin an extended acceleration distance (258). Therefore, measurement of dRF may prove most 

useful in assessing changes in mechanical sprint properties over time or between individuals and 

performance levels. 

As such measuring GRF its vector components and kinetic parameters underlying sprinting can 

identify mechanical and kinetic dissimilarities between levels of sprint performance. Furthermore, 

considering the established reliance of peak velocity on acceleration it is possible that assessment of 

the horizontal component of GRF is of greatest importance. Therefore, it is possible to use the 

horizontal component of GRF to identify potential, training improvement targets, benchmarks for 

performance monitoring and to provide rational and direction in devising sprint training methods and 

programmes (47, 54, 220, 245). Consequently, it has become common practice to assess and target 

adaptations in GRF variables when developing and implementing speed training protocols and 

choosing sprint training modes. 

Thus, new assessments of the mechanical properties during sprinting should evaluate sprint 

kinetics across the entire sprint effort. Both vertical and horizontal components of GRF, average as 

well as peak values normalised to body mass, should also be reported (216). Hence to allow for 

comprehensive comparison to previous reports and benchmarks for sprint performance monitoring, 

these guideline and variables were applied within this thesis. 
 

1.3.2.4 Physical and physiological components of sprinting. 

Variance in duration, distance and velocity achieved for each sprint phase or the absolute and 

temporal kinetic output underlying these is attributable to an individual’s ability to generate and 

express large relative GRF impulse to the running surface (291, 292). This is furthermore, tandem to a 

high level of technical proficiency in the orientation and co-ordination of the sprint movement. 

The extent of an athletes ability to exhibit and execute these abilities is largely influenced by 

their physical, characteristics including anthropometric profile (173, 238), lower limb muscle; volume 

(269), composition (276), morphology, and architecture, metabolic profile (243) neuromuscular 

characteristics; synchronicity, capacity and rate of motor unit recruitment, rate and capacity of force 

expression (rate of force development, maximal strength & contraction velocity) (22, 29, 56, 198, 227, 

243), and endocrine responses (39). Many of these factors are eminently trainable and in turn linked 

to current and previous training profiles and the quality and volume of training exposure. However, 
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an athlete’s training adaptability and thus capacity to enhance the aforementioned characteristics, as 

well as other factors such as anthropometric profile and muscle fibre-type ratio are genetic 

propensities (82, 262) and carry sex derived discrepancies.  

All of the above characteristics each explain in part the differences between faster and slower 

athletes and enhancement of modifiable characteristics would appear to be a logical adaptation to 

the demands of sprint exercise. A heightened profile of these characteristics provides faster sprinters 

with the requisite tools to attain a high maximal sprint velocity. Specifically the capacity for greater SL 

and SF by virtue of greater GRF impulse and the components that create it; body weight and joint 

moments (internal muscular forces exerted by the athlete which are considered to be the main 

contributor to producing joint moments) (301). 

 Studies involving male sprinters have reported that faster sprinters had greater gluteus 

maximus volume relative to quadriceps femoris, with the relative ratio of gluteus maximus and 

quadriceps femoris explaining 23% of the variability in sprint performance (269). CSAs of the hip 

musculature were predictive of and correlated with personal best 100-m sprint time (275), with 

separate hamstring muscle correlated to maximal horizontal velocity in both male sprinters and rugby 

players (29, 270).  

  Sprint performance has been strongly correlated with the percentage of type II fibres (198). 

Sprint runners demonstrate larger percentage of type II fibres than other athletes (65). Furthermore, 

sprint athletes demonstrate greater rates of both force development and relaxation than endurance 

trained individuals (64, 176). Skeletal muscle morphology advantageous to sprint performance include 

a bias toward type IIa muscle fibres, increase muscle cross-sectional area and increased sarcoplasmic 

reticulum volume to aid release of Ca2+ (243).  

Leg stiffness was significantly correlated to maximal velocity (56) and a considerably greater 

leg stiffness was noted in world-class performers while sprinting when compared to their lower 

performing counterparts (119). Metabolically, sprint running is a maximal effort activity and as such is 

predominantly anaerobic in nature, for 10 second of maximal effort sprinting anaerobic metabolic 

pathways contribute 95% of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) turnover (279). During a 60 m race, elite 

sprinters deplete a greater portion of their phosphocreatine levels than the sub-elite (132). Superior, 

brief maximal exercise performance may also be influenced by the higher rate of glycolytic enzyme 

activity observed in sprint-trained athletes compared with other athletes (65). Phosphogenic enzymes 

have shown increases in activity as a result of short-sprint training <8 seconds (78, 273) and glycolytic 

enzyme activity was increased after training of longer sprints (>8-second) (78, 271). Consequently, to 

explore metabolic response to sprint training activities blood lactate concentration has been 

measured in this thesis, as a marker of anaerobic metabolism. Also it is noted that high serum 
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testosterone levels have shown to be positive for sprint performance (39) this may be an important 

factor underpinning the sprint performance difference observed between males and females.  
 

1.3.2.5 Sex Dissimilarities affecting sprint performance. 

In females maximal sprint velocity is ~ 10% lower than men resulting in substantially lower 

peak force and impulse demands on the neuromuscular apparatus (120). Sex gaps in performance 

appear biological in origin. Success in sprinting is determined largely by the ability generating high 

levels of muscular strength. The gap in sprinting performances between men and women is concurrent 

with the greater muscular strength, greater muscle volume and propensity to attain muscle volume 

(fast twitch fibre) possessed by males (57).  

Dissimilarities in sprint velocity curves and sprint biomechanics between males and females 

concur to slower sprint performance among females. Theses resonate as lower maximal velocity which 

is attained at shorter distance, lower total and horizontal GRF impulse, shorter stride length and 

reduced acceleration phase (26, 57, 85, 221, 258). These dissimilarities are attributed to the 

magnitude and quality of sprint training exposure throughout the athletic development of female 

athletes as well as, physiological and neuromuscular sex differences that constrain key characteristics 

contributing to sprint performance, such as GRF impulse (26, 57, 122, 141, 182, 227). 

The specific sex differences implicated are mostly factors modulated by genetic sex variation 

including: anthropometric: lean body mass (lowering relative propulsive impulse) shorter stature and 

leg length (relating to shorter SL), endocrine; lower levels serum testosterone following strength 

training (39, 156), muscular: skeletal muscle metabolism and morphology (fibre type, composition , 

physiological cross sectional area , fascicle length, neural; volume of high threshold motor units 

available, metabolic; skeletal muscle enzymatic and substrate capacity, and greater dependence on 

lower power energy supply due to the longer duration of the sprint effort and muscle fibre 

composition (243), and adaptability to training(82, 262). 

 Female athletes are consistently shown to have less lean muscle mass volume (221) and less 

fast twitch fibres compared to males (65). Furthermore, males display greater muscle thickness, 

pennation angle , cross-sectional area (CSA) , and fascicle length of the knee extensor muscles (96). 

Females have displayed lower sprint performance at 40, 80 & 100 m (221, 258) due to lower 

maximal velocity and a greater decrease in velocity which are a consequence of shorter acceleration 

and longer deceleration phases. The longer performance time and longer deceleration phase in 

females (~1.77 s) may lend to peripheral nervous system fatigue (reduction in muscular force output) 

and greater decrease in velocity in females athletes (258).  
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Conversely males have shorter deceleration phase due to the later attainment of maximal 

velocity therefore, experiencing less decrease in velocity (236, 297). The shorter deceleration phase 

can be associated with the higher capability in men to keep producing horizontal force onto the 

ground at very high velocity, and thus to keep accelerating. Males accelerated ~0.74 s longer than 

females permitting them to reach higher maximal velocities and males were also observed to have 

greater mechanical output during 40, 80 100 m sprint with the exception of relative mean force (N/kg) 

(221, 258). Together this evidence highlights the importance of the capability to keep applying 

horizontal force to the ground at high velocities (197, 236, 249).  

Many structural muscle features can contribute to the differences in magnitude and rate of 

force production between males and females. Acceleration performance is commonly related to leg 

extensor strength capacities (46, 191, 259),also the higher muscle mass and larger muscle CSAs in 

lower limb of males will lend to greater force production and thus, will produce superior ground forces 

that may increase running velocity (57, 221, 290). Interestingly however, sex differences in maximal 

force were still observed when considered relative to total body mass (221, 258) or muscle CSA (286). 

Therefore, it is of interest and warrants further investigation to examine if similar disparity in sprint 

performance is apparent.  

Anthropometrical sex differences particularly body height is likely to affect horizontal velocity 

and thus sprint performance level achieved by females (57). For instance, maximal stride length that 

can be reached in females is reduced due to shorter leg length. (~2.20 m in women vs. ~2.40 m in 

men), A shorter SL at a similar SF results in lower horizontal velocity and sprint performance (297). 

The modifiable factors constraining the sprint performance of a female athlete should be 

addressed by a sprint training programme and these factors will affect the appropriateness, efficacy 

and effect of the sprint training method, volume and intensity. However, the fundamental training 

principles of specificity and individuality are arguably the most poignant factors, when considering 

sprint development and training design in regard to sex. Therefore, training should be prescribed 

relative and according to individual performance capacity and predispositions including sex (156). Very 

limited information and scientific research exists regarding potential sex differences in the acute 

responses to sprint training prescription and it has been recommended that future investigations 

should include and consider this topic (120). Therefore, a sex difference in the acute responses to 

sprint training was considered an important area for investigation in this body of work. 

 

1.4 Training to improve sprint performance 

Success in track and field sprinting is in itself defined as superior sprint performance and is 

the obvious training aim for a sprinter. However, it is unsurprising that enhancement of sprint ability 
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is a common training aim in field sports also, considering the competitive advantages outlined for 

field sport athletes in displaying superior sprint ability. 

Various training methods to develop sprint performance exist. These are typically classified as 

primary (specific methods, stimulating sprint movement pattern) e.g. sprint technique, sprinting and 

secondary (specific methods stimulating sprint action and applying overload) e.g., resisted or assisted 

sprinting or tertiary (non-sprint specific training methods; not involving sprint actions or movements) 

e.g., resistance (strength & power) training and plyometric training, methods (245, 266).  

Sprint training methods are utilised in isolation or combination to induce targeted 

neuromuscular or technical adaptations theorised to enhance sprint performance or one of its key 

components. The targeted adaptations should reflect the factor limiting an athlete’s sprint 

performance their current level of athletic development and training season. Each method or 

combination of methods have a varying level of efficacy and effectiveness with regard to the positive 

transfer of training adaptations to enhanced sprint performance (220). The effectiveness of a training 

method to induce sprint improvements is largely influenced by three factors; 1) the physiological and 

mechanical stimulus it provides and the following adaptive response this incurs, 2) the responsiveness 

of the athlete to the stimulus applied, 3) the appropriateness of the training method based on the 

individual and the factor/s constraining their sprint performance. Although training to improve sprint 

ability is multi factorial, each of the three speed training categories can provide adaptations and 

improvements to one or more of the factors determining sprint performance (31, 120, 220).  

In separate reviews and meta-analyses Nicholson et al. (2021), Rumpf et al. (2016) and Seitz 

(2014) demonstrated that in field sport athletes, secondary methods and specifically resisted sprinting 

to have the greatest positive effect on sprint performance outcomes (220, 245, 254). Nicholson et al. 

(2020) also noting that for field sport athletes secondary methods in combination with tertiary 

methods to be more effective than any category of sprint training alone(220). While these findings 

suggest secondary sprint training methods to be more effective above traditional primary sprint 

training or sport only training, the training volume and time span necessary to elicit benefits from 

primary training methods must be considered. It follows that secondary sprint training methods allow 

greater overload to be supplied with a reduced training volume required, considering the training dose 

response relationship; i.e., training response/adaptation being a factor of overload applied (load or 

velocity). 

Furthermore, primary or sports only training may not supply sufficient means of progressive 

overload (volume or intensity) in the in a field sport athletes training context. Current evidence 

suggest furthermore that, for primary training methods if performed outside track and field sprint 

athletes, sprint interval training provide insufficient stimulus for neurological or morphological 
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adaptations (255, 294). Similarly, technique drills performed at lower velocities and with altered 

kinematics to that of normal sprinting also have little efficacy and limited value, particularly when 

performed poorly (145, 288). 

Secondary methods of sprint training encompass assisted and resisted sprinting. These 

activities while biomechanically (kinematic and kinetic) specific to sprinting provide overload to the 

sprint movement by increasing and reducing velocity respectively. Theoretically secondary sprint 

training methods can stimulate, the athlete’s ability to produce key determinants of superior sprint 

performance. Such as; high levels of horizontal force and horizontal force impulse (resisted sprinting) 

or reduce ground contact time and stride frequency (assisted sprinting). Sprint improvements 

following resisted sprint training are reported to be specific to velocity change incurred (2, 229, 278), 

with accumulated evidence reporting that resisted sprint training may have large positive effect on 

performance in short accelerative sprint (245). There remains however, a lack of understanding 

related to the acute effects and responses to resisted sprinting and fundamental research is required 

to elucidate these. This thesis attempted to address this gap in knowledge by providing further 

experimental evidence to inform resisted sprint training prescription.  

In contrast to secondary methods, tertiary sprint training methods focus mainly on enhancing 

force production, velocity, or reactive strength in the vertical plane of motion (plyometrics traditional 

resistance strength and power training exercises) and so do directly transfer or stimulate higher 

horizontal force production (165, 169). Tertiary sprint training aims to stimulate targeted adaptation 

to enhance neuromuscular qualities underlying force production ability of the lower limbs. Research 

has shown that these adaptations are able to manifest significant improvements in sprint performance 

(164, 165). Additional tertiary training methods allow practitioners to specify load and so target force 

or intensity specific adaptations (120, 204).  

However, as discussed earlier, a key discriminating factor of enhanced acceleration ability is 

amplified horizontal GRF, as compared to the influence of total or vertical GRF (48, 140, 157, 207, 210, 

224, 237). Multiple investigations have extoled the importance of the mechanical and technical ability 

to affect greater horizontal propulsion, in achieving superior sprint acceleration. Given the apparent 

efficacy of enhancing the horizontal components of GRF impulse, investigations of training modalities 

theorised to directly or indirectly improve this capacity are of substantial benefit to aid sprint training 

design and prescription. Such investigations must assess and establish the performance, physiological 

and mechanical effects of the chosen training method, and also consider both acute and chronic 

adaptations (120). Hence, the research undertaken in this thesis aimed to improve the understanding 

of the acute physiological, mechanical and priming responses to resisted sprint training. 
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1.5 Post Activation Potentiation and Post activation performance enhancement. 

Along with chronic adaptations and sprint performance enhancement, following a longer term 

training process, an acute improvement in sprint performance is often a desired outcome for athletes. 

Therefore, different training strategies designed to affect acute transient physiological or 

psychological responses which aid sprint performance are often implemented.  

The practice of completing a high intensity priming/conditioning activity (CA) prior to a target activity 

is a strategy proposed to ensure acute performance improvements in maximal effort short duration 

athletic tasks. This priming or potentiating practice aims accrue benefit from any immediate short 

term enhancement in neuromuscular performance, which can occur in response to the contractile 

activity of the CA.  

This enhanced muscular performance is often attributed to a phenomenon known as post-

activation potentiation (PAP), which refers to the acute enhancement in muscular performance 

(measured by electrically-evoked twitch force) induced because of recent contractile activity involving 

maximal, or near maximal, muscle contraction lasting approximately 10 seconds (233, 274). PAP  

is an increase in muscle twitch torque and low-frequency tetanic force after a “conditioning” 

contractile activity. In practical environments the conditioning activity (or contractile history) most 

commonly includes a sustained maximal voluntary contraction (36, 134, 247). From a physical 

movement perspective, it can be described as an increase in the strength/power produced in 

subsequent activities performed shortly after a priming activity. PAP has consistently been shown to 

increase both peak force and rate of force development during subsequent twitch contractions (134) 

There are several mechanisms suggested to cause PAP, including increased neural drive the 

recruitment of higher order motor units, increase in pentation angle, and the phosphorylation of 

myosin regulatory light chains (130). The most accepted of the proposed mechanism explaining the 

enhanced twitch torque is increased calcium sensitivity occurring in type II muscle fibers of activated 

motor units due to increased phosphorylation of myosin regulatory light chains (36, 247, 313). 

The other largely touted mechanism relates to the enhanced recruitment of higher order 

motor units. Here, the contractile effort/intensity of the CA stimulates specific afferent neural fibres, 

which in turn activate adjacent ά-motoneurons via an afferent neural volley, thereby elevating the 

transmittance of excitation potentials across synaptic junctions at the spinal cord. This accommodated 

state can last for several minutes (36).  

It is therefore important to note that various components of the strength–power-potentiation 

complex have been shown modulate the magnitude and occurrence of PAP response. Although, 

occurrence of PAP is highly individual reports suggest that stronger individuals may be better equipped 

to utilise a PAP effect due to greater proportion of fast twitch muscle fibres compared to less strong 
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peers. Highest PAP responders were found to have a higher percentage of type II fibres and greater 

type II fibre area than a group identified as the lowest PAP responders as reflected by the twitch 

contractile investigations (115, 134, 300). Furthermore, athletes that have reached a higher training 

level may have developed a greater level of recruitment and fatigue resistance in the type II fibres.  

However, the time course of the PAP mechanisms rarely matches the time course of observed 

improvements in the performance activity (36, 253, 300) e.g. in sprint activities. Therefore it is unlikely 

that the PAP alone can explain performance enhancement observed following CA’s in practical 

settings (36). Therefore, to more accurately describe this training practice, the term post activation 

performance enhancement (PAPE) is preferred (36, 41, 76). An increase in muscle contractile force 

per unit area in a time course that may be similar to that of PAPE may be attributed to increases in 

blood flow, and subsequently in muscle water, in response to intense exercise (284). Therefore, 

myofibrillar fluid shifts have been proposed as the mechanism most likely to underpin a PAPE response 

(36).  

Whether improvement in performance following CA is by virtue of PAP or PAPE, the goal of 

this practice and purpose of the CA is to acutely enhance muscular performance beyond that achieved 

by a general warm-up (36, 155, 233, 274) and it does not seek to stimulate long term adaptations or 

performance improvements. 

Furthermore, its occurrence is time dependant that is the CA may enhance performance only 

if the acute fatigue it creates dissipates at a faster rate than the enhancement decays (28, 247). The 

response to CA’s are reported to be highly individual and variable (253) accordingly, several variables 

modulate the response following a CA. These include; the individuals strength power profile, 

resistance training experience, the volume, duration and intensity of the CA, period of rest between 

CA and target activity (effecting the level of activation and fatigue created), CA contraction and 

movement type and similarity to the subsequent performance activity (274).   

Given, the multiple factors that combine to result in performance output (76) an acute 

performance improvement observed, subsequent to a priming protocol, cannot be assumed to be 

directly related to the CA, whether by virtue of PAP or other mechanisms. Despite this uncertainty 

regarding the underlying mechanisms, acute short term enhancements are observed follow certain 

conditioning activities, which may have a benefit to athlete’s sprint training efforts. Consequently, the 

performance of CA’s involving maximal, or near maximal, muscle contraction, is commonly suggested 

as a strategy to acutely enhance sprint performance. (41, 233, 253, 300). Although, the efficacy of 

priming activities for acute enhanced sprint performance is equivocal, the practice can also be of 

benefit from a motor learning and neuromuscular adaptation perspective also. That is, should a PAPE 

occur, the athlete would be exposed to URS velocities which they may not be able to attain otherwise. 
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Therefore, this could increase the maximal neuromuscular stimulus applied with in the session. 

Furthermore the CA itself may stimulate the neuromuscular characteristics underlying sprint 

performance and thereby lead to longer term training improvements.  

PAPE training strategies to acutely improve sprint performance warrant further investigation, 

given the unknow mechanisms, uncertain regarding efficacy, potential benefit, popularity and allure 

that stems from the potential short term improvements. In light of this and efficacy associated with 

resisted sprint training to enhance sprint performance in team field sprot athletes, this thesis 

investigated the PAPE response to resisted sprint CA . 

 

1.6 Resisted Sprinting 

1.6.1 Principle of Training specificity  

Specificity or dynamic correspondence is a widely recognised principle of training that state 

adaptations are specific to the stimulus applied. Training specificity encompasses many elements of 

the sports skill to be improved (246). Specific training may aim to stimulate kinematic movement 

patterns (angles, range of motion, posture), kinetic attributes: (rate, magnitude, duration and 

direction of force production, mode of muscle contraction, unilateral/bilateral) movement velocity, 

and coordination or balance specific to sprinting.  

Considering the importance of the relative horizontal component of GRF and ratio of forces in 

sprint performance, improvements in sprint acceleration will result from sprint training devised to 

enhance the athlete’s ability to generate high levels of force relative to body mass as well as 

mechanical and technical effectiveness to transmit and evoke greater horizontal force during the 

support phase i.e., increasing horizontal force impulse as velocity increases until its peak. 

Resisted sprint training, a secondary sprint training method, is espoused to amplify the 

horizontal component of GRF and therefore the athlete’s effectiveness in horizontal propulsion of 

their centre of mass (COM). Resisted sprinting is a frequently used sprint training activity, which 

involves the athlete sprinting against a form of external resistance. Examples include uphill running, 

limb loading, weighted vest sprinting and resisted towing (e.g., tire, weighted sled, parachute). It is 

believed that resisted sprint training provides overload in a manner and method which is mechanically 

highly specific to unresisted sprinting (URS) (152, 223, 236) It is therefore proposed to induces sprint-

specific training adaptations, which help improve the transfer of training effects to sprint performance 

(3, 229). 

To evoke desired speed improvements and transfer to improved sprint performance, 

practitioners must balance a milieu of physiological, neurological and biomechanical adaptations. In 

addition, prior to utilising a sprint training method, sports and strength and conditioning coaches must 
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consider the rate and level of efficacy of training methods prior. This is particularly relevant within 

field team sports due to requirement to balance concurrent forms of training with speed 

development. Resisted sprinting is biomechanically specific to URS and provides an adjustable 

overload which can address different requirements or goals throughout a periodised training program 

(308). The specificity of the activity may increase the likelihood that training adaptations may transfer 

into performance improvements (108). Therefore, resisted sprinting may provide a means to improve 

the effectiveness and time-efficiency of an athlete’s sprint training preparation. Resisted sprinting was 

chosen for further investigation due the aforementioned theoretical efficiency and efficacy for 

improving sprint performance and because of the lack of research on the acute responses to resisted 

sprint training. 
 

1.6.2 Resisted Sled Sprint training  

1.6.2.1 RSS Training overview 

Resisted sled sprint (RSS) training is a form of resisted sprint training, in which sprints are 

performed whilst towing a weighted sled devise set behind the athlete attached via a tether and 

harness. The mass (inertia) of a weighted sled, as well as the resulting friction between the weighted 

sled and the ground surface provide external resistance above that of unresisted sprint training (URS) 

during the sprinting movement (74). Therefore, RSS mimics the motor pattern of sprint running but 

with altered velocity, due to the externally added resistance. Theoretically the mechanical 

overload/demand of the resisted sprint activity increases the magnitude of force output and ground 

reaction force (GRF) required to sustain horizontal acceleration (150, 152). This increase in joint 

moment and GRF may allow slower athletes to exhibit kinetic outputs similar to their faster 

counterparts in a task specific manner.  

Furthermore, the magnitude and ratio of horizontal GRF during sprinting is correlated to the 

torso angle, and the dynamics of RSS (overload posterior to the athlete) requires the athlete to 

maintain an anteriorly inclined torso angle during performance. RSS therefore creates an 

advantageous environment for the athlete to evoke larger propulsive GRFs. 

Given the importance of sprints of short duration and incidences of acceleration over those 

of maximal velocity sprint running in field sports, RSS may prove an effective method for improving 

accelerative linear sprint performance in these athletes. RSS training may be an effective method of 

providing a horizontal resistance whilst closely replicating the motor pattern of sprinting (152, 223, 

236).  

The sled load compromises the total mass of the sled device and external weight placed on 

the sled. Several methods are used to prescribe RSS training load, as: 1. an absolute load (312), 2. a 
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percentage of the individual’s body mass (14, 116, 170, 287), 3. as a percentage of a relative maximum 

(190, 230) and 4. a sled load equating to a targeted decrement in athlete’s sprint velocity (4, 59, 151, 

164, 178, 265).  

A combination of mechanical similarity to sprinting, increased trunk lean (68) and an increased 

production of horizontal ground reaction force(150) appears to make RSS an effective alternative or 

combination method (48, 168) for improving sprint and specifically the acceleration phase over 0-20 

m (short sprint) performance (2). 
 

1.6.2.2 RSS Applications and limitations in current understanding. 

No current evidence suggests that RSS provide a substantially greater benefit compared to 

un-resisted sprint training alone. However recent meta-analysis suggest that for improving short sprint 

<20 m performance in field sport athletes, a combination of primary, secondary and tertiary sprint 

training methods to be of greater effect than primary sprint training alone (220). Nonetheless, the 

exact load that an individual or specific group of athletes should “tow” is the subject of intense debate. 

Assessment of the acute impact of a wide range of RSS loads on the various mechanical and 

physiological components of sprint performance in comparison to un-resisted sprints (URS), may add 

clarity to this debate however, investigations in this regard are scant.  

Current literature suggest that lighter sled loads are beneficial towards improving maximal 

velocity over longer distances, while heavier sled loads are most beneficial towards improving 

acceleration and over shorter distances.(3, 229).  

Additionally it has been proposed (69, 211, 229) that lighter sled loads (<10% Body Mass 

(BM%)) may provide insufficient horizontal resistance and that heavy or very heavy loads (69-95% BM) 

(69) are likely necessary to improve sprint acceleration (69, 72, 75, 151, 211). Although further 

research including longer intervention durations, comparisons to URS training and with higher level 

athletes is required to test these claims. Furthermore, the acute mechanical or kinetic responses to 

different loads throughout a RSS effort is largely undocumented. Given the attested importance of the 

ratio of horizontal GRF and horizontal GRF impulse in determining superior sprint performance, to 

explore the magnitude of overload and acute kinetic responses to different RSS loads and the possible 

differences in various athletic populations, further investigation of these variables is warranted.  

Although RSS has traditionally been used by sprinters and team sport athletes alike, precise 

details and consensus of its effects and effectiveness are inconclusive (48, 140, 157, 207, 210, 224, 

237). This is particularly true in relation to the immediate acute effect and impact of different RSS 

training prescriptions i.e., acute responses to manipulation of intensity (load), volume, density and 

recovery/restoration. The magnitude of the adaptive response to any training stimulus, positive or 
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negative, is a product of the intensity, volume, and frequency of the exposure to the stimulus and the 

characteristics of the environment to and in which the stressor is applied (128). As such, precision in 

prescription of training stimulus is required to elicit the acute response considered necessary to drive 

desired training adaptations. Previous investigations and current understanding of the acute 

responses to RSS training intensities and configurations have been reviewed in chapter two of this 

thesis, with limitations and recommendations for further research in this area being provided. 

Competitive sports typically contain two biological categories designated by sex furthermore, 

gaps in athletic and sprint performance between sexes appear biological in origin. Therefore, for the 

investigation of responses to sprint training methods such as RSS, a comparison and analysis of sex 

based differences is crucial (119, 120, 123, 258). 
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1.7 Thesis Purposes 

The primary aim of this thesis was to characterise the acute responses to resisted sled sprint 

training in field sport athletes. Specifically in relation to psychophysiological and mechanical demands 

and to enquire if an acute performance enhancement opportunity was evident.  

Specific objectives underlying the primarily purpose include:  

• To review the current literature regarding the acute responses to resisted sled sprinting and 

to establish the current understanding and direct topics requiring further study. 

• To conduct primary investigations among field sport athletes to identify; 

o the acute psychophysiological response to and internal training load associated with 

individual RSS training sessions. 

o the acute kinetic responses and mechanical properties associated with different RSS 

loads. 

o  PAPE and Priming opportunity of a RSS conditioning activity (CA).  

• The review and investigations aim to first establish and then expand understanding of the: 

• Internal training load associated with individual RSS training sessions. 

• Mechanical properties associated with different RSS loads  

• PAPE and Priming opportunity of a RSS conditioning activity (CA) 

The newly gathered information was assessed and critiqued to provide insight in how it can inform 

further research and assist the training decisions of athletes and coaches to enhance RSS training 

practices and prescription. These objectives were addressed through a review of literature and three 

experimental projects as detailed in chapters 2-5. 
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1.8 Thesis overview and chapter specific rationale  

 

Thesis Chapters 

1. Introduction 

2. The Acute Effect of Resisted Sprinting, A Literature Review.  

3. Physiological and perceptual responses to a single session of resisted sled sprint training at 

light or heavy sled loads.  

4. Mechanical properties of unresisted and resisted sled sprints, among trained male and female 

field sport athletes.  

5. The priming effect of a heavy or very heavy resisted sled sprint-based conditioning activity on 

subsequent unresisted sprint performance in team field sport athletes.  

6. General Discussion. 

 

Chapter 1: A review of sprint performance it’s: significance in sport, characteristics, determinants 

and different sprint training approaches. 

Research question: What is the significance of sprinting in sports? What are the key components to 

and training methods to enhance sprint performance?  

Specific aims: A review of existing literature to establish the importance of sprinting in sports, the key 

determinants of superior sprint performance and successfully training strategies to improve sprint 

performance. 

 

Chapter 2: The Acute Effect of Resisted Sprinting. A Literature review. 

Research question: What is currently understood regarding the acute responses to RSS and limitations 

in methods used to assess and measure this?  

Specific aims: To conduct a review of the relevant literature to synthesis current knowledge of acute 

responses to RSS and, identify gaps in this understanding. Thus establish areas requiring further 

investigation and so aiding the development of subsequent research questions and hypothesis. 

 

Chapter 3: Physiological and perceptual responses to a single session of resisted sled sprint training 

at light or heavy sled loads. 

Research question: What are the acute physiological responses to ‘heavy’ and ‘light’ resisted sled 

sprint (RSS) training loads?  

Specific aims: To examine the physiological, perceptual and performance responses to RSS training 

sessions with a, light and heavy sled load. To provide information regarding the acute internal training 
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load and physiological stimulus that was associated with the individual RSS training sessions. 

Therefore, this research could assist in the appropriate implementation of RSS training within athletic 

training regimes. 

 

Chapter 4: Mechanical properties of unresisted and sled resisted sprints, among trained male and 

female field sport athletes. 

Research question: How does RSS intensity (sled-load) acutely effects sprint, performance with 

respect to; time(s), velocity (Vdec) and kinetic parameters of both peak and average components of 

GRF and the mechanical effectiveness of the sprint movement? 

Specific aims: To examine the mechanical properties for entire duration of a RSS effort, at a wide 

spectrum of different loads. To assess and estimate the mechanical properties and the overload 

associated with different RSS training loads. Furthermore, to establish the kinetic responses to RSS 

loads compared to unresisted sprinting with a purpose to help guide prescription of appropriate RSS 

intensity within a field sport athletics’ sprint training programme. 

 

Chapter 5: The priming effect of a heavy or very heavy resisted sled sprint-based conditioning 

activity on subsequent unresisted sprint performance in team field sport athletes. 

Research question: Do RSS conditioning protocols with ‘heavy’ and/or ‘very heavy’ loads provide an 

acute ‘post-activation performance enhancement’, or serve as a priming stimulus, enhancing sprint 

performance?  

Specific aims: To aassess the efficacy, practicality and prevalence of post-activation performance 

enhancement following a RSS conditioning stimulus with Very Heavy (60%) and Heavy (20%) velocity 

decrement loads. Thereby, providing information as to the timing and appropriate worthwhile utility 

of any such potential enhancement. 

 

Chapter 6: General discussion of thesis findings. 

Specific aims: To provide a general discussion, practical synthesis of the results and an overall review 

of the thesis findings, its implications, and the contribution to the area of research.  
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Experimental methodological overview  

Chapter 2 

Electronic databases were searched; PubMed, SPORTDiscus and Web of Science. The primary author 

independently applied the inclusion criteria, assessed trial quality, and extracted data. The review 

author cross‐checked data and resolved discrepancies by discussion to reach consensus. 

Chapter 3 

Athletes took part in two RSS training sessions one at each load (heavy and light) while performance, 

perceptual, and physiological responses were measured before, immediately post and 24 hours post 

each trial. 

Chapter 4 

Athletes performed 20 m RSS at 5 different intensities (loads), instantaneous velocity was gathered 

throughout the efforts and provided means for estimation of instantaneous GRF components over the 

entire sprint effort . 

Chapter 5 

Athletes took part in two PAPE trials one at each RSS velocity decrement load (high and low), the PAPE, 

if any, of these loads was the tested via URS performance post the RSS conditioning stimulus.  
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Chapter 2  

The Acute Effect of Resisted Sprinting.  

A Literature review. 
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TITLE 
The Acute Effect of Resisted Sled Sprinting; A Literature review 

ABSTRACT 

Superior sprint running performance is a key component of success in a range of sporting 

disciplines. As such, improving acceleration and maximal velocity in sprint running is a paramount 

training goal for many coaches and athletes. Various training methods can induce positive transfer 

from training to sprint performance. Resisted sled sprint (RSS) training is one such popular method 

that has been shown to improve both acceleration and maximal velocity. To date, a majority of RSS 

research has concentrated on the longer-term effect and adaptations in sprint performance in 

response to RRS training. Evidence regarding the acute response to RSS training is sparse and limited 

in scope and detail. This review aimed to give clarity of these effects and may assist practitioners in 

implementation of RSS as a sprint training tool in an acute context. This review synthesised the 

published literature evaluating the acute responses to RSS training and discusses these in regards to 

the: immediate kinetic responses, psychophysiological effects, and post activation performance 

enhancement (PAPE). Findings of this review revealed 2 investigations on the psychophysiological 

effects of RSS with no studies conducted in trained athletes. Investigations of the PAPE responses to 

RSS are more readily investigated with 7 studies identified. However, the accumulated evidence is 

equivocal and suggests that, the PAPE response to RSS stimuli in most instances are highly individual. 

Similarly, a handful of investigations (7) have previously attempted to quantify the kinetic properties 

of entire RSS efforts. Many of the reported results and protocols reviewed however, cannot be 

generalized to other athletes due to the variation in methodology, sled load prescription and athlete 

training level and background. Consequently, practitioners currently lack clear information concerning 

the acute effects and appropriate implementation of RSS training for athletic populations. Therefore, 

it is suggested that further research regarding the acute responses to RSS to be undertaken, with 

specific attention given to utilising normalised sled loads and athletes from field based team sports. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The ability to improve maximal sprint performance is a central training goal for coaches from 

a range of sports disciplines. Sporting success and positive sports performance in track sprint events 

are directly related to the ability to maximise acceleration and attain maximal velocity. Additionally, 

short sprint ability (≤ 20 m) is a commonly monitored indicator of anaerobic physical performance in 

game-based field sports, (45, 104, 106, 162, 263, 304) as it has long been established as a key 

component of physical performance in these sports (90, 93, 264) and because players of different 

competitive levels can often be distinguished in part by their speed over short distances (64). 

Various specific and non-specific training methods induce a positive transfer from training to 

sprint performance (101, 245, 254). One such method is Resisted Sled Sprinting (RSS), which involves 

maximal straight-line sprint efforts whilst towing a weighted sled device. During RSS, the sled mass 

and friction force associated with the contact between the sled and the ground surface provides 

external overload above that of unresisted sprinting (URS) (74). With the point of application of 

external resistance behind the athlete, (because of the position of the sled), RSS delivers a horizontally 

orientated external overload whilst closely replicating the motor pattern of sprinting. RSS is theorised 

to be an effective method to enhance muscular force production and net ground reaction force (GRF), 

whilst providing a more advantageous ratio between vertical and horizontal propulsion during 

sprinting. Indeed, the mechanical and technical ability to quickly propagate large GRFs, while 

coordinating the body to effectively express these as propulsion or movement of the centre-of-mass 

(COM), in a horizontal direction is considered the key determinant of superior sprint performance (48, 

138, 157, 168, 207, 210, 223, 236). 

The effects of RSS training protocols on sprint performance have been highlighted in 

previously published systematic reviews, (2, 229) but the acute and the external and internal effects 

of different intensities of RSS training have yet to be reviewed. Similarly, the underlying mechanisms 

of action of a training adaptation derived from different RSS loads are also unclear. As such, the extent 

to which the acute effects of a specific RSS load correspond to a specific aspect or component of sprint 

performance to be enhanced, remain unclear. Given the commonality and potential benefits of RSS 

as a sprint training method, this information is important to guide practitioners in its practical 

implementation (40, 143, 231, 267). 

 RSS training is prescribed according to external training load, which is manipulated to elicit 

the desired acute psychophysiological response in the athlete. To evoke the acute external and 

corresponding internal response considered necessary to drive a training adaptation, precision in 

prescription of a training stimulus is required (40, 112, 256). Therefore, to inform accurate prescription 

and systematic application of the appropriate sprint training stimulus from RSS, an understanding of 
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the acute responses to different RSS intensities on an individualised level is necessary. A combination 

of physiological, perceptual, mechanical and performance responses, during and immediately after 

RSS training tasks, can elucidate the intensities and types of sprint training stimuli provided, as well as 

the corresponding training load. 

Among athletic populations knowledge of the acute responses to RSS training guides its 

implementation over the course of training cycles in balance with concurrent training demands and 

within an athlete’s overall development plan. Quantifying the acute psychophysiological and kinetic 

responses to differing RSS loads will provide erudite means to target specific training adaptations and 

performance improvements, deemed necessary for the athlete to meet the demands of or succeed in 

the field. 

Therefore, the aim of this review is to synthesize the published literature evaluating the acute 

effects of RSS training in 3 key areas: acute psychophysiological effects, immediate kinetic responses 

to different loads, and the post activation performance enhancement implications. In so doing, this 

review will elucidate if the potential mechanisms by which RSS acutely influences neuromuscular 

performance can be identified and will inform future RSS training prescription, management, and 

incorporation into wider athlete training regimes. Additionally, suggestions for future research will be 

made in consideration of extant methodological and demographic limitations in currently available 

published research.  

 

METHODS 

The following electronic databases were searched by the primary author to identify studies for this 

review: PubMed, SPORTDiscus and Web of Science (last searched on 21/09/2021). Publications were 

screened to identify those reporting acute (immediate); psychophysiological or Kinetic, or priming 

responses to what could be identified as a resisted sprint where, the resistance during the sprint effort 

was posterior to the athlete.  

The following search terms were used to locate articles specific to this study; (resisted* sled sprints*) 

or (resisted* sled sprinting*) or (sled sprints*) or (sled sprinting*) or (sled towing*) or (sled pulling*) 

or (resisted sprinting*) with limits of humans. Inclusion criteria for the study were; weighted sled 

device as primary method of resistance (with the exception of search for kinetic effects), result 

detailing immediate effects. Exclusion criteria were results assessing long term effect or responses, 

results not pertaining to an entire sprint effort.  
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The title and abstract of potentially eligible studies were initially screened, the full test of remaining 

studies was then reviewed to establish eligibility for inclusion. All initial screening was conducted by 

the primary author and the screened and categorised studies were subsequently cross‐checked by the 

review author. 

Citations were downloaded to EndNote version X9 (Thomson Reuters, New York, USA). Full texts were 

obtained of citations deemed to be relevant to the review topic. The reference lists of these papers 

were also hand-searched for additional relevant studies.  

The following data were extracted from included studies: authors, publication year, sample size, 

participant demographics (age, sex, sport), intervention parameters, experimental outcomes, design 

and method, results, and authors’ conclusions. The primary author independently applied the 

inclusion criteria and extracted data. The review author cross‐checked data and consensus reach. 

A tabulated synthesis was used to analyse the results of the included papers and group results into 

related themes. This synthesis was divided into the following three topic areas:  

1. Acute psychophysiological responses to RSS. 

2. Acute kinetic responses throughout (posterior loaded) resisted sprint efforts. 

3. Acute post activation performance enhancement responses to RSS. 

 

RESULTS 

ACUTE PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES/EFFECTS  

Training mechanism 

The internal load, otherwise known as the psychophysiological response of the training 

stimulus, determines the functional outcome of training (37). The psychophysiological load that a 

given training stimulus imposes can vary depending on environmental context and often differs to the 

external load prescribed(143). In short, direct correlation between external load and internal response 

cannot be assumed. Therefore, evidence is limited for the use of measures of external load outcomes 

as surrogates for internal load (143). To get a comprehensive understanding of the mechanisms 

underpinning training adaptations, both mechanical (or external) and psychophysiological (or internal) 

training loads must be quantified (143).  
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Measurements of internal training load 

The physiological and metabolic demand and intensity of exercise training stimuli are typically 

assessed via the measurements of perturbations in physiological characteristics such as heart rate, 

blood lactate level and respiratory exchange ratio in responses to exercise (21). However, internal 

training load has also been successfully assessed using subjective measure or rating of perceived effort 

via rate of perceived exertion scales (RPE) (152, 210). 

Literature search Results 

Two studies were identified which evaluated acute psychophysiological responses to an RSS 

training stimulus. The characteristics of these studies are described below and detailed in Table 1. 

Research participants 

These two studies included 42 participants (0% female), from 7 sporting backgrounds.  

Protocols 

Bachero-Mena et al. (2020) (15) assessed the physiological effects of RSS in recreational athletes, 

measuring acute and short-term (+24hr) metabolic and performance responses to single sessions 

comprised of 8x20 m RSS with different sled loads, expressed relative to participants’ body mass 

(%bm) used in each of 5 separate sessions (15). To assess perceptual responses to RSS, Lockie et al. 

(2012) recorded, session rates of perceived exertion (sRPE) in response to light load (10% Vdec) RSS 

training on 12 occasions (165).  

Observations 

Results revealed that mean sprint time and blood lactate concentrations increased as a 

function of load and with repetition. This increase in blood lactate is likely due to longer mean sprint 

time with increases in sled load and may reflect a shift from phosphogenic energy supply with an 

increased reliance on anaerobic glycolysis to sustain performance (152, 210). This suggests that sled 

loads causing relative speed loss of thirty-two percent or above, when compared with maximum URS 

performance, elicit a metabolic response that is significantly different than that observed during URS 

training. As previously outlined, it remains unclear if the observed increase in blood lactate is a 

function of intensity (i.e., the RSS load) or accumulated exertion time (18). Hence, to attain a more 

precise description of the metabolic response to RSS training, further research with more frequent 

blood lactate measurements is necessary.  

Importantly however, the evaluation of the energetic or metabolic demand in short duration 

maximal effort exercise remains a problem, as during short duration sprint exercise a reduction in 

performance occurs due to a reduction in the ability to maintain contractile activity which sustains 

force production, rather than a reduction in energy supply for this force production (50). Furthermore, 
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the assessment of substrate utilisation is merely a surrogate of the intensity of effort. Therefore, 

assessment of reduction in performance time from maximum URS performance is proposed as an 

alternative measure of physiological demand (50) and an indication of overload during a RSS training 

session. 

However, to precisely determine neuromuscular overload provided by RSS intensity, 

assessment of force production and underlying mechanical responses is still necessary (50). Caution 

should be taken before assuming responses reported would be repeatable with different subjects, 

where load is prescribed in the same manner. RSS intensities prescribed to a percentage of an athlete’s 

body mass are not sensitive to individual athletic ability and can result in variation in Vdec and the 

mechanical load experienced by the athlete.  

As discussed above, precise, and accurate quantification of internal/physiological responses 

to maximal effort short duration training such as RSS has proven difficult (109, 243). To provide a 

description of the physiological effects to this form of activity, serial measurements are recommend 

(109). For this reason, assessment, and measurement of rating of perceived exertion (RPE) is used to 

accurately estimated the acute internal load of exercise at both a task and session level.  

The perceptual responses to RSS have been assessed in one previous instance (165) as 

detailed in Table 1, where sRPE in response to light load (10% Vdec), RSS training was deemed 

somewhat hard (4.00 ± 1.45) as per Borg CR-10 scale (193). Additionally mean sRPE did not differ 

significantly week on week in spite of a progressive increase in total sprint distance. In comparison, 

the distance matched URS condition elicited somewhat hard to hard (4.60 ± 1.01) mean sRPE and a 

significant difference (p, <0.05) (with medium- to large- effect sizes) in increase in mean sRPE week 

on week, with no significant difference in sRPE between the two running conditions detected.  

As sRPE was not assessed in tandem with any other measure of physiological response, it 

remains unclear whether 10% Vdec RSS provides sufficient overload to cause significantly different 

physiological responses to that of URS training, or if RPE is not sensitive enough to detect the 

difference in intensity or overload between these experimental conditions. Observations are however, 

paralleled to Bachero Mean (15) where significant differences in metabolic responses compared to 

URS only occurred at loads of 31% Vdec and above. 

Importantly, as only one RSS loading protocol was assessed the perceived effort and 

associated internal load experienced with heavier RSS loads remains unclear. It should also be noted 

that session RPE can be biased to the final repetition undertaken. Therefore, the variation in RSS 

repetition distance throughout the session in Lockie et al. (2012) (165) may impact the RPE reported. 
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 Table 1: Characteristics & results of investigations reporting the acute psychophysiological effect of RSS

Author, y 

Subjects 

Study Design 

RSS training protocol 
Psychophysiological 

variables 
Performance 

Variables 

Results 

N. (sex) Sport 
Training 
level 

Age 
Set × 
Repetitions 

Inter rep 
rest (s) 

RSS Load 
Intensity 

Psychophysiological  Performance  

Bachero 
Mena et al. 
(2021) 

15 males 
Team field sports 
and Athletics 

recreational 
active in a 
field sport 
twice a 
week 

23.8 ± 5.3 

randomized, cross-
sectional, 
counterbalanced 
experimental 

8 x 20 m 2 mins 

5 
conditions 
1 week 
apart 
0%, 20%, 
40%, 60%, 
& 80% 
BM. 

Plasma creatine 
kinase 
concentration PRE & 
24H POST RSS 
session. 
 
Blood Lactate 
Concentration PRE 
& POST 4TH & 8TH 

RSS repetition. 

CMJ, 20-m 
Sprint time, peak 
torques & mean 
power in isokinetic 
knee extension & 
flexion. 

Blood lactate concentration sig 
↑ PRE to POST 4th & 8th RSS (P 
< .0001) all loading conditions. 
 
Post 4th RSS Sig > blood lactate 
concentration for 80% vs 0% (P 
= .0001), 20% (P = .002) loads. 
 
Post 8th RSS sig > lactate 
concentration for 60% (P = 
.007), 80% (P = .002) & 20% (P 
= .03) vs 0% load. 
 
CK concentration sig ↑ PRE to 
24H POST all loading conditions 
(0%: P = .001; 20%: P = .03; 
40%: P = .02;60%: P = .01; 80%: 
P = .02)  
 
No sig differences between 
loading conditions. 

No differences between loading 
conditions for 
Physical performance tests 
variables. 
 
CMJ cm ↓sig PRE to POST for all 
loading conditions  
(P < .001), except 60%.  
 
20 m performance ↓ sig PRE to 
POST for 0% (P = .05) & 80% (P = 
.02),  
10-20 m performance ↓sig PRE-
POST for 0% (P = .03), 40% (P = 
.009), & 60% (P = .01). 
 
Mean power during knee flexion sig 
↓ from PRE to 24 H POST for 20% 
loading condition (P = .03).  
 

Lockie et al. 
(2012) 

27 males 
Team Field & 
court Sports 

recreational 
trained 
active in a 
field sport 
twice a 
week 

23.3 ± 4.7 
randomized 
repeated measures 
experimental 

6x3-6x5 reps  
5, 10, 15, 20m  
195 – 320 m  
per session 
6 week 
training 
period. 2 
sessions per 
week.  

2 mins 10% Vdec 
sRPE 
30 mins post RSS 
training sessions 

0-10 m sprint time 

mean weekly session RPE 3 to 
4 (moderate to somewhat 
hard). 
 
No sig difference in sRPE 
between session. 

10-m velocity sig ↑ (p , 0.05) 7% 
After 6 week training period. 
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Future directions 

To address this limitation, measurement of repetition/ task-level RPE and the use of a constant 

distance for each sprint repetition is recommended. This would provide insight to the intensity and 

load of individual RSS repetitions and the impact of accumulated distance and sprint number. 

Given the sparsity of research regarding the psychophysiological responses to RSS other 

similar investigations are necessary to extrapolate and expand upon these findings. Due to the 

difficulty in assessment of exertion in short duration high intensity exercise(289), to more accurately 

assess the internal physiological response occurring during this type of activity, simultaneous 

measurement of several markers of exertion is recommended (289). 

Therefore, future research evaluating the psychophysiological responses (including blood 

lactate, heart rate and a measure of perceived effort) to RSS or the assessment of internal load 

associated with RSS should aim to include cardiovascular, metabolic, and perceptual responses at both 

RSS repetition/task and RSS sessions level. Furthermore, new research should ensure RSS intensity is 

prescribed relative to ability and should include high level competitive field sport athletes of both 

sexes who are familiar to training with RSS at a wide variety of intensities. This would improve 

transferability and utility of future findings in elite sports settings, reduce observance of learning 

effects, and increase the reliability and external validity of the findings regarding the training intensity 

being investigated. 
 

ACUTE KINETIC RESPONSES 

In accordance with Newton’s laws of motion, when GRFs acting on the body are of sufficient 

magnitude to overcome the body’s inertia, accelerative motion will result. Hence GRFs exerted by the 

athlete during sporting and training actions underpin the performance of these movements. On this 

basis, to comprehensively understand the mechanical and physical characteristics of RSS performance, 

it is necessary to quantify the GRFs and kinetic properties underlying its execution.  

Training mechanism 

Two potential mechanical mechanisms of action are hypothesized to underly improvements 

in URS performance following RSS training. The first is based upon Newton’s second law of motion, 

whereby an enhancement of neuromuscular capacities (such as the contractile force of a muscle or 

the rate at which it is contracting) will in turn increase total GRFs, the Rate of Force Development 

(RFD), and therefore the magnitude of the force expressed in a shorter duration activity. The second 

proposed mechanism concerns the enhanced efficiency and effectiveness in utilizing the appropriate 

proportion of GRFs to propel the body’s COM toward horizontal, which is distinct from total GRF 

magnitude (152, 210); a more efficient orientation of COM and co-ordination of the lower limbs while 
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sprinting can be achieved, resulting in the GRF impulse being expressed with greater anterior-

posterior propulsion (151). The assumption is that these characteristics would improve during URS 

following a period of RSS training. 

The latter theory suggests that RSS functions primarily as a sprinting skill practice, whereby 

the training stimulus results in improved efficiency of movement through improved technical ability, 

rather than through enhancement of the capacity and ability to generate larger muscular forces and 

or improve RFD during sprinting activities. Evaluating these proposed mechanisms requires kinetic 

assessment to establish GRFs during RSS. 
 

Kinetic assessment of RSS 

Direct and accurate assessment of the mechanics associated with unloaded overground 

running is complex and multifaceted (70). As such, the assessment of GRF during a whole overground 

sprint effort has proven difficult, with prior attempts limited to quantifying a discrete section of a 

distinct sprint effort (33, 66, 138) or a larger section compiled of discrete portions of multiple different 

sprint efforts (236). This difficulty is a consequence of the restrictions imposed by the dimension and 

design of data acquisition methods, namely, force platforms-the reference measurement tool for 

assessment of GRFs and overground kinetics. (150, 302). While prior investigations and assessments 

capture important insights regarding the mechanics of overground sprint efforts, they only provide a 

snapshot of kinetics at a limited portion of the sprint task, without awareness of GRFs throughout the 

full RSS effort.   

 The recent development of a synchronized inlayed force platform system measuring 50 m 

allows for direct intact kinetic assessment of overground sprinting for the entirety of a distinct 50 m 

sprint effort (213, 216, 217). Yet, due to the high cost of this type of system, complete direct 

measurement of sprint kinetics is not feasible for the majority of athletes, players, or coaches. 

However, a more practically applicable simple computational method to estimate GRFs in overground 

sprinting has been developed (249). This method is based on a macroscopic model applying the 

fundamental laws of motion to the runner’s centre of mass determined from spatiotemporal inputs 

and utilizes velocity time data and computations applied to the runners COM to derive GRF and kinetic 

values. In recent research, this method demonstrated good agreement and inter trial reliability when 

tested against the gold standard force platform system described above (213).  

 Since its development Samozino’s (249) simple indirect method has frequently been used in 

numerous populations and settings to estimate GRFs and the kinetic characteristics of unresisted 

sprint running (16, 26, 123, 147, 257). However, indirect measurement of the kinetic characteristics 

and GRFs during RSS is more complex still, as the friction of the running surface must be considered. 
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Several authors have attempted to accurately estimate friction forces occurring during RSS at various 

loads (8, 74, 160, 161). Methods suggested and evaluated by Cross et al. (2017C) (74) appear to be the 

most robust proposed to date for calculating friction forces under differing loads, with both constant 

velocities and changing velocities. This approach provides a method to compute friction force during 

RSS by utilizing velocity time data and subsequently enables simple indirect measurement and 

accurate estimation of GRF and kinetic characteristics of an entire RSS effort. 

 

Literature search Results 

Despite these developments only seven (69, 72, 73, 131, 184, 206, 225) published articles have 

since investigated the kinetic characteristics of resisted sprints. These seven studies included 98 

participants (37% female), from 5 sporting backgrounds. Detailed characteristics and findings of these 

studies are presented in Tables 2 and 3. Four of these investigations reported findings regarding the 

kinetic characteristics of each resistive load trialed, where resistance was provided via weighted sleds 

in two of the investigations (206, 225) and by a motorized winch devices tethered to the athlete the 

other two investigations (131, 184). Another two studies reported the theorized force velocity profile 

characteristics computed from the relationship between peak force and peak velocity, estimated at 

each trialed load (109, 243). A further two publications reported theoretical force velocity profiles, 

which were estimated based on the acute responses to a series of resisted sprints trials at varying 

loads. However, the kinetic response from which the force velocity profiles were based were not 

detailed and were derived from the same participant cohort (109, 243). Finally, of the articles listed in 

Tables 2 & 3, one was not an experimental study but provided a detailed commentary on the 

assessment and measurement of kinetic outputs during resisted sprinting. Consequently, how 

differential loads may alter kinetic properties throughout an entire RSS trial remains unclear. 

Specifically, the magnitude and time characteristics of GRFs required to propel the athletes COM in 

the global horizontal direction over a set distance in addition to alterations in the manner with which 

GRFs experienced are expressed warrant further investigation. Therefore, the acute kinetic affects and 

impact of RSS are currently still widely debated. The discussion below will comprise of the four 

previously identified investigations wherein kinetic responses to each individual RSS load trialled were 

reported (131, 184, 206, 225). 

Research participants 

Sporting background of the participants varied between studies as did the resistive devises 

used (131, 184, 206, 225). The two investigations regarding responses to RSS were conducted with 

sprinters, while the GRF of court sport athletes was measured in response to resistance provided by a 
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motorized winch device in two further studies. One of the sprinter cohorts had 100% male participants 

(225) and similarly 100% of participants in one of the court sport cohorts were female; (131) 

participants of both sexes took part in the remaining studies. Athletes in all four studies were 

considered highly trained and competed in a sport where sprinting is a component of superior 

performance outcomes. As RSS is a training method commonly implemented in sports such as soccer, 

field hockey and rugby codes, further investigation including field sport athletes and larger female 

cohorts is necessary. Further details of participant characteristics are provided in Table 2. 
 

Protocols 

The two RSS investigations identified profiled kinetic properties of sprints under loads of 

15,20,30 & 40% body mass over either 50 m or 20 m (206, 225) where the participants unresisted 

sprint performance acted as an internal control/comparator. When resistance was supplied via a 

motorized winch system, sprint distances were 20 m (184) and 30 m (131) and loads equaled 5% BM 

and 4.7-15.4% BM.  

Findings 

Though similar loads were trialed, results differed between the investigations assessing kinetic 

responses to RSS. Pantoja et al. (2018) (225) found no significant effect of load on maximal horizontal 

force (hF) (225). In contrast, Monte et al. (2017) detected a 3.7% increase in horizontal force with load 

(206) (unresisted sprint compared to 40% body mass (BM) RSS) and no difference in increase in 

horizontal force observed between loading conditions. Additionally, Monte et al. (2017) reported that 

within resisted sprint efforts, horizontal force decreased as step number/distance increased (82% 

from first to last step) (206). However, as after step five no difference in horizontal force was observed, 

this effect appeared to occur prior to the fifth step (approximately 5 m). This observation highlights 

the need for inclusion and consideration of average values across larger time/distance portions of RSS 

sprint efforts as suggested previously (73) as opposed to just peak values commonly reported and 

analyzed in investigations of kinetic characteristics of URS & RSS (69, 71, 158, 206). Conversely, both 

studies utilizing motorized winch derived resistance observed similar significant effects on kinetic 

output with increased resistance, at 5, 7, 11.2 & 15.4% BM, albeit among court sport athletes (131, 

184).  

Ratio of force (RF) and decrease in the ratio of force (dRF) (210, 212) are two further metrics 

presented alongside the simple methods of kinetic assessment described above (249). These novel 

metrics both utilise the orthogonal (directional) components of GRF to assess efficiency of movement 

and rate of decline in efficiency of movement in sprinting, respectively. RF (computed as the ratio of 

horizontal ground reaction force to the corresponding resultant ground reaction force) is espoused to 
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indicate the technical ability of the athlete to orient and coordinate their body to ensure the required 

portion of the total propagated GRF is expressed in the anteroposterior direction i.e., forward towards 

the global horizontal. Additional dRF index (computed as the slope of the linear decrease in RF with 

increasing running velocity), (210, 212) indicates the rate of decline in RF as velocity and duration of 

sprint increases. From the research discussed in this review only Pantoja et al. (2018) (225) described 

kinetic efficiency analysis reporting increased RFmax and greater dRF with increase in sled load, so 

indicating in spite of a change in effectiveness of GRF vector component (increased proportion of total 

force projected toward the global horizontal) as external resistance increases there was a reduction 

in the capacity to maintain this as velocity and duration of the sprint increased. Detailed information 

on findings discussed above are presented in Table 3. 
 

Observations  

Male sprinters presented the largest increase in kinetic output with increased load across the 

four investigations and between sports cohorts. This may have underpinned the disparity in sprint 

ability in differing athletic populations and the kinetic responses to similar relative RSS load. As authors 

previously noted, this highlights the requirement for individualised sleds load prescription to account 

for variation in athletic sprint ability, potential and current training status (131, 184, 206, 225). 

As suggested previously (73), the ability to detect average kinetic output data would enhance 

precision and accuracy with which RSS load and volume are prescribed and enable coaches and 

athletes to better target a desired training stimulus. Though Mangine et al. (2018) assessed average 

as well as peak values for kinetic responses, the loaded condition assessed was limited to 5% BM, 

restricting the insight and applicability gained from those observations (184). Ideally, a more 

comprehensive analysis including assessment with a broad spectrum of loads/intensities could 

present a horizontal force curve at each different RSS intensity that identifies horizontal force 

threshold (inflection point) and steady state (plateau). This could inform practitioners of the likely RSS 

load required to elicit a targeted magnitude GRF, the duration required to achieve this and its 

spatiotemporal sustainability. These assessments may additionally help evaluate whether a general 

or individual RSS threshold (load or duration-based) occurs, above which horizontal force increases 

significantly and the potential exponent of this rise with a continued increase in distance or load.  

Assessment and monitoring changes in this information (hF·vel·load curve) would be of 

practical relevance in many sporting disciplines. Importantly, successful performance may include the 

ability to generate GRF and sustain propulsion of magnitudes greater than those required to propel 

just that athletes own BM. This should be considered if assessing kinetic and mechanical requirements 

of athletes or teams involved in collision and throwing sports. 
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Table 2: Characteristics of investigations reporting the mechanical effect of RSS through entire effort. 

Author, y 

Subjects  Mechanical assessment method RSS Protocol URS Protocol 

N.(sex) Sports Training level Age Study Design 
RS 

mode 

measure
ment 
tool 

Surface Accustomed 
 

Set × 
Reps 

inter rep 
rest (s) 

Load Intensity Distance (m) 
 

Set × 
Reps 

inter rep 
rest (s) 

Distanc
e (m) 

Cross 
2017 

27 male 

Mixed 
sport: n12 
Sprinters: 

n15 

Mixed sport = 
Recreational  

Sprinters =Highly 
trained 

  

24 ± 4 
repeated 
measure

s 
sled 

sports 
radar 

indoor 
synthetic 

track 

yes: n24 
no: n3 

6x1 5 min 
20,40,60,80,100,120% 
BM 

20%=40 m 
40, 60,80%=30 m 
100,120%= 20 m 

1x1 5 min 45 m 

Cross 
2018 

27 male 

Mixed 
sport: n12 
Sprinters: 

n15 

Mixed sport = 
Recreational  

Sprinters =Highly 
trained 

27 ± 4  
repeated 
measures 

sled 
sports 
radar 

indoor 
synthetic 

track 

yes: n24 
no: n3 

6x1 5 min 
20,40,60,80,100,120% 
BM 

20%=40 m 
40, 60,80%=30 m 
100,120%= 20 m 

1x1 5 min 45 m 

Cross 
2019 

n/a n/a n/a n/a 
invited 

commentar
y 

sled 
sports 
radar 

indoor 
synthetic 

track 
n/a 1x1 5 min 79% BM 30 m 1x1 5 min 45 m 

Helland 
2019 

17 female 
handball 
players 

10 yrs. 
n4 international  

n11 national 
23 ± 3 

randomised 
control trial 

winch 
timing 
gates 

indoors 
handball 

arena 
no 3x2 4 min 

50,80,110 N 
5.09,8.15,11.21kg 
7,11.2,15.4% BM 

30 m 1x2 4 mins 30 m 

Mangine, 
2017 

23 
13 female 
10 male 

basketball 
players 

division-1 
collegiate 

m 20 ± 1.7 
f 20. ± 1 

repeated 
measures 

winch 
1080 

Motion 
indoor gym no 1x1 4-9 min 5% BM 20 m 2x1 4-9 min 20 m 

Monte 
2016 

13 male Sprinters not specified 19.4±2.3 
repeated 
measures 

sled 
Motion 
Capture 

indoor gym 
PVC floor 

3.77±1.36 4x1 8 min 
15, 20, 30 40% BM 
from sled mass + friction 
force 

20 m 1x1 8 min 20 m 

Pantoja 
2018 

18 
12 male 
6 female 

sprinters  
(100 m: n 

13 
400 m: n 5) 

5 international 
 5 national  
8 regional 

18.4 ± 3.8 

cross-
sectional 
repeated 
measures 

sled 
motion 
capture 

Outdoor 
synthetic 

track 
yes 3x1 15 min 20,30,40 % BM 50 m 1x1 15 min 50 m 
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Table 3: Results & Findings of investigations reporting the mechanical effect of RSS through entire effort. 

Author, y 

Variable: Observation  

Friction force 
(N) 

V0 (m.s-
1) 

F0 (N.kg 1) 
Pmax (w) 

or (W.kg 1) 
Pea 

(W.kg 1) 
RFmax (%) dRF Sfv 

RSS 
Performance 

time (s) 

RSS Vhmax 
(m/s) 

RSS hF 
Noteworthy result 

Cross 2017 n/a 

Recreati
onal 
athletes:
8.35 ± 
0.38 
Sprinters 
:9.75 ± 
0.36 

Recreational 
athletes:558 
± 92 
Sprinters 
:566 ± 63 

Recreation
al 
athletes:1
3.85 ± 1.46 
Sprinters 
:17.67 ± 
1.80 

n/a n/a n/a 

Recreationa
l athletes: -
66.6 ± 10.2 
Sprinters: -
57.9 ± 6.60 

30 m 
Recreational 
athletes: 4.85 ± 
0.19 
Sprinters:4.31 
± 0. 

 
Recreational 
athletes:8.12 
± 0.37 
Sprinters:9.5
5 ± 0.29 

n/a 

No SIG differences with load for mechanical outputs  
Very large difference in velocity or performance time between athlete 
groups other mechanical variables only moderate - trivial difference 
Kinetic variables were calculated at the instant of Vh max (i.e., maximum 
sled-resisted velocity) 
Each data point represents values derived from a single individual trial at 
different loading protocols. i.e., not FvP for that sled load in entirety 

Cross 2018 n/a 
9.13 ± 
0.80 

562 ± 76 1286 ± 219 n/a n/a n/a 
− 61.8 ± 
9.34 

n/a n/a n/a 

No clear results reported regarding the mechanical outputs during 
resisted sprints. Results related to mechanical outputs at intercept 
between force and velocity pseudo peak power. Deemed optimal load by 
authors. 

Cross 2019 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

0% 
BM:700N 
79% BM: 
600N 

Recommended use of average kinetic values to ascertain training stimulus 
provided. 

Helland 2019 n/a 8.1 ± 0.3 7.3 ± 0.4 

URS: 14.7 
± 1.2  
50N: 14.9 
± 1.1 
80N: 15.1 
± 1.3 
110N: 15.3 
± 1.2 

n/a n/a n/a 
− 0.91 ± 
0.05 

50N: 5.29 ± 
0.16  
80N: 5.60 ± 
0.18 
110N:5.97 ± 
0.20 

50N: 7.8 ± 
0.3  
80N: 7.7 ± 
0.4 
110N: 7.4 ± 
0.3 

50N: 7.8 ± 
0.3  
80N: 7.7 ± 
0.4 
110N: 7.4 ± 
0.3 

Large ↑ in F0 with ↑in resistance. 
While the two calculation methods displayed trivial differences in 
estimation of v0, very large differences for F0, Pmax and Sfv.  
Changes over time in Sfv calculated by the two methods displayed poor 
agreement. 

Mangine, 2017 n/a 

UL: 49.7 
± 1.3 
5%: 82.1 
± 7.8 

UL: 49.7 ± 
1.3 
5%: 82.1 ± 
7.8 

UL: 375 ± 
41 
5%: 617 ± 
82 

power 
average 
UL: 140 
± 18 
5%: 302 
± 66 

Rate of 
Force 
Developme
nt (N · s-1) 
UL: 5855 ± 
436 
5%: 9981 ± 
813 
 

n/a 
− 0.91 ± 
0.05 

UL: 3.76 ± 0.23 
5%: 3.90 ± 0.34 
 

Velocity 
average 
UL: 5.70 ± 
0.51 
 5%: 5.32 ± 
0.50 

Force 
average 
UL: 23.8 ± 
1.2 
 5%: 55.7 ± 
8.8 

Reported both averages and peaks mechanical outputs at 5 m splits.  
Resistance had a SIG effect (p < 0.05) for all kinetic measures except for 
VAVG at 5 m (p = 0.804) & 10 m (p = 0.051) & VPK at 5 m (p = 0.809) & 20 
m (p = 0.078) 
 > FPK, FAVG, PPK, PAVG, and RFD were observed during 5%BM compared 
to unloaded sprint (p < 0.001) for all distances 

Monte 2016 0.20 ± 0.01 10.3 n/a 

0%: 
1516.75 
15%:1669.
87 
20%: 
1721.00 
30%:1530.
92 
40%: 
1471.68 

n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

0%: 10.3  
15%: 9.6 
20%: 9.05 
30%: 8.37 
40%: 7.99 

0%: 588.76  
15%: 695.43 
20%:760.40 
30%:  
731.65 
40%: 737.21 

Kinetic variables changed SIG with load (main effect: P < .01). 
Ph ↓ by 14.9% while hF ↑ by 3.7% (UL to +40%BM). 
changes in hF were mainly due to differences between UL and the loaded 
conditions as post hoc no differences in hF between +15, +20, +30 and 
+40%BM. 
SIG change in kinetic variables with step number (main effect: P < .01). hF 
and Ph ↓ 82.0 & 62.5%, respectively from first to the last step in all 
conditions. 
Post hoc SIG differences between steps (P < .001) in all parameters except 
for the fifth step compared to the tenth in hF, and the tenth compared to 
the last in hF 
 
Vh0, hF0 and Ph0 depended on the external load: Vh0 linearly ↓ (vh0 = -
0.59 load + 10.83, R2 = 0.99) hF0 & Ph0 occurred at +20%BM. Post hoc no 
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differences between +30 & +40%BM for hF0 & Ph0 & +15 and +30 or +40% 
for hF0. Ph0 < @ 40%BM vs to UL (P = 0.03). 

Pantoja 2018 n/a 

0% 7.35 
±1.08  
20% 6.93 
±1.1  
30% 6.26 
±1.06  
40% 6.04 
±1.28 

0% 8.29 
±2.29 20% 
8.62 ±1.87 
30% 9.49 
±2.43 40% 
9.52 ±2.82 

0% 15 
±3.93  
20% 14.7 
±2.85  
30% 14.5 
±3.22  
40% 13.9 
±3.7 

0% 2.68 
±1.72 
20% 
7.43 
±2.49 
30% 
8.69 
±1.97 
40% 
9.46 
±3.06 

0% 49.8 
±8.3 20% 
53.9 ±6.04 
30% 56.3 
±6.48 40% 
56.7 ±8.02 

0% -
0.106 
±0.034 
20% -
0.112 
±0.036 
30% -
0.137 
±0.049 
40% -
0.137 
±0.057 

n/a 

0%: 6.78 ±0.65, 
20%: 8.06 
±0.89, 30%: 
8.94 ±1.13, 
40%: 9.91 
±1.33 

n/a n/a 

RFmax ↑ with load (ES = 0.57± 0.87),  
dRF greater with > sled load (ES = 0.74 and 0.66 for 30% and 40%). 
SIG load effect for  
V0; ES = 0.51; p < 0.001, RFmax; ES = 0.37; p = 0.002, dRF; ES = 0.25; p = 
0.013), time (s) ES = 0.93; p < 0.001, Pea; ES = 0.89; p < 0.001. 
no SIG effect of sled load on 
F0; ES = 0.15; p = 0.059 or Pmax; ES = 0.11; p = 0.164. 
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Future directions  

 There is poor agreement between estimated values of horizontal force and change in horizontal 

force (131) derived via extrapolation of velocity time data from a single URS trial when compared to those 

computed using raw data from multiple RSS trials at various increasing loads (72). Furthermore, studies to 

date leave limited evidence as to the acute kinetic responses to heavy or very heavy RSS training despite 

the fact that loads ranging from 10-120% BM have been suggested to benefit sprint performance(53, 71, 

166, 211, 265). Consequently, to accurately describe and monitor acute kinetic responses to differing RSS 

intensities and loads, future investigations are recommended. These should use a multiple trial method of 

kinetic assessment and profile a broader spectrum of loads which could likely be used in training scenarios. 

Given the dearth and limitations in evidence describing kinetic responses to RSS identified via this 

review, future investigations should: include larger participant cohorts, include trained athletes of both 

genders, include field sport athletes, depict both peak and average kinetic characteristics, investigate a 

broader spectrum of loads. This would help to advance the utility and applicability of observations and 

expand current understandings of kinetic responses to RSS of different intensities in comparison to 

individual, group and target URS value.
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ACUTE PRIMING OR POST ACTIVATION PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENT 

Training mechanism 

RSS training is typically implemented over a training period of several weeks to elicit positive 

mechanical or physiological adaptations that enhance sprint running performance. Practitioners also 

frequently utilise RSS as a strategy to induce a post activation performance enhancement (PAPE) to 

acutely enhance subsequent sprint performance or mechanical output (131, 184, 206, 225). 

Therefore, in addressing the acute effects of RSS a review of research relating to the specific PAPE 

effect of RSS is of practical importance. 

PAPE involves acute enhancement of muscular performance during strength or high impulse activity 

when performed acutely following a preconditioning activity that is intended to elicit maximal, or near 

maximal, muscle contraction (300). Importantly, the efficacy, reliability, and utility of RSS protocols as 

preconditioning activities to induce a PAPE remain uncertain. 

Literature search Results 

Seven studies were identified which evaluated acute post activation performance 

enhancement (PAPE) responses to a RSS training stimulus. These studies included 158 participants 

(27% female), from 9 sporting backgrounds. The characteristics of these studies are presented in Table 

4. 

Research participants 

Large variation existed in participant characteristics and training background across the investigations. 

For example, participants in three studies were deemed “elite” or “highly trained” (61, 146, 303) with 

one using school age athletes (299), whilst 2 studies included recreationally active individuals (293, 

305). While participants trained for six distinct sports across field and court-based team sports, three 

studies assessed participants involved in individual running and non-running based sports (146, 261, 

293) and participants in one study were described as anaerobically fit (261). Further details are 

provided in Table 4.  

Protocols 

Of the seven identified publications that have investigated the PAPE effect of RSS conditioning 

activity (CA), a multitude of CA protocols were utilised with several methodological variations between 

the studies (61, 146, 261, 293, 303, 305). The number and distance of resisted sprint repetitions 

performed varied from 1-3 reps and 10-36 m. Inter-repetition rest also varied greatly among 

investigations (90 s-10 mins), while post RSS unresisted sprint performance was assessed between a 

minimum of 1 to a maximum of 6 times at intervals ranging from 1 to 16 mins. The intensity of RSS CA 

and the methods used to prescribe intensity also differed. RSS loads ranged from 5-105% BM across 
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the studies with 5 of the reviewed investigations administering sled intensity as a percentage of body 

mass and 2 by decrement in velocity. Four investigations assessed the PAPE effect of one single RSS 

intensity while 2 studies trialled 2 different intensities and 1 study compared 3 different intensities. 

Ranging from 5-105% BM.  

Findings 

Separate investigations have reported significant improvements in URS time post RSS. The 

reported improvements that occurred; eight min post 3 RSS with 50% BM, 4 min post 1x18 m RSS but 

with no difference between loads (0,10 or 30% BM) in the magnitude of improvement. Other studies 

reported improvements in 20 m sprint velocity after 3x20 m RSS with 25-30% BM with the time 

interval of the improvement being individually variable. Additionally, improvements occurred in sprint 

times post 1x20 m with 30% BM RSS but with no effect for rest time. To further elicit the maximal 

muscle contraction that has been theorised to induce a post activation performance enhancement, 

several studies have also assessed the PAPE effect of loads defined as heavy, very heavy, and super 

heavy. Winwood et al. (2016) (303) reported significant improvements for 15 m sprint times, 12 min 

after a 1x15 m RSS with 75% BM, but no changes in 15 m URS following 1x7.5 m RSS with 150% BM 

and after 3x15 m 66-70% BM (Vdec of 40-50%) RSS. Williams et al. (2020) (299) also observed 

improvements in sprint times. Under similar conditions Cochrane & Monaghan (61) observed 

decreases in sprint velocity following 1x20 m at 77% BM and 128% BM (35% Vdec & 55% Vdec). 

Observations  

Results from six interventions revealed a positive PAPE in URS occurred over 5 different distances (5, 

10, 15, 30, 36.5 m) following an RSS conditioning activity with 7 different intensities from light to heavy 

(10, 20, 25-30, 30, 50, 66-70, 75% BM) applied over 6 training distances (10, 15, 18.3, 30 m) for 1-3 

repetitions. While one investigation (303) found no change in URS performance following 1 x 7.5 m 

RSS at a very heavy load (150 % BM), another (299) observed decreases in performance velocity over 

20 m following 1x20 m RSS with 2 different very heavy loads (77 & 128% BM). 

 These positive results suggest that RSS may infer a PAPE, acutely improving subsequent URS 

performance under loads that range from 5-75% BM. However similar URS improvements observed 

by Smith et al. (2014) (261) following a control condition (0% BM CA) bring into question whether RSS 

is of greater benefit to URS performance acutely than performing maximal URS efforts. The null or 

decreased URS performance change observed after very heavy RSS CA’s (299, 303) suggest that the 

physical exertion and demand of very heavy RSS (at or beyond 77% BM) may create acute 

neuromuscular fatigue that requires greater than 16 minutes to dissipate, thereby preventing PAPE 

from occurring. Furthermore, uncertainty exists about the duration that a hypnotized increased 
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performance capacity can remain, and if a PAPE response would exist following dissipation of fatigue 

i.e. weather the enhanced performance capacity may also have dissipated. Moreover, results from 

several previous investigations continue to highlight the individualised and time-based nature of 

observed PAPE responses to RSS (146, 293, 303, 305). 
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Table 4: Characteristics & results of investigations relating to the PAPE of RSS protocols. 

Author, y 

Subjects 

Study Design 

RSS PAPE Protocol   

N. (sex) Sport Training level Age 
Set × 
Repetitions 

inter rep 
rest (s) 

Load 
Intensity 

RSS 
Distance 
(m) 

URS 
Distance 
(m) 

Retest rest 
Interval, min 

Results 

Cochrane 
& 
Monahan 
(2021) 

12 males Rugby Union senior club (≥ 2 yrs.) 20.4 ± 1.2 
repeated 
measures 

1×1 n/a 
35% or 

55% Vdec 
20 20 2,4,6,8,12,16 

SIG Decrease in 20 m sprint velocity following 12, 16 min rest  
General non sig decline in sprint velocity following 35% and 55% at 
all time points. 
SIG greater following 55% compared to 35% 

Jarvis et 
al. (2017) 

8 males 
Collegiate team 
sports 

15 m sprint time: 
2.66 ± 0.13 
untrained 
concerning the use 
of weighted sleds 

21.8 ± 1.8 
repeated 
measures 

conditions: 
1x1 
1x2 
1x3 

90s 50% BM 15 15 4,8,12  

Smith et 
al. (2014) 

24 
(males=12, 
females=12) 

anaerobically 
trained 

 23 ± 5 
repeated 
measures 

1x1 n/a 

0%= 
control 
10%, 20%, 
and 30% 
BM loaded 
conditions 

18.3 36.5 4 

SIG improvement in sprint times compared to baseline (p < 0.001). 
Times improved  
2.14% after 0% load, 1.21% after the 10% load, 2.11% after 20% 
load, and 2.24% after 30% load. 
no SIG difference in post PAPE sprint times between sled loads 

Whelan et 
al. (2014) 

12 males 

Hurling, Gaelic 
football, Soccer, 
Athletics, 
Rowing, 
Triathlon 

physically active 3 
training sessions per 
week 

22.5 ± 3.9 
repeated 
measures 

1x3 90s 25-30% BM 10 10 
1,2,4,6,8,10 
mins post 

analysis of variance showed significant improvements between pre-
test and post-test in running speed (m/s) 
typical error analysis showed significant reductions in running speed 
(m/s) 

Williams 
et al. 2021 

15 (9 boys, 6 
girls) 

Soccer high school 16-18 
Quasi-
experimental 

1x3 90s 

40-50% 

Vdec = 

66%BM (f) 
70% BM 
(m) 

15 15 2,4,6 
SIG improvement in sprint times post RSS (p, 0.001, d 0.92)  
 13 of 15 subjects 

Winwood 
et al. 
(2016) 

22 males Rugby Union 

National club level 
extensive strength 
and sport training 
background, 
experience with the 
heavy sled pull 

22.4 ± 3.0 
repeated 
measures 

1x1 n/a 

75% BM 
(over 15 m) 
150% BM 
(over 7.5 
m) 

15 (h) 
7.5 (vh) 

15 4,8,12 mins 

SIG improvement in 15 m sprint performance post 75% BM RSS s (p= 
0.023) at 12 minutes. (p=0.036)  
no SIG differences in 15 m sprint performance post 150% BM or @12 
minutes 

Wong et 
al. 2017 

20 males Field Sports 
recreational trained 
active in a field sport 
twice a week 

22.3±2.4 
repeated 
measures 

1x1 n/a 30% BM 30 30 
2, 4, 6, 8, or 
12 minutes (5 
visits 

SIG improvement in best 5 m & 30 m sprint time post RSS  
30 m best time post sled tow was significantly less than BL 
no effect for rest time post sled tow 
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Future directions 

Combined with the large variation in participant training history, athletic standard and the 

ambiguity surrounding participants, use of RSS to evoke PAPE in URS within a field sport athlete 

population is not advised. Before recommendations and conclusions on RSS CA protocols are made, 

further investigation that includes highly competitive athletes of both genders, who are familiar with 

RSS training, are necessary. In addition, RSS load must be prescribed/standardised to individual ability 

using an appropriate prescription method. These observations indicate that further PAPE 

investigations should assess light to moderate RSS loads (which have previously exhibited a positive 

PAPE effect) in comparison to very heavy RSS loads (which have shown negative or null PAPE effect), 

where retest intervals extend >16 mins to establish if very heavy loads require a greater recovery 

period for PAPE to occur (61, 76, 130, 146, 293, 299, 305). Additionally, to enhance validity of results 

and reduce the influence of individual variation, researchers should ensure that RSS CA protocols are 

standardised for volume, that RSS load prescription is relative to athletic capacity, and the participant 

group is homogeneous. 

 

DISCUSSION AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH  

The current review aimed to synthesize the literature evaluating the acute effects of RSS training in 

three key areas: acute psychophysiological effects, kinetic responses associated with different loads, 

and its post activation performance enhancement (or ‘priming’) implications. In summary, the review 

highlighted the benefits of RSS training regimes on sprint performance. However, it was clear from 

the synthesis of the available research that there is a paucity of research investigating the short-term 

responses to RSS training at differing training loads or intensities. This has potentially important 

implications for the utility of RSS as a training modality, both in terms of immediate prescription and 

long-term planning and periodisation.  

Specifically, from the topic areas reviewed to date, research concerning both the acute kinetic 

and psychophysiological effects of RSS appear largely overlooked; the search and selection process of 

this review identified only two studies detailing acute responses on each topic. A relatively larger body 

of research evaluating the PAPE effects of RSS was available, likely due to the potential and desire to 

identify a protocol or optimal load which imparts an acute improvement in sprint performance.  

A large limitation in this body of research which was common to each of the subtopics 

reviewed relates to the large variability in the RSS load (or intensity) that was prescribed in individual 

study protocols. Although standardised to one metric of measurement and relative to the individual, 

prescription of RSS intensity as a percentage of body mass lacks individualisation and standardisation 
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relative to the characteristics and abilities of individual athletes. Intensity prescribed in this manner 

can result in large interindividual variability, and therefore in the relative reduction in velocity 

following, or increase in force during, the RSS effort. This equates to significant variation in the 

stimulus and overload experienced between individuals from different sports, of different sexes and 

who have different performance capabilities. It is relevant to question the suitability and validity of 

loads prescribed without reference to an individual maximal performance metric, especially as 

adaptations to sprint training are velocity-specific (2, 172, 266). To improve the utility of findings from 

the RSS literature and enable standardisation of the training stimulus, it is therefore recommended 

that further research interventions should base load prescription on targeted velocity decrements or 

decrements from a maximal resisted sled load effort (61, 299, 303). Additionally, while it is appropriate 

for cross-sectional, observational research to prescribe load standardised to a percentage of body 

mass, authors should be encouraged to record and report data outlining any reductions in 

performance that are elicited at a percentage of research participants’ body mass to provide context 

to the true intensity or overload experienced at the prescribed load. Briefly, external intensity 

quantified relative to an athlete’s body mass or simply as absolute load is insufficient and must be 

normalised to the individual’s maximal performance capacity, preferably, during serial visits or 

longitudinal research designs. To date, studies in this field have largely expressed external training 

load as a percentage of the athlete’s maximal sprint velocity, maximal sprint time or maximal RSS load 

(analogous to 1RM testing performed in traditional resistance training) (189). Normalisation of 

prescription and reporting methods will allow for better understanding, monitoring and management 

of the training load associated with RSS. This would be facilitated further through additional evidence 

describing the internal or psychophysiological effect of individual RSS repetitions and sessions. Though 

investigations of each of these parameters have been conducted separately (15, 165), both elements 

have yet to be assessed together in response to the same training session, and only among male 

subjects. Additional psychophysiological effects or training load incurred from moderate or heavy load 

RSS training has not been identified. 

Similar limitations belie the available research investigating the acute kinetic responses to RSS; 

small sample sizes, homogeneous samples of participants and limited load profiles constrain the 

generalisability and practical applicability of the findings to wider athletic populations. Importantly, 

new research must examine both average and peak kinetic values and should assess the kinetic 

efficiency to improve practical utility of information in training prescription.  

The largest body of evidence identified during the review related to the potential performance 

enhancement gained from utilising RSS as a priming activity. However, while a larger number of 

research studies were identified in this area compared with research investigating the acute 
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psychophysiological effects of RSS and the kinetic responses associated with different loads, results 

were similarly undermined by significant variation in study protocols and the prescription of loads 

which again were not normalised relative to unresisted or resisted sprint ability. This meant that non 

standardised conditioning stimuli were applied within and between studies, making quantitative 

synthesis difficult. 

The current evidence highlights the need for further research to be conducted investigating 

and comparing differences in acute responses based on different athletic populations, these 

populations’ training age, their strength capability, anthropometrics, technical proficiency, and the 

magnitude and duration of force exertion. Further research is also needed to assess and compare the 

acute effects of different RSS training loads (including very heavy loads) and the manner in which they 

are commonly employed to accrue longer term benefit. Emphasis should be placed on recruiting and 

assessing female athletic populations due to the disparity in the available research for this population. 

This research would help to elucidate the factors which commonly influence RSS performance and 

would therefore inform the manipulation and prescription of RSS training variables and parameters.  

Given these methodological issues, it is currently difficult to draw definitive conclusions from 

the available research about the optimal parameters for prescription of an RSS training stimulus to 

achieve specific performance improvements in different athletic populations.  

In summary, this review emphasises the sparsity and limitations of prior research and 

establishes a need for further research examining the acute responses to RSS at different training 

loads. Researchers should be encouraged to comprehensively investigate the acute alterations in 

response to RSS training, across different intensities and different athletic populations. 
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Chapter 3  

Physiological and perceptual responses to a single 
session of resisted sled sprint training at light or 

heavy sled loads.  
In print: Journal of Strength, and condition research in Vol. 36, No. 10 October 2022. 
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TITLE 

Physiological and perceptual responses to a single session of resisted sled sprint training at light or 

heavy sled loads 

 

ABSTRACT 

The acute physiological and perceptual responses to a single session of resisted sled sprint (RSS) 

training are largely unexplored, nor have differences, if any, between male and female athletes been 

compared. Team field sport athletes (n=27; male/female, 15/12; 21.1 ± 2.7 y) were assessed for 

Maximal Resisted Sled Load (MRSL) from which light (L-RSS, 30%MRSL) and heavy (H-RSS, 80%MRSL) 

sled loads were prescribed. On separate occasions in random order, two training sessions of 12 x 20 

m RSS repetitions at either L- or H-RSS were performed, and assessments of physiological and 

perceptual responses were performed before (PRE), during, after (POST) and 24 h after (+24 h POST) 

each session. Compared to unresisted sprints, velocity decrements of 7.5±2.2% and 22.7±8.1% were 

produced by L-RSS and H-RSS, respectively. Heart rate, blood lactate, and ratings of perceived exertion 

were higher in H-RSS compared to L-RSS. Decrements in 20 m sprint and countermovement jump 

performance observed at POST had returned to PRE values at +24 h POST. Except for a higher heart 

rate (~7-12 bpm) in females during the respective sessions, responses to L- and H-RSS were generally 

similar between males and females. A single session of heavy RSS training is more demanding than 

light RSS training when matched for sprint number and distance, but measures of lower limb power 

and sprint performance return to pre-training levels within 24 h regardless of sled load. Males and 

females respond similarly to a single session of RSS when individualized, relative intensity sled loads 

are prescribed. 

 

KEYWORDS 

athletes; lactate; running; training load; team sport; 
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INTRODUCTION 

Resisted sled sprinting (RSS) is a popular and effective method of sprint training (2, 229), 

involving sprint efforts whilst towing a weighted sled device that provides a mechanical load above 

unresisted sprinting (URS) (74). A combination of mechanical similarity to URS, increased trunk lean 

(68), and greater horizontal ground reaction forces (150), are postulated to make RSS an effective 

method for improving sprint performance (2, 48, 168). 

For the prescription of sled load for RSS, either a load based on a percentage of an individual’s 

body mass (%BM), or a load that produces a desired decrement from URS in sprint velocity (Vdec), is 

typically used. Training with light RSS loads (<10%BM or 10%Vdec) has been suggested to produce 

greater improvements during higher velocity sprint phases, whereas heavy (20.0-29.9%BM or 15.0-

29.9%Vdec) and very heavy (>30%BM and >30.0% Vdec) RSS loads have been suggested to produce 

greater improvements in the acceleration phase of sprinting (2, 229). 

Understanding acute physiological and perceptual responses to a training stimulus has 

important implications for specific training prescriptions in team sports (267). Consequently, 

knowledge of the acute effects and physiological demands of a single session of RSS training at 

different sled loads is important to quantify training intensity and load given the ongoing interest in 

adaptive responses to training at light and heavy RSS loads. However, while investigation of the acute 

kinetic and kinematic responses to RSS continues (4, 265), little is known about the physiological and 

perceptual demands of a session of RSS training. To our knowledge, only two studies have explored 

these aspects (15, 165). Session ratings of perceived exertion were ‘moderate to somewhat hard’ for 

RSS bouts with a load inducing ~10%Vdec (165), whereas a linear relationship was observed between 

sled load (as %BM) and metabolic responses to RSS, with 24 h being sufficient to recover performance 

decrements measured immediately following each session (15).  

Therefore, physiological, and perceptual responses to sessions of RSS training remain largely 

unexplored, including whether sex-specific responses exist. As internal load (physiological stressors) 

imposed by a training stimulus often differs to the external load (measures of work performed), 

assessment of both is necessary to appropriately monitor training load (42). Moreover, the intensity 

of a training session in the previous studies was based on sled load prescription based on %Vdec or 

%BM, which do not consider an individual’s maximal RSS load, nor do they provide a maximal 

reference value from which to prescribe and periodize RSS training.  

This study therefore aimed to quantify the acute physiological and perceptual responses to a 

single session of RSS training performed at either light or heavy sled loads relative to an individual’s 

maximal RSS load. Additionally, these responses were compared for differences, if any, between male 
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and female athletes. It was hypothesized that the heavy RSS would evoke greater physiological and 

perceptual responses given the greater session training load compared to a light RSS session, but that 

both sled loads will have a similar impact on performance outcome variables immediately and 24 h 

after the RSS training sessions. It was further hypothesized that when sled load is prescribed relative 

to an individual’s maximal RSS ability, the physiological and perceptual responses to light and heavy 

RSS will be similar when comparing males and females.  

 

METHODS 

Experimental approach to the problem 

To assess and compare the acute physiological and perceptual responses to a single session 

of RSS training at light (L-RSS) or heavy (H-RSS) sled loads, a two-condition crossover-repeated 

measures design was employed. Following a testing session for the assessment of Maximal Resisted 

Sled Load (MRSL), in order to individualize the assignment of sled load (189), subjects completed the 

L-RSS and H-RSS testing sessions in random order with a period of at least 72 h separating each visit. 

A number of measurements of physiological and perceptual responses to exercise, and assessments 

of physical function were performed in order to evaluate acute responses to the different RSS loads 

before (PRE), during, immediately after (POST) and 24 h after (24 h POST) completing the testing 

session.  

Subjects 

Data were collected on twenty-seven team field sport athletes who were currently competing 

at national and or international level in their respective sports. The sample consisted of n=15 females 

(field hockey, n=10; soccer, n=3; Gaelic football, n=1; lacrosse, n=1) and n=12 males (field hockey, n=4; 

soccer, n=5; hurling, n=1; rugby, n=2) (Table 1). Subjects were familiar with RSS as a training modality 

due to their association with the High-Performance Unit at University College Dublin, and all had 

previously performed resisted sled sprinting with loads ≥40% BM. All subjects were free from lower 

extremity injury for at least two months prior to testing and had a strength training history of at least 

twelve months. The study was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of University College 

Dublin (permit number: LS-15-42) in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, and all subjects gave 

their written informed consent to participate. 

Procedures 

All testing occurred between 0800 h and 1200 but each subject completed their respective 

testing sessions at the same time of day ±1 h. Testing took place under controlled conditions in the 

same indoor facility on a 30 m indoor tartan track and were administered by a Certified Strength and 
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Conditioning Specialist (CSCS, ASCA) with more than two years of experience of coaching RSS training 

sessions. Subjects were asked to refrain from other training activity for 24 h prior to and after each 

testing session, while otherwise maintaining their usual training, diet, and lifestyle for the duration of 

their involvement in the study. 

Body mass was measured to the nearest 0.1 kg using a calibrated digital scale (model 703; 

SECA, Hamburg, Germany), and height was measured to the nearest 0.1 cm using a portable 

stadiometer (model 231; SECA, Hamburg, Germany). For each testing session, a standardized warm 

up was performed, consisting of 4 min of continuous cycling on a stationary bicycle at ~100 W, 

followed by 5 min of specific dynamic movements, 3 min of self-selected stretching and mobility 

exercises, and three submaximal URS efforts i.e. 60%, 80% and 90% of perceived maximal effort. The 

specified dynamic movements performed during the warm-up involved a combination of (i) muscles 

activation exercises (glute bridge, bodyweight squat, and single leg straight leg deadlift; 3x6 

repetitions each), (ii) dynamic mobility exercises (2x10 m each of walking lunge, hurdle step overs, 

walking quadriceps and hamstring stretches) and (iii) a sprint warm-up drill (2x20 m of “ankling”, A- 

and B-march and skip, and power skip). 

Assessment of MRSL 

Assessment of MRSL is analogous to the assessment of one repetition maximum (1RM) in 

traditional resistance exercise training and was performed in order to establish each individual’s 

performance ability for RSS over 20 m in each subject. Briefly, subjects complete a series of RSS over 

20 m at progressively higher sled loads based on %BM (189, 230). The sled load corresponding to MRSL 

is identified as the heaviest sled load that allows a subject to continue to accelerate over the final 5 m 

of a 20 m sprint (189), determined using the location of infrared single-beam speed gates (Fusion 

Sport, QLD, Australia) at 0, 10, 15 and 20 m as previously described (189, 230). Assessment of MRSL 

has been demonstrated to have excellent reliability (ICC=0.95) (230). Sled loads for L-RSS and H-RSS 

in subsequent testing sessions were individualized and prescribed as 30% and 80%, respectively, of a 

subject’s MRSL (Table 1).  

RSS testing sessions 

After the standardized warm-up, countermovement jump (CMJ) and 20 m URS performance 

were assessed (PRE). Each training session then consisted of twelve resisted sled sprint repetitions at 

the respective sled load, which were performed over a distance of 20 m (240 m total sprint distance). 

Each sprint repetition separated by 3 min of passive rest. The CMJ and URS tests were repeated ~5 

min after (POST) and 24 h after (+24 h POST) the completion of the last RSS of each session. 
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A maximum effort CMJ (hands on hips while performing a downward movement to reach ~90° 

of knee flexion) to assess lower limb power was performed on a portable force platform (HUR Labs, 

Tampere, Finland). CMJ height was derived by Force Platform Software Suite v.2.65.4 (HUR Labs, 

Tampere, Finland). Next, URS performance was assessed over 20 m, with sprint times measured using 

infrared single-beam speed gates (Fusion Sport, QLD, Australia). The starting position of the sprint was 

standardized as a split-stance standing start, with the toe of the front foot positioned 0.5 m behind 

the first timing gate with no countermovement permitted into the sprint start. 

Both the CMJ and URS tests were performed twice, with 3 min recovery between efforts, and 

the best score from the two efforts used for analysis. After 3 min of passive rest, subjects completed 

a submaximal 20 m RSS at 80% of the sled load to be used in that session, followed by 1 min of passive 

rest before completing the set of twelve resisted sprints at maximum effort. 

Blood lactate concentration was measured after the second sprint, and after every second 

sprint thereafter using a handheld device (Lactate Pro2; Arkray, Kyoto, Japan) with whole blood 

sampled using the finger prick method. 

A rating of perceived exertion (RPE) within each session was recorded after the second sprint, 

and after every second sprint thereafter using Borg’s CR-10 Scale (38), and is referred to as task RPE 

throughout. For example, on this scale, 0 corresponds to “nothing at all”, 1 corresponds to “very 

weak”, 5 corresponds to “strong (heavy)”, and 10 corresponds to “very, very strong (almost max)” 

(38). RPE for the whole RSS training session, known as session RPE (sRPE), was recorded 30 min after 

completion of the session using Foster’s 0-10 RPE Scale (100). For example, on this scale, 0 

corresponds to “rest”, 1 corresponds to “very, very easy”, 5 corresponds to “hard”, and 10 

corresponds to “maximal” (100). In each instance, subjects were shown the respective scale with the 

corresponding verbal anchors associated from 0 to 10 before providing their rating. 

Heart rate (HR) was measured via telemetry (Team2 System; Polar, Kempele, Finland) using a 

monitor worn across the chest for the duration of the training session. HR data are reported as an 

average of the 30 s period immediately after completion of the second sprint, and after every second 

sprint thereafter. 

Upon returning to the research facility for testing at +24 h POST, ratings of muscle soreness 

were recorded on a 10 cm visual analogue scale with 0 cm representing a complete absence of 

soreness, and 10 cm representing extreme muscle soreness. Subjects were instructed to stand in an 

upright position, with their legs shoulder width apart, and flexed their knees slowly to a 90° angle prior 

to marking a vertical line on the visual analogue scale (VAS) to assess their muscle soreness status at 
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that time. Thereafter, the subjects repeated the standardized warm-up, and CMJ and URS 

performance tests as described above.  

Statistical analyses 

All statistical analyses and graphical representation of data were performed using Prism v8.4 

(GraphPad Software Inc, San Diego, CA USA). Normality of data was assessed with the Shapiro-Wilk 

normality test, for which all data passed. Data are presented as mean±SD, or mean difference (lower, 

higher 95% confidence limits of mean) where indicated. Independent samples t-tests were used to 

compare males and females for differences in variables with single measurements (Table 1), and 

standardized differences in the mean were used to assess magnitudes of effects for these differences. 

These effect sizes were calculated using Cohen’s d, and interpreted as trivial for <0.2, small for ≥0.2 

to <0.6, moderate for ≥0.6 to <1.2, large for ≥1.2 to <2.0, and very large for ≥1.2. For variables with 

serial measurements sprint # (1 to 12, or 2, 4, 6, 8, 12) (Figures 1 and 2), or time course (PRE, POST, 

+24 h POST) (Figure 3) were analyzed as independent variables, as appropriate. Three-way (sprint 

#*sled load*sex OR time course*sled load*sex) mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to assess 

differences between males and females for responses to L-RSS and H-RSS, and to assess differences 

between L-RSS and H-RSS for the whole cohort combined. When a sprint #*sled load*sex interaction 

effect, time course*sled load*sex interaction effect, sled load*sex interaction effect, or a main effect 

of sex, was indicated, post hoc testing was performed with Bonferroni’s correction with multiplicity-

adjusted P values reported for the comparison of male versus female responses within and between 

L-RSS and H-RSS. When a sprint #*sled load interaction effect, or a main effect of sled load, was 

indicated, post hoc testing was performed with Bonferroni’s correction with multiplicity-adjusted P 

values reported for the comparison of L-RSS and H-RSS at the respective time point. Sphericity was 

not assumed, and the Greenhouse-Geiser correction was applied to all ANOVA analyses. The threshold 

for statistical significance was set at P≤0.05 for all tests.  

 

RESULTS 

Males were taller [0.13 (0.06, 0.20) m; P=0.001, d=1.5] and heavier [21.3 (13.0, 29.7) kg; 

P<0.001, d=2.1] than females in the present cohort (Table 1). MRSL averaged 42.1±12.3% of body mass 

(Table 1). In absolute terms, MRSL was greater in males compared to females (38.4±9.7 vs. 23.5±9.0 

kg; P=0.003, d=1.6), and relative to body mass, was also directionally greater [8.5 (-0.9, 17.9)%BM], 

albeit not reaching the threshold for statistical significance [P=0.074, d=0.75] in males compared to 

females (46.9±10.0 vs. 38.4±13.0% BM) (Table 1). 
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Table 1. Subject Characteristics, Description of Loads for The Resisted Sled Sprint Training Sessions, and Subjective Responses 

to a Resisted Sled Sprint Training Session at Light or Heavy Sled Load 

  
All 

(n=27) 
mean±SD 

Female 
(n=15) 

mean±SD 

Male 
(n=12) 

mean±SD 

P value 
F vs. M 

Cohen’s d 

 
Characteristics 

     

F/M (n/n)  15/12    

Age (y)  21.2±2.7 21.6±2.7 20.8±2.7 
0.426 

d=0.31 

Height (m)  1.70±0.11 1.64±0.10 1.77±0.07 
0.001** 
d=1.53 

Body mass (kg)  70.5±14.9 61.1±7.5 82.4±13.4 
<0.001*** 

d=2.11 
 

Sled loads 
     

MRSL (kg)  30.1±11.9 23.5±9.0 38.4±9.7 
0.003** 
d=1.66 

MRSL (%BM)  42.1±12.3 38.4±13.0 46.9±10.0 
0.074 

d=0.75 

30%MRSL (%BM)  12.6±3.7 11.5±3.9 14.1±3.0 
0.074 

d=0.75 

80%MRSL (%BM)  33.7±9.9 30.7±10.4 37.5±8.0 
0.074 

d=0.75 

L-RSS 20 m Vdec (%)  7.5±2.2 6.9±2.3 8.2±2.1 
0.138 

d=0.61 

H-RSS 20 m Vdec (%)  22.7±8.1 20.1±9.1 24.9±6.2 
0.220 

d=0.63 
 

Subjective responses 
     

L-RSS sRPE   4.5±1.6 4.3±1.8 4.8±1.3 
0.364 

d=0.32 

H-RSS sRPE  6.0±1.6 5.7±1.6 6.4±1.5 
0.224 

d=0.47 

L-RSS soreness   2.7±1.6 2.2±1.6 3.4±1.4 
0.052 

d=0.82 

H-RSS soreness  2.5±1.4 2.1±1.4 3.1±1.2 
0.064 

d=0.79 

      
Note: BM, body mass; H-RSS, heavy resisted sled sprint; L-RSS, light resisted sled sprint; MRSL, maximal resisted sled load; 
sRPE, session rating of perceived exertion; Vdec, velocity decrement compared to unresisted sprint. 30%MRSL equates to the 
L-RSS trial; 80%MRSL equates to the H-RSS trial. P values are reported from independent samples t-tests between the female 
(F) and male (M) groups. **P<0.01, ***P<0.001. Compared to URS, 20 m sprint times performed at 30%MRSL (L-RSS; 
12.6±3.7% BM) resulted in a Vdec of 7.5±2.2%, with no statistically significant difference observed between males (8.2±2.1%) 
and females (6.9±2.3%) (P=0.138, d=0.61). Compared to URS, 20 m sprint times performed at 80%MRSL (H-RSS; 33.7±9.9% 
BM) resulted in a Vdec of 22.7±8.1%, with no statistically significant difference observed between males (24.9±6.2%) and 
females (20.1±9.1%) (P=0.220, d=0.63). 
 

For sprint times over 20 m, there was no sprint #*sled load*sex interaction effect (P=0.648), 

nor was there a sprint #*sled load interaction effect (P=0.522) or sled load*sex interaction effect 

(P=0.593) (Figure 1). Sprint times over 20 m were not significantly different from sprint 1 to sprint 12 

(main effect of sprint #, P=0.185), nor were sex-specific differences observed in 20 m sprint times 

(main effect of sex, P=0.075). Sprint times over 20 m were slower during H-RSS compared to L-RSS 
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(main effect of sled load, P<0.001), with mean difference of each H-RSS sprint ranging from 0.88 to 

0.95 s slower than the respective L-RSS sprint (Bonferroni-corrected post-hoc comparisons, P<0.001 

for all sprints).  

 

 

Figure 1 – Sprint performance times measured over 20 m for 12 sprint repetitions performed under conditions 
of light (L-RSS) or heavy (H-RSS) resisted sled sprint loads and separated by female (n=15) and male (n=12). Data 
are mean values with error bars representing standard deviation.  

 

For heart rate, there was no sprint #*sled load*sex interaction effect (P=0.418) (Figure 2A), 

nor was there a sprint #*sled load interaction effect (P=0.856) (Figure 2B). There were no sex-specific 

differences in the heart rate response to different sled loads (sled load*sex interaction effect, P=0.641) 

(Figure 2A), but overall, across sled loads, heart rate was 7 to 12 bpm higher in females (main effect 

of sex, P=0.042). Heart rates were not significantly different from sprint 1 to sprint 12 (main effect of 

sprint #, P=0.145), but overall, across sexes, heart rate was higher during H-RSS compared to L-RSS 

(main effect of sled load, P<0.001), with the mean difference of each H-RSS sprint ranging from 7 to 9 

bpm higher than the respective L-RSS sprint (Bonferroni-corrected post-hoc comparisons, P<0.05 for 

sprints 10 and 12) (Figure 2B). 
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Figure 2 – Physiological responses to 12 repetitions of 20 m sprints performed under conditions of light (L-RSS) or heavy (H-
RSS) resisted sled sprint loads measured by heart rate (A&B), blood lactate concentration (C&D), and rating of perceived 
exertion (RPE; Borg’s CR-10 Scale) (E&F). Data are separated by female (n=15) and male (n=12) (A, C, & E), or shown for the 
cohort as a whole (n=27) (B, D, & F). Data are mean values with error bars representing standard deviation. *P<0.05; 
**P<0.01; and ***P<0.001; based on Bonferroni-corrected post-hoc pairwise comparisons for L-RSS vs. H-RSS at the 
respective time point. See Results section for detailed decomposition of the three-way ANOVA and collapsed data for simple 
main effects. 

 
 

For blood lactate, there was no sprint #*sled load*sex interaction effect (P=0.159) (Figure 2C), 

nor was there a sled load*sex interaction effect (P=0.474) (Figure 2C). A sprint #*sled load interaction 

effect (P=0.007) and main effect of sprint # (P<0.001) were observed indicating an increase in blood 

lactate concentrations over time in H-RSS, but not L-RSS (Figure 2D). Blood lactate concentration was 

higher during H-RSS compared to L-RSS (main effect of sled load, P<0.001), with the mean difference 
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of each H-RSS sprint ranging from 1.6 to 3.1 mM higher than the respective L-RSS sprint (Bonferroni-

corrected post-hoc comparisons, P<0.05 for all sprints) (Figure 2D).  

For task RPE (i.e., within session), there was no sprint #*sled load*sex interaction effect 

(P=0.566) (Figure 2E), nor was there a sled load*sex interaction effect (P=0.973) (Figure 2E). A sprint 

#*sled load interaction effect (P=0.005) and main effect of sprint # (P<0.001) were observed indicating 

a larger increase in task RPE over time in H-RSS compared to L-RSS (Figure 2F). Task RPE was higher 

during H-RSS compared to L-RSS (main effect of sled load, P<0.001), with the mean difference of each 

H-RSS sprint ranging from 1.3 to 1.9 higher task RPE than the respective L-RSS sprint (Bonferroni-

corrected post-hoc comparisons, P<0.01 for all sprints) (Figure 2F). 

Rating of sRPE (i.e., whole session RPE) collected 30 min after each RSS session was higher [1.5 

(1.1, 1.9); P<0.001, d=0.96] for H-RSS (6.0±1.6) compared to L-RSS (4.5±1.6), but there were no 

differences between males and females within L-RSS or H-RSS (Table 1). Using the session RPE method 

of quantification of training load (100) and based on a session duration of 45 min, this equates to a 

training load of 203±71 AU and 270±71 AU for L-RSS and H-RSS, respectively.  

For CMJ height, a time course*sled load*sex interaction effect (P=0.035) (Figure 3A) was 

observed, but neither a sled load*sex interaction effect (P=0.164) (Figure 3A), nor a time course*sled 

load interaction effect (P=0.363) (Figure 3B) were observed. Therefore, while CMJ height was ~7 cm 

higher in males (main effect of sex, P=0.004), no sex-specific differences were observed in relation to 

the decline in CMJ height regardless of sled load. A main effect of time course was observed for CMJ 

height (P<0.001), which was lower at POST in both L-RSS [-2.44 (-1.60, -3.28) cm] and H-RSS [-1.67 (-

0.618, -2.73) cm] (both P<0.001), but not significantly different to PRE at +24 h POST (Figure 3B), 

suggesting that the observed time course*sled load*sex interaction effect (P=0.035) is explained by 

the absence of a decline in CMJ height in females at POST (Figure 3A). 
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Figure 3 – Measures of lower limb performance by countermovement jump (CMJ) height (A&B) and 20 m unresisted sprint 
time (C&D) before (PRE), and immediately (POST) and 24 h (+24 h POST) after 12 repetitions of 20 m sprints performed under 
conditions of light (L-RSS) or heavy (H-RSS) resisted sled sprint loads. Data are separated by female (n=15) and male (n=12) 
(A&C), or shown for the cohort as a whole (n=27) (B&D). Data are mean values with error bars representing standard 
deviation. **P<0.01 and ***P<0.001; based on post-hoc comparisons for the respective time point compared to PRE for both 
L-RSS and H-RSS. ##P<0.01; based on Bonferroni-corrected post-hoc comparisons for the respective time point compared to 
PRE for L-RSS only. See Results section for detailed decomposition of the three-way ANOVA and collapsed data for simple 
main effects. 

 

For unresisted 20 m sprint times, there was no time course*sled load*sex interaction effect 

(P=0.771) (Figure 3C) nor was there a sled load*sex interaction effect (P=0.955) (Figure 3C) or a time 

course*sled load interaction effect (P=0.696) (Figure 3D). A main effect of time course was observed 

for unresisted 20 m sprint time (P<0.001). Within-trial comparisons revealed that unresisted 20 m 

sprint time was increased (i.e., slower) at POST in L-RSS [0.042 (0.014, 0.070) s; P=0.002), but not H-

RSS [0.028 (-0.010, 0.065) s; P=0.213]. Both were not significantly different to PRE at +24 h POST 

(Figure 3D). Unresisted 20 m sprint time was slower in females (main effect of sex, P<0.001), but the 

absence of interaction effects indicate that no sex-specific differences existed in relation to the decline 

in unresisted 20 m sprint regardless of sled load or time point (Figure 3C).  
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Muscle soreness assessed at +24 h POST was not significantly different between L-RSS 

(2.7±1.6) and H-RSS (2.5±1.4) (P=0.441, d=0.14), but males reported directionally higher ratings of 

soreness compared to females for both L-RSS [1.2 (0.0, 2.4); P=0.052, d=0.82) and H-RSS [1.0 (-0.1, 

2.1); P=0.064, d=0.79], although neither reached the threshold for statistical significance (Table 1). 

 

DISCUSSION 

Through examination of physiological and perceptual responses, and measures of 

performance, this study quantified the acute demands of distance-matched RSS training sessions at 

different relative intensities and compared these responses in male and female athletes. A H-RSS 

session imposed greater demands than a L-RSS session, exhibited by larger effects on HR, blood 

lactate, task RPE and sRPE. Despite differences in internal load, similar reductions in performance 

immediately following a RSS session were observed but were restored within 24 h. RSS sessions of the 

same relative intensity imposed similar demands on both males and females, except for a higher HR 

in females during each training session, and a tendency for males to report higher muscle soreness 24 

h later. 

Velocity decrements observed at 30% and 80%MRSL (Vdec of 7.5±2.2% and 22.7±8.1%, 

respectively) accurately reflect the definitions of light (Vdec, <10%) and heavy (Vdec, 15.0-29.9%) loads 

previously proposed (229). When described as a percentage of body mass, these sled loads were 

equivalent to 12.6±3.7% BM and 33.7±9.9% BM, respectively. Therefore, results herein provide a 

representation of the internal load placed upon athletes by RSS sessions performed at two commonly 

recommended intensities (2, 229). The absence of differences between males and females in Vdec 

experienced during L- and H-RSS indicate that sled load prescription based on %MRSL can match 

between sexes for intensity and individual variations in RSS ability.  

The present study builds upon the limited research in this area to date (15, 165), by replicating 

the measurement of sprint times, RPE and blood lactate, but additionally including HR, task RPE, and 

CMJ performance, and comprising of high-level competitive athletes with a female cohort. 

Slower 20 m RSS times (~0.88-0.95 s) combined with higher HR, blood lactate concentrations, 

task RPE, and sRPE provide evidence that both the external and internal demand imposed by a H-RSS 

training session is greater than a distance-matched session of L-RSS. However, regardless of sled load, 

sprint times over 20 m and HR were similar from the first to the last (12th) sprint. This maintenance of 

sprint performance is most likely attributed to a sufficient inter-repetition rest period (3 min) as well 

as each individual’s training status and familiarity with the training modality. In contrast, a recent 

investigation in recreational level male athletes observed a decline (~2-8%) in sprint performance over 
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an 8 x 20 m RSS session when only 2 min of rest was provided between sprints (15). However, these 

decrements were also of greater magnitude when sled load was 60% and 80% BM, as opposed to the 

~34% BM load during H-RSS in the present study. The greater Vdec and higher blood lactate 

concentrations as sled load increased is consistent between both studies and supports the overall 

observations that heavy RSS imposes greater physiological demand than light RSS.  

sRPE is considered an accurate indicator of training intensity (internal load) in sprint and 

resistance training (100). sRPE values were on average ‘somewhat hard’ and ‘very hard’ for L- and H-

RSS conditions, respectively. These are higher than previously reported for a light RSS session 

(~10%Vdec) (165), but sprint distances of 20 m herein differs to this previous study in which a mixture 

of 5, 10, 15 and 20 m sprints were used. When assessed by the method of sRPE*session duration, in 

the present study the training load of the H-RSS session was 33% greater than the L-RSS session 

(270±71 vs. 203±71 AU respectively). Quantification of training load assists in appropriate 

periodization of RSS within athletic training cycles (42), with the internal-to-external load ratio 

potentially being another metric to judge an athlete’s readiness or adaptation to light and heavy RSS 

training sessions.  

Understanding potential differences in physiological and/or perceptual responses to varying 

sled loads is a salient topic given the increasing interest in whether an optimal sled load exists for 

improving performance outcomes in athletes (2, 229). Traditionally, light RSS loads (<10%BM or 

10%Vdec) have been widely employed, but there is increasing interest in the role of heavy (20.0-

29.9%BM or 15.0-29.9%Vdec) and very heavy (>30%BM and >30.0% Vdec) RSS load training (53, 71, 114, 

151, 196, 208, 211, 226). Recent systematic reviews have suggested that training with light RSS loads 

produces greater improvements during higher velocity sprint phases, whereas heavy-to-very heavy 

RSS loads produce greater improvements in the acceleration phase of sprinting (2, 229). However, 

many experimental designs have lacked a URS control group, or have not directly compared light and 

heavy RSS training. Of those recent studies that have included a URS control group, the data remain 

equivocal, with some reporting a benefit of heavy RSS training on sprint acceleration (53, 211), 

whereas other do not (196, 226). Therefore, while much remains to be learned about optimal loading 

for RSS (including repetitions and distances per session, and frequency of RSS training per week) to 

improve performance outcomes with long-term training, the present study demonstrates clear 

differential effects of light and heavy sled loads on physiological and perceptual responses to an 

individual training session. These data should be considered by practitioners when designing RSS 

training programs in the context of the athlete’s global training load, and whether the additional 

demands of heavy RSS training are justified in terms of potential benefits to performance. 
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Despite divergent physiological and perceptual responses to L-RSS and H-RSS, similar 

reductions in CMJ and sprint performance were observed immediately after both sled load conditions, 

and neither session appeared to negatively impact performance following 24 h of passive recovery, 

which again is in agreement with a recent similar investigation (15). Moreover, the level of muscle 

soreness reported 24 h after each session was generally low and did not differ between conditions 

despite the higher training load attributed to the H-RSS session. Both the short duration (3-5 s) of 

exertion, ample rest periods, and lower eccentric activity during RSS (150), may reduce the extent of 

muscle soreness. 

Notably few previously-published RSS studies have included female athletes (4, 170, 230), and 

none examined physiological or perceptual responses. The present study is unique in its description 

of responses in female athletes, and the direct comparison with male athletes. MRSL load was ~8.5% 

BM higher in males, but responses to L- and H-RSS between sexes did not differ with the exception of 

HR being ~7-12 bpm higher in female at the same relative intensity, and a tendency in males towards 

higher, albeit still low, levels of muscle soreness. These results suggest that when sled training loads 

are prescribed relative to an individual’s MRSL, the acute responses to RSS training sessions are 

generally similar between males and females.  

However, one limitation in the present study may be the sample size for detection of between-

sex differences. The a priori sample size calculation was performed with the primary outcome being 

the detection of differences in physiological responses to L-RSS and H-RSS i.e., based on two ‘groups’ 

with five serial measurements (sprint #2, 4, 6, 8, and 12) in a repeated measures within-between 

interaction design. Assuming to detect an effect size f of 0.253 [based on a partial eta squared (η2
p) = 

0.06; ‘moderate’ effect] for a given parameter at a Type I error rate (α) of 0.05 and a power (1−β) of 

0.8, this required a sample size of n=20 subjects (G*Power v3.1). Although our final sample size of 

n=27 was therefore adequately powered to detect differences between L-RSS and H-RSS for 

physiological responses, the n=12 and n=15 for male and females, respectively, may have been 

underpowered to detect differences between the sexes for the variables in the three-way ANOVA 

analyses. An inadequate sample size would increase the likelihood of a type II error i.e., failure to 

detect differences between males and females where differences truly existed. Future studies with 

larger sample sizes may be warranted to further explore whether differences exist between the sexes 

in the physiological and perceptual responses to RSS at varying sled loads.  

 In conclusion, when matched for sprint distance, a single session of heavy RSS is more 

demanding than light RSS as demonstrated by higher HR, blood lactate, within-session RPE, and overall 

sRPE. Declines in performance measured by CMJ and 20 m URS immediately after RSS return to 
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resting, pre-training levels within 24 h. With the exceptions of a higher HR in females during each 

training session and a tendency for males to report higher muscle soreness the next day, males and 

females responded similarly to RSS training sessions at individualized sled loads.  

 

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS 

While a session of heavy RSS training is more demanding than light RSS training, when 

matched for sprint number and distance, measures of lower limb power and sprint performance 

return to rested levels within 24 h. Levels of muscle soreness reported 24 h after either a light or heavy 

RSS session are low. Males and females appear to respond similarly to a single session of RSS when 

the loads are prescribed relative to individual’s RSS ability. 

When prescribing and planning RSS training programs, practitioners should consider the extra 

demand associated with heavy RSS training and how this may affect concurrent forms of training, 

competition, and an athlete’s global training load. Therefore, unless a clear advantage of heavy RSS 

training over light RSS training emerges in future studies, practitioners should consider whether heavy 

RSS training is justified in their athletes and respective sports. 
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Chapter 4 

Mechanical properties of unresisted and sled resisted 
sprints, among trained male and female field sport 

athletes. 
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TITLE 

Mechanical properties of unresisted and sled resisted sprints among trained male and female field 
sport athletes 
 

ABSTRACT 

Differences in the acute kinetic properties of resisted sled sprints (RSS) of different load-intensity are 

largely unexplored, nor have differences, if any, between male and female athletes been compared. 

Team field sport athletes (n=70; male/female, 38/32; 21.8 ± 2.5 y, height, 1.78 ± 0.09 m; body mass 

(BM), 74.8 ± 12.9 kg) performed 20 m sprints with different sled load conditions; unresisted, 15% BM, 

30%, 50%, 70%, and 90% BM. Assessment of kinetic parameters underlying performance were made 

using inverse dynamics applied to the centre-of-mass calculated from anthropometric and 

instantaneous velocity time data captured across each entire sprint effort. Components of ground 

reaction force (GRF) including total (tF), vertical (vF), and horizontal force (hF) were reported along 

with assessment of mechanical effectiveness by calculation of the ratio of hF:tF (RF) and relationship 

of this ratio to velocity (dRF). Peak and average Vdec, tF, hF, RF and dRF increased as a function of 

increasing sled load-intensity, while sprint time and avg-vF and peak-vF decreased. Compared to 

unresisted sprints, peak and average Vdec and alterations in kinetic parameters were significant at all 

loads with the exception of non-significant changes in peak hF, vF or tF with 15% BM sled loads. 

Females exhibited larger decrements in peak and average velocity than males, at all RSS sled load-

intensities. Males and females displayed similar relative alterations in kinetic outputs regardless of 

sled load-intensity. RSS sled load-intensity of greater than 15% BM are needed to produce significant 

alterations in GRF components and RF. The effect of load on kinetic variables were generally similar 

between males and females. Results from this study illustrate the kinetic properties of different sled 

loads for RSS in a large population of team field sport athletes and can aid practitioners in planning 

and prescription of RSS training. 

KEYWORDS 

athletes; kinetics; running; sprint; mechanical; resisted; team sport;  
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INTRODUCTION 

Sprinting of short distances of ~5 to 30 m and durations of ~1 to 5s is a requirement of multiple 

field sports. Assessment and enhancement of this physical capacity (i.e. sprinting) is of importance to 

athletes and coaches alike, as oftentimes pivotal moments in competitive play are determined by 

sprint performance over short distances (93, 118, 123, 148, 234, 250, 263). A plethora of training 

methods to develop sprint performance exist. These are typically classified as primary (specific 

methods stimulating sprint movement pattern) and secondary (specific methods stimulating sprint 

action and applying overload) or tertiary (non-sprint specific training methods; not involving sprint 

actions or movements) methods(245, 266).  

Resisted sled sprint (RSS) training is a secondary form of sprint training and typically involves 

the use of a sled towed behind an athlete as they sprint with maximum effort. Therefore, RSS mimics 

the motor pattern of sprint running but with altered velocity, due to externally added resistance. This 

increases the mechanical overload/demand of the sprint activity, thus increasing the magnitude of 

force applied by the athlete to the running surface and ground reaction force (GRF) experienced in 

return. The contention is that lighter sled loads are beneficial for improving maximum sprint velocity, 

with recent research reporting that heavier loads are most beneficial for improving acceleration (3, 

229). Despite this contention, evidence to date is still inconclusive as to whether RSS training provides 

a meaningfully greater benefit to unresisted sprint (URS) training. However, a recent meta-analysis 

suggested that for improving short sprint of <20 m performance in field sport athletes, a combination 

of primary, secondary and tertiary sprint training methods is of greater effect than primary sprint 

training alone (220). Nonetheless, the exact load that an individual or specific athlete group should 

“tow” is the subject of much debate. Furthermore, evidence depicting the acute impact of a wide 

range of loads on the various components of sprint kinetics in comparison to URS, which may add 

improved clarity in terms of training prescription, is scant. 

Recently it has been suggested that the use of heavy to very heavy loads have the greatest 

potential to induce desired adaptations in sprint acceleration kinetics (69, 71, 211, 214). This approach 

theorises that this magnitude of horizontal overload would provide the greatest biomechanical and 

kinetic similarities to the acceleration phase of sprinting, as indicated by numerous studies over the 

last decade. These studies have emphasised the relative magnitude and proportion of (total resultant) 

GRF expressed toward the global horizontal, rather than total or vertical expression of GRF, as a key 

determinant of acceleration performance in elite level sprinters (152, 207, 210, 212, 236). 

Interestingly, orientation of force expressed was a distinguishing factor between fast and slow 

participants however, the total GRF was not related to acceleration performance (157). High-level 
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performance in sprint acceleration has also been related to mechanical effectiveness assessed by 

both, maximal ratio of horizontal-to-total force (RFpeak)2 and the percentage decrement in this ratio 

(dRF) as velocity increases(209). Specifically, of the total GRF experienced by the athlete during the 

support phase of sprinting, athletes may employ varying kinematic strategies (technical motor 

patterns) that result in different proportions of the total GRF utilised to project the centre of mass 

vertically and horizontally (99, 212). This will therefore govern the rate of acceleration and 

subsequently sprint performance, however, the most favourable ratio of these forces to maximise 

acceleration remains unknown (210, 212). 

With the evident importance of the horizontal component of GRF and ratio of forces in sprint 

acceleration, RSS training may therefore be an effective method of providing a horizontal resistance 

whilst closely replicating the motor pattern of sprinting (152, 223, 236). During RSS, the athlete tows 

a sled device attached by a chest or waist-harness and chord, so that the external overload, is 

simultaneously provided by the sled mass and a friction coefficient between the sled and ground 

surface (74). Thus, RSS theoretically may improve short sprint performance by enhancing the athlete’s 

ability to generate high levels of force relative to body mass and mechanical effectiveness to transmit 

force to the running surface and increased horizontally-oriented GRF, i.e., increasing impulse and 

improved efficiency (force expressed in horizontal direction as velocity increases). 

As such measuring GRF and related kinetic parameters underlying RSS stimuli is important to 

understanding the mechanics of RSS performance and may give insight to the potential mechanisms 

by which RSS may improve sprint performance. Understanding the acute kinetic responses under 

different RSS loads may identify the specific category of sprint training stimulus provided at these 

different loads, and thereby help direct subsequent prescription and use of RSS training to accurately 

target and achieve desired adaptations. To the best of our knowledge two of studies have 

comprehensively investigated the acute responses of multiple sprint kinetic parameters to various 

loads during RSS (206, 225). Both these investigations assessed responses in track and field sprint 

athletes, with loads no greater than 40% BM, and with a total of 6 female participants across the two 

investigations. Albeit there have been several studies profiling, discrete portions of a resisted sprint 

and resisted sprinting but with non-sled-based methods (30, 131, 150, 184, 185). Consequently, the 

effects of heavy and extremely heavy sled loads, potential between-sex differences, and description 

of response of kinetic parameter to RSS among field sport athletes in all remain unexamined. This 

study therefore aimed assess 20 m sprint performance with no resistance (URS) and a range of RSS 

loads, utilising recently-validated field-based methods (71-73, 210, 213, 249) that apply inverse 

 
2 A glossary of terms used in this Chapter is included as Table 1 below. 
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dynamic computations to estimate sprint mechanical and kinetic properties from simple 

anthropometric and sprint velocity and time measurements (72, 249, 257). It was hypothesised that 

increases in sled load would result in proportional decrements in sprint performance i.e. time and 

velocity. It was further hypothesised that in response to increased external load and mechanical 

demand, athletes would demonstrate proportional increases in tF, hF and RF as a consequence of 

achieving the required horizontal displacement. Finally, it was hypothesised that light load (15% BM) 

RSS will provide insufficient overload to necessitate a significantly different kinetic output compared 

to URS. 

 

Table 1. Glossary of Mechanical variables. 

Variable Description  

20-m (s) 20 m sprint time 

dec-avgV (%) decrement from average unresisted velocity  

dec-peakV (%) decrement from peak unresisted velocity 

hF-avg (N·kg−1)  average horizontal force, relative to BM 

hF-peak (N·kg−1) peak horizontal force, relative to BM 

vF-avg (N·kg−1) average vertical force, relative to BM 

vF-peak (N·kg−1) peak vertical force, relative to BM 

tF-avg (N·kg−1) average resultant force, relative to BM 

tF-peak (N·kg−1) peak resultant force, relative to BM 

RFpeak (%) peak ratio of horizontal force to resultant force 

RFavg (%) ratio of horizontal force to resultant force 

dRF decrease in the ratio of force i.e., relationship between velocity 

and RF% 
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METHODS 

Experimental approach to the problem 

A descriptive cross-sectional experimental study design was conducted to compare the 

performance and mechanical properties of URS and RSS at several different loads up to 90% BM 

equating to intensities ranging from light to very heavy (as previously categorized (229)). Subjects took 

part in two sessions: an initial familiarization session, then followed by the main testing session, with 

these sessions separated by a minimum of 72 h.  

Subjects 

Data were collected from 70 team field sport athletes who were competing at national and/or 

international level in their respective sports. The sample consisted of n=38 males (n=5 Field Hockey, 

n=20 Soccer, n=7 Gaelic Games, n=6 Rugby Union), n=32 females (n=9, Field Hockey, n=15 Soccer, n=8 

Gaelic Games) (Table 2). Inclusion criteria were: being familiar with RSS as a training modality (i.e., had 

performed RSS training with loads ≥40% BM), being free from lower extremity injuries (>2 months 

pre-testing), and having a strength training history of >1 year. The study was approved by the Research 

Ethics Committee of University College Dublin (permit number: LS-17-63-Monahan-Ditrolio) in 

accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, and all subjects gave their written informed consent to 

participate. 

Procedures 

Testing took place under controlled conditions in the same indoor facility on a 30 m indoor 

tartan track and was administered by a Certified Strength and Conditioning Specialist (CSCS, ASCA) 

with more than two years of experience of coaching RSS training sessions. All training and assessments 

occurred between 12:00 and 19:00 h. Subjects were asked to refrain from other training activity for 

24 h prior to each testing session, while otherwise maintaining their usual training, diet, and lifestyle 

for the duration of their involvement in the study. Body mass was measured to the nearest 0.1 kg 

using a calibrated digital scale (model 703; SECA, Hamburg, Germany), and height was measured to 

the nearest 0.1 cm using a portable stadiometer (model 231; SECA, Hamburg, Germany).  

Familiarization and Sprint assessment 

A standardized warm-up was performed, for both the familiarisation session and main testing 

session, consisting of 4 min of continuous cycling on a stationary bicycle at ~100 W, followed by 5 min 

of specific dynamic movements stretching and mobility exercises, and three submaximal sprint efforts 

i.e., 60%, 80% and 90% of perceived maximal effort. The specified dynamic movements performed 

during the warm-up involved a combination of (i) muscle activation exercises (glute bridge, 

bodyweight squat, and single leg straight leg deadlift; 3x6 repetitions each), (ii) dynamic mobility 

exercises (2x10 m each of walking lunge, hurdle step overs, walking quadriceps and hamstring 
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stretches) and (iii) a sprint warm-up drill (2x20 m of “ankling”, A- and B-march and skip, and power 

skip). After the standardized warm-up, subjects performed three URS efforts of 20 m, with the fastest 

20 m URS time from these three efforts was subsequently used for comparison with RSS efforts. These 

URS efforts were followed by five RSS efforts of 20 m, with each RSS effort being performed at a 

progressively higher sled load. The sled loads for these RSS efforts were based on a percentage of 

body mass and performed in the following sequence: 15%, 30%, 50%, 70%, and 90% BM. Subjects 

were attached to a custom-built 6.5 kg sled by a vest-harness and 3 m towing chord. The same sled 

was used for all sessions. The total towing mass (i.e., “sled load”) consisted of the sled mass plus 

external load. The external load (mass in kg) required on the sled to be towed was calculated using 

the equation: external load = [(body mass x %body mass) – sled mass]. Each URS and RSS effort were 

separated by 3 min of passive rest.  

All URS and RSS performances were assessed by a 20 m maximal effort sprint, measured with 

a radar device (Stalker ATS 5.0, TX) for collection of instantaneous velocity, and infrared single-beam 

speed gates (Fusion Sport, QLD, Australia) placed at 0 and 20 m to record 20 m sprint times. The radar 

device was positioned behind the athlete, 3 m from the timing gates set at 0 m, in line with the 

direction in which the athletes were sprinting and at a height of approximately 1 m, to align midway 

between the apex of the subjects left and right iliac crest at the point of the L4 vertebrae. Single-beam 

speed gates have previously shown adequate reliability for the measurement of sprint performance 

(ICC, 0.87-0.96; CV, 1.4%) (107, 127). Timing gate pairs at 0 and 20 m were set 1 m across, the gate 

pair at 20 m were set to a height of 1 m and the 0 m gate pair set to a height of 0.5 m, to avoid false 

triggering of the system caused by upper limb movement. The starting position of the sprint was 

standardized as a split-stance standing start, with the toe of the front foot positioned 0.5 m behind 

the first timing gate, and with no countermovement permitted into the sprint start. The radar device 

was triggered by the tester upon the initial count of 3 sec count down with subjects instructed to begin 

the sprint effort on or following the final (3rd) count. Participants were required to sprint until they 

had reached a marker 5 m in front of the 20 m timing gates and the recording of the radar device 

ended at this point. 

Data Processing and Analysis. 

Participants anthropometric data (body mass and height) and rectified instantaneous velocity- 

time data obtained from the radar device, throughout the sprint efforts, were used to compute 

mechanical outputs during URS and RSS sprints. This was calculated and determined via inverse 

dynamic equations described by Samozino et al. (2016) (249), with modifications to account for 

horizontal resistance (70), The horizontal resistance was the sum of the load of the sled, friction force 

due to sled interaction with the running surface and the air resistance (70). 
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These methods obtained net horizontal anterior posterior force (hF) according to models and 

assumptions by Samozino et al. (2016) (249). 

(ℎ𝐹)(𝑡) = 𝑚 ∙ 𝑎ℎ(𝑡) + 𝐹𝑎𝑒𝑟𝑜(𝑡) 

Where 𝑎ℎ is acceleration and 𝑚 is the total mass of the object. Computed force variables were then 

used to attain ratio of measurements of effectiveness of force orientation during overground sprint 

activities, described as RF percentage of horizontal to total resultant force after the first acceleration 

stride >0.3 seconds of movement and dRF the rate of change in this ratio with change in speed (210).  

Both peak and average RF values are reported with peak RF corresponded to the maximal value of the 

ratio of force (i.e., at start of the acceleration post first stride). Performance and mechanical variables 

retained for analysis are described in Table 1. 

Statistical analyses 

Due to the cross-sectional nature of the study design and multilevel nesting/clustering by sex, 

the assumption of independence is violated, and a multilevel linear mixed model (MLMM) statistical 

design was required. The MLMM assessment of covariance was employed and conducted in the 

stepwise fashion, to assess the influence of sled load on sprint performance and mechanical variables, 

described in detail in appendix 1. The final model used to determine differences in variables of interest 

was a random intercept (participant), repeated measures (load) MLMM with fixed, interaction 

(load*sex) and main effects (load & sex). 

Full statistical procedure 

An a priori sample size calculation was performed with the primary outcome being the 

detection of differences in sprint performance, estimates of GRF and mechanical effectiveness in force 

orientation, in response to various intensity of RSS. Specifically, 6 serial measurements (unloaded, 

15%, 30%, 50%, 70% and 90% BM) in a repeated measures within-between interaction design. 

Assuming to detect an effect size (ES) f of 2000 [based on an ES (d) = 0.20–0.38; ‘small effect] for a 

given parameter at a Type I error rate (α) of 0.05 and a power (1−β) of 0.80, this required a sample 

size of n=32 to 70 subjects (G*Power v3.1).  

A two level (sex*sled load) multilevel mixed model (MLMM) was used to assess differences 

between males and females for responses to different RSS loads, and to assess differences between 

loads for the whole cohort combined. When a sex*sled load interaction effect was indicated 

subsequent analyses on that performance variable was performed on males and females separately, 

and relevant outcomes reporting accordingly. When a main effect for sled load was indicated post hoc 

tests were performed for pairwise comparison of responses between each load with LSD correction 

applied to reduce the likelihood of type 2 error caused by corrections for multiple comparisons during 

post hoc analysis. Finally, independent T-test were carried out for the comparison of responses 
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between sex at each load and between load within group (sex) (where significant difference between 

load was observed in post hoc testing) to provide standardized differences in the mean with which to 

assess magnitudes of effects for these differences. These effect sizes were calculated using Cohen’s d, 

and interpreted as trivial for <0.2, small for ≥0.2 to <0.6, moderate for ≥0.6 to <1.2, large for ≥1.2 to 

<2.0, very large for ≥2.0 to <4.0 and near perfect for ≥4.0. Independent samples t-tests were used to 

compare males and females for differences in variables with single measurements (Table 2). The 

threshold for statistical significance was set at P≤0.05 for all tests. Normality of data was assessed with 

the Shapiro-Wilk normality test, for which all data passed. Data are presented as means, or mean 

difference (lower, higher 95% confidence limits of mean) where indicated. All statistical analysis was 

preformed using SPSS 27.0 (SPSS, Inc; Chicago, Illinois) and graphical representations of data were 

created using Prism v9.1 (GraphPad Software Inc, San Diego, CA USA). 

 

RESULTS 

Participant characteristics, absolute sled loads as well as sprint performance and mechanical 

outputs in response to each loading category investigated are depicted in Table 2. Males were taller 

[0.16 (0.13, 0.19) m; P<0.001, d=2.8] and heavier [18.97 (14.92, 23.00) kg; P<0.001, d=2.1.] than 

females (Table 2), therefore absolute sled loads (kg) for each loading conditions were heavier in males 

than females Table 2, sex*sled load interaction effect (f;2604.61 (df 10,70) P<0.001) [9.67 (5.35, 13.99) 

kg; P<0.001, d=4.6].  

Due to a significant fixed interaction effect for sex*sled load on 20 m sprint time (s) (f;33.19 

(df 5,70.85) P<0.001), decrement in average velocity (dec-avgV (%)) (f;19.68 (df 5,69.38) P<0.001), 

decrement in peak velocity (dec-peakV (%)) (f;24.05 (df 5,69.38) P<0.001), relative average total force 

(tF-avg) (N·kg) (f;7.33 (df 5,88.75) P<0.001), peak ratio of force (RFpeak (%)) (f;3.16 (df 5,90.78) 

P<0.011) and decrease in ratio of forces (dRF) (f;4.51 (df 5,92.11) P<0.001), a subsequent analyses on 

these performance variables was performed on males and females separately, and relevant outcomes 

reporting accordingly. However, given the absence of a fixed sex*sled load interaction effect analyses 

on all other variables (tF-peak; hF-avg; hF-peak; vF-avg; vF-peak & RFavg) were performed on data 

with males and females combined. 
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Table 2. Means & SD for: subject characteristics, RSS load (kg) per category, decrement (%) in unresisted velocity observed in RSS efforts of 
different loads and performance times (s) in resisted and unresisted sprints. 

 
All 
(n=70) 
mean±SD 

Female 
(n=32) 
mean±SD 

Male 
(n=38) 
mean±SD 

P value 
F vs. M 
Cohen’s d 

Characteristics     
F/M (n/n) 32/38    
Age (y) 21.8 ± 2.5 22.2 ± 2.4 21.4 ± 2.5 0.219 

d=0.30 
Height (m) 1.78 ± 0.1 1.7 ± 0.1 1.9 ± 0.1 0.001*** 

d=2.84 
Body mass (kg) 74.8 ± 12.9 64.5 ± 5.3 83.5 ± 11.0 <0.001*** 

d=2.139 
Sled loads (kg)     
15% 11.22 ± 1.9 9.68 ± 0.8 12.52 ± 1.7 <0.001*** 

d=2.14 
30% 22.44 ± 3.9 19.35 ± 1.6 25.04 ± 3.3 <0.001*** 

d=2.14 
50% 37.39 ± 6.5 32.25 ± 2.6 41.73 ± 5.5 <0.001*** 

d=2.14 
70% 52.35 ± 9.1 45.14 ± 3.7 58.42 ± 7.7 <0.001*** 

d=2.14 
90% 67.31 ± 11.7 58.04 ± 4.7 75.11 ± 9.9 <0.001*** 

d=2.14 
Performance time 20 m (s)     
URS 3.11 ± 0.2 3.29 ± 0.1  2.96 ± 0.1 <0.001*** 

d=2.79 
15% 3.67 ± 0.2†◊ 3.87 ± 0.2†◊*** Ɣ¥ 3.50 ± 0.2†◊*** <0.001*** 

d=2.25 
30% 4.28 ± 0.4†◊ 4.59 ± 0.2†◊*** Ɣ 4.03 ± 0.2†◊*** <0.001*** 

d=2.46 
50% 5.59 ± 0.7†◊ 6.11 ± 0.4†◊ ***¥ 5.15 ± 0.4†◊*** <0.001*** 

d=2.16 
70% 7.99 ± 1.7†◊ 9.24 ± 1.4†◊*** 6.95 ± 1†◊*** <0.001*** 

d=1.87 
90% 13.66 ± 6.5†◊ 17.91 ± 7.3†◊*** 10.21 ±2.6†◊ ***§ 

 
<0.001*** 
d=1.46 

dec-avgV (%)20 m     
15% 15.24 ± 2.5†◊ 15.10 ± 2.4†◊*** 15.35 ± 2.6†◊*** 0.676 

d=0.101 
30% 27.19 ± 2.9†◊ 28.29 ± 3.1†◊*** 26.27 ± 2.4†◊ *** 0.003* 

d=0.733 
50% 43.92 ± 4.1†◊ 45.99 ± 3.5†◊*** 42.18 ± 3.8†◊ *** <0.001*** 

d=1.04 
70% 59.91 ± 6.1†◊ 63.69 ± 5.2†◊***¥ 56.73 ± 4.8†◊ *** <0.001*** 

d=1.39 
90% 73.75 ± 7.9†◊ 78.85 ± 7.4†◊*** 69.61 ± 5.6†◊ *** <0.001*** 

d=1.42 

dec-peakV (%)20 m     
15% 15.52 ± 2.4†◊ 16.5 ± 2.4†◊*** 14.7 ± 2.2†◊*** 0.002** 

d=2.28 
30% 29.19 ± 3.7†◊ 31.17 ± 3.2†◊*** 27.52 ± 3.3†◊ *** <0.001*** 

d=3.25 
50% 47.92 ± 5.0†◊ 50.99 ± 3.6†◊*** 45.33 ± 4.5†◊ *** <0.001*** 

d=4.08 
70% 63.29 ± 4.9†◊ 66.32 ± 3.4†◊ ***¥ 60.74 ± 4.5†◊ *** <0.001*** 

d=4.04 
90% 75.17 ± 5.9†◊ 78.15 ± 6.1†◊ *** 72.75 ± 4.4†◊ *** <0.001*** 

d=5.23 

Note: BM, body mass; 15%, equates to fifteen percent BM; 30%, equates to Thirty percent BM; 50%, equates to fifty percent BM; 70%, 
equates to seventy percent BM; 90%, equates to ninety percent BM; Vdec, velocity decrement compared to unresisted sprint. †= significantly 
different from URS, ◊= significantly different from preceding RSS load , P values reported for difference between sprint condition are from 
post hoc pairwise comparison with LSD adjustments, and donated as *=P<0.05, **=P<0.01, ***=P<0.001. §=es of difference compared to URS 
greater than female, Ɣ ES of difference compared to URS greater than male. ‡=es of change with load increment greater than female, ¥= es 
of change with load increment greater than male. P values reported for differences between the female (F) and male (M) groups are from 
independent samples t-tests. *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001.  
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Sprint times. 

Twenty-meter sprint times (20 m) were faster in males than females at URS and all RSS loaded 

conditions (main effect for sex, P<0.001), (Table 2, Figure 1). Post hoc comparisons revealed, for both 

males and females, sprint times in all RSS loaded condition were significantly slower, when compared 

to URS, (main effect of sled load, P<0.001) (Table 2, Figure 1). Except for 90% BM RSS (female: 14.62 

± 11.5s, p<0.001, d=2.9, male: 7.25 ± 1.8s, p<0.001, d=4.0), the effect size of increases in sprint time 

above URS, with increase in RSS load, were larger in females compared to males (Table 2; Figure 1). 

An additional comparison for load increment, demonstrated that with each load increment, 20 m 

sprint times increased significantly in both sexes, when compared to performance time for the 

preceding load (main effect of sled load, P<0.001) (Table 2, Figure 1). However, the magnitude of 

increases in sprint time occurring between loads of 30% and 50% BM, RSS bore larger effect amongst 

females (1.52 ± 0.4s) (P<0.001, d=4.3) compared to males (1.13 ± 0.4s) (P<0.001, d=3.2). 

Average and Peak Sprint Velocity Decrements 

Across 20 m, decrements from average and peak unresisted velocity, observed in each RSS, 

were statically significant, for both males and females. Independent t Tests revealed that females 

exhibited statistically larger decrements in both peak and average velocity than males, at all RSS load 

categories, except for decrements in average velocity at 15% BM category (15.1±2.4%:15.4±2.6%, 

P=0.676, d=0.10). Furthermore, comparison between load increments revealed that decrements in 

average and peak velocity increased significantly for each increment when compared to preceding 

load. The increase in average and peak velocity decrement occurring between 50%-70% BM RSS was 

of greater effect in females (17.69±4.4%:P<0.001, d=4.0, 15.33±3.5%:P<0.001, d=4.4) than males 

(14.55±4.3%: P<0.001, d=3.4, 15.41±4.4%:P<0.001, d=3.5) (Table 2). 

 

Figure 1 – Sprint velocity decrement measured over 20 m for 6 sprints performed under different resisted sled sprint loads 
and separated by female (n=32) and male (n=38). Data are mean values with error bars representing standard deviation.  
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Relative; Average and Peak Force Output. 

A significant fixed main effect for sled-load was observed for all relative force variables 

(P<0.001). As sled load increased, average and peak measurements in vertical force decreased and 

total and horizontal force values increased (Table 3).  

Relative hF-avg was significantly larger in males than females for all RSS conditions (P<0.001, 

d=1.9-2.3; large-very large). For the full cohort combined and male and female groups, post hoc 

assessments proved increases in hF-avg to be significant for all RSS load conditions when compared 

to values at URS (P<0.001, d=1.0-5.0) and for all conditions in comparison to values at the preceding 

condition (P<0.001, d=0.90-1.2), (Table 3). However, the magnitude of differences in hF-avg at 70% 

and 90% compared to URS were similar. 

Group based analysis demonstrated increases in hF-avg between URS and 15%, 50% and 30-

50% and 50-70% conditions had a larger magnitude of effect in females (Table 3). 

While a main effect for sled load was reported, the increase in relative hF-peak occurring at 

15% BM RSS was not significant in post hoc analysis (0.24±1.0 N·kg−1, P=0.152, d=0.24; small). Males 

exhibited larger relative peak horizontal force output however this only differed significantly between 

males and females at 50% BM condition (0.74±1.1 N·kg−1, P<0.005, d=0.70; moderate). Additionally, 

for females only, hF-peak output at 30% BM conditions was not significantly different in comparison 

to the preceding RSS condition (0.41±1.1 N·kg−1, P=0.152, d=0.36; small). Furthermore, the magnitude 

of increase in hF-peak output, from URS to 70% and increases between 15-30% and 30-50%, observed 

in males were greater than females. 

In terms of relative vF-avg values across a 20 m sprint were significantly larger in females 

compared to males for all RSS conditions (P<0.001, d=1.9-2.4; large-very large). Post hoc analysis 

revealed significant decreases in vF-avg across 20 m for all RSS conditions when compared to values 

at URS (P<0.001, d=1.1-5.7) and for all conditions in comparison to values at the preceding condition 

(P<0.001, d=1.1-1.5), among the full cohort combined and male and female groups (Table 3). 

Decreases in vF-avg between URS-15%, 30% and 70% and 30-50% and 50-70% conditions had a larger 

magnitude of effect in females, while effect of decreases from 70-90% where of larger magnitude in 

the male cohort (M: d=2.2;very-large, F: d=1.9; large). (Table 3. Figure 3b). 

Relative vF-peak was larger in females in all conditions, with differences significant only in the 

50% BM condition (-0.22±1.1 N·kg−1) P<0.005, d=0.70; moderate). A main effect for load was reported, 

in post hoc analysis only decreases in relative vF-peak at 15% BM RSS did not attain statistical 

significance (-0.10±0.4 N·kg−1, P=0.141, d=0.25; small). Among the female group vF-peak in 30% BM 

conditions was not significantly different (-0.15±0.4 N·kg−1, P=0.186, d=0.33; small), when compared 
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to output in preceding RSS condition. Additionally, from URS to 30% and 70% and between 15-30% 

and 30-50%, decreases in vF-peak output were of greater magnitude in males (Table 3. Figure 3b). 

Relative tF-avg to BM was significantly larger in males than females for all RSS conditions 

(P<0.001, d=1.4-2.4; large-very large). For male and female groups, post hoc assessments proved 

increases in tF-avg to be significant for all RSS load conditions when compared to values at URS 

(P<0.001; M, d=1.1-4.9, moderate-perfect; F, d=0.70-3.9, moderate-very large)) and for all conditions 

in comparison to values at the preceding condition (P<0.001;M, d=1.1-1.9, moderate-large; F, d=1.7-

2.2; large-very large), (Table 3). Increases in tF-avg output between 50-70% conditions had a larger 

magnitude of effect in females (P<0.001, d=1.4, large; P<0.001, d=1.1, moderate) (Table 3). 

Following post hoc analysis only changes occurring in tF-peak at 15% BM condition (0.14±0.6 

N·kg−1, P=0.162, d=0.24; small) were, not statistically significant (Table 3). Males produced greater 

relative tF-peak in all RSS conditions however between sex difference were again only significant for 

the 50% BM condition (0.48±0.7 N·kg−1, P<0.005, d=0.70; moderate) (Table 3). The magnitude of 

increase in tF-peak output, from URS to all other loads did not differ between males and females at 

any load (P=0.162- P<0.001, d=0.20-2.5, small-moderate). However, tF-peak increases from 15-30% 

and 30-50%, among males were of a greater magnitude. 

Mechanical effectiveness 

For each measure of mechanical effectiveness, a significant fixed main effect for sled-load was 

observed (P<0.001). A main effect for sled-load was observed for all markers of mechanical 

effectiveness (RFavg P<0.001; RFpeak P<0.001; dRF P<0.001) (Table 3). Between-load post hoc 

comparisons revealed that; RFavg (P<0.001) and RFpeak (P<0.001) increased significantly with each 

increase in RSS load while dRF decreased as RSS load increased. That is, as sled load increased RFavg 

and RFpeak increased the dRF became steeper (Table 3). Furthermore, changes at each load were 

significantly greater compared to URS and in comparison, to the preceding RSS condition. In all sprint 

conditions males demonstrated significantly greater RFavg and RFpeak (RFavg P<0.001, d=1.8-2.08, 

large; and RFpeak, P=0.039-<0.001, d=0.51-1.4, small-large) and less decline in these (P=0.014-<0.001, 

d=0.61-0.99, moderate) (Table 3). However, despite the main effect for sex (effects (RFavg P<0.001; 

RFpeak P<0.001; dRF P<0.001) the absence of any sex*sled load interaction effects (RFavg P=0.498) 

indicated that regardless of sled load, no between-sex differences existed in relation to how the load 

altered the RFavg. It was noted that the increases in RFpeak displayed a larger effect in males at 30% 

& 50% compared to URS, and from 15%-30% (Table 3). 
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Table 3. Force outputs and Mechanical efficiency in unresisted and resisted sled sprint efforts of different loads. Mean & SD of; Average & Peak; 
horizontal, vertical & total force output relative to BM (N.kg-1), ratio of forces (resultant: horizontal), decrease in ratio of forces. 

 
All 
(n=70) 
mean±SD 

Female 
(n=32) 
mean±SD 

Male 
(n=38) 
mean±SD 

P value 
F vs. M 
Cohen’s d 

hF-avg (N·kg−1)     
URS 2.25 ± 0.3 2.01 ± 0.2 2.45 ± 0.3 <0.001*** 

d=1.95 
15% 2.54 ± 0.3†◊*** 2.32 ± 0.2†◊***Ɣ¥ 2.72 ± 0.2†◊*** <0.001*** 

d=1.82 
30% 2.8 ± 0.3†◊*** 2.57 ± 0.1†◊*** 3.00 ± 0.2†◊*** <0.001*** 

d=2.29 
50% 3.11 ± 0.3†◊*** 2.88 ± 0.1†◊***Ɣ¥ 3.31 ± 0.2†◊*** <0.001*** 

d=2.14 
70% 3.47 ± 0.3†◊*** 3.22 ± 0.2†◊***¥ 3.67 ± 0.2†◊*** <0.001*** 

d=2.28 
90% 3.85 ± 0.3†◊*** 3.59 ± 0.3†◊*** 4.06 ± 0.2†◊*** <0.001*** 

d=1.97 
hF-peak (N·kg−1)     
URS 7.17 ± 1.0 7.03 ± 1.0 7.29 ± 1.0 =0.279 

d=0.26 
15% 7.41 ± 1.0 7.25 ± 1.0 7.54 ± 1.0 =0.212 

d=0.30 
30% 7.96 ± 1.2†◊*** 7.65 ± 1.2†** 8.22 ± 1.2†***◊**‡ =0.057 

d=0.47 
50% 8.64 ± 1.1†◊*** 8.24 ± 1.1†***◊* 8.98 ± 1.1†◊***‡ <0.005** 

d=0.70 
70% 10 ± 1.7†◊*** 9.61 ± 1.8†◊*** 10.31 ± 1.6†◊***§ =0.104 

d=0.40 
90% 12.04 ± 2.5†◊*** 11.76 ± 2.6†◊*** 12.26 ± 2.5†◊*** =0.430 

d=0.20 
vF-avg (N·kg−1)     
URS 7.96 ± 0.2 8.14 ± 0.1 7.81 ± 0.2 <0.001*** 

d=2.06 
15% 7.72 ± 0.2†◊*** 7.88 ± 0.1†◊***Ɣ¥ 7.59 ± 0.2†◊*** <0.001*** 

d=1.89 
30% 7.52 ± 0.2†◊*** 7.67 ± 0.1†◊***Ɣ 7.39 ± 0.1†◊*** <0.001*** 

d=2.34 
50% 7.27 ± 0.2†◊*** 7.41 ± 0.1†◊***¥ 7.15 ± 0.1†◊*** <0.001*** 

d=2.07 
70% 7.01 ± 0.2†◊*** 7.15 ± 0.1†◊***Ɣ¥ 6.89 ± 0.1†◊*** <0.001*** 

d=2.20 
90% 6.74 ± 0.2†◊*** 6.89 ± 0.2†◊*** 6.62 ± 0.1†◊***‡ <0.001*** 

d=1.86 
vF-peak (N·kg−1)     
URS 5.01 ± 0.4  5.07 ± 0.4 4.96 ± 0.4 =0.304 

d=0.25 
15% 4.91 ± 0.4  4.97 ± 0.4 4.85 ± 0.4 =0.193 

d=0.31 
30% 4.71 ± 0.5†***◊** 4.83 ± 0.5†* 4.61 ± 0.4†***◊**§‡ =0.051 

d=0.48 
50% 4.46 ± 0.4†◊ *** 4.6 ± 0.4†***◊** 4.34 ± 0.3†◊***‡ <0.005** 

d=0.71 
70% 4.06 ± 0.5†◊ *** 4.19 ± 0.6†◊ *** 3.96 ± 0.5†◊ ***§ =0.106 

d=0.42 
90% 3.57 ± 0.6†◊*** 3.64 ± 0.6†◊ *** 3.52 ± 0.6†◊ *** =0.466 

d=0.19 
tF-avg (N·kg−1)     
URS 10.21 ± 0.1 10.16 ± 0.1 10.26 ± 0.1 <0.001*** 

d=1.38 
15% 10.26 ± 0.1†◊*** 10.2 ± 0.1†◊** 10.31 ± 0.1†◊*** <0.001*** 

d=1.44 
30% 10.32 ± 0.1†◊*** 10.25 ± 0.1†◊*** 10.38 ± 0.1†◊*** <0.001*** 

d=1.90 
50% 10.38 ± 0.1†◊*** 10.3 ± 0.1†◊*** 10.46 ± 0.1†◊*** <0.001*** 

d=2.13 
70% 10.47 ± 0.1†◊*** 10.38 ± 0.1†◊***¥ 10.55 ± 0.1†◊*** <0.001*** 

d=2.36 
90% 10.59 ± 0.1†◊*** 10.48 ± 0.1†◊*** 10.67 ± 0.1†◊*** <0.001*** 
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d=2.06 
tF-peak (N·kg−1)     
URS 12.18 ± 0.6 12.09 ± 0.6 12.25 ± 0.6 =0.267 

d=0.27 
15% 12.32 ± 0.6 12.22 ± 0.6 12.4 ± 0.6 =0.226 

d=0.29 
30% 12.67 ± 0.8†◊*** 12.48 ± 0.8†** 12.83 ± 0.7†***◊**‡ =0.062 

d=0.46 
50% 13.1 ± 0.7†◊*** 12.84 ± 0.7†***◊* 13.32 ± 0.7†◊***‡ <0.005** 

d=0.70 
70% 14.06 ± 1.2†◊*** 13.8 ± 1.2†◊*** 14.27 ± 1.1†◊***§ =0.113 

d=0.40 
90% 15.62 ± 1.9†◊*** 15.4 ± 2†◊*** 15.79 ± 1.9†◊*** =0.267 

d=0.21 

RFavg (%)     
URS 0.18 ± 0.03 0.16 ± 0.01 0.20 ± 0.02 <0.001*** 

d=2.07 
15% 0.22 ± 0.03†◊*** 0.20 ± 0.02†◊*** Ɣ  0.23 ± 0.02†◊*** <0.001*** 

d=1.76 
30% 0.24 ± 0.02†◊*** 0.23 ± 0.01†◊*** Ɣ  0.26 ± 0.02†◊*** <0.001*** 

d=2.08 
50% 0.28 ± 0.02†◊*** 0.26 ± 0.01†◊***Ɣ¥ 0.29 ± 0.02†◊*** <0.001*** 

d=1.90 
70% 0.31 ± 0.02†◊*** 0.30 ± 0.01†◊*** 0.33 ± 0.02†◊*** <0.001*** 

d=2.05 
90% 0.35 ± 0.02†◊*** 0.33 ± 0.02†◊*** 0.37 ± 0.01†◊*** <0.001*** 

d=1.77 
RFpeak (%)     
URS 0.49 ± 0.04 0.48 ± 0.04 0.5 ± 0.04 =0.039* 

d=0.51 
15% 0.51 ± 0.04†◊*** 0.50 ± 0.04†◊* 0.53 ± 0.04†◊*** <0.011* 

d=0.63 
30% 0.54 ± 0.04†◊*** 0.52 ± 0.04†***◊* 0.56 ± 0.04†◊***§‡ =0.001*** 

d=0.83 
50% 0.57 ± 0.04†◊*** 0.55 ± 0.03†***◊** 0.59 ± 0.03†◊***§ <0.001*** 

d=1.30 
70% 0.60 ± 0.05†◊*** 0.57 ± 0.04†***◊** 0.62 ± 0.03†◊*** <0.001*** 

d=1.26 
90% 0.62 ± 0.05†◊*** 0.59 ± 0.04†*** 0.65 ± 0.04†◊***‡ <0.001*** 

d=1.37 
dRF     
URS -0.08 ± 0.01 -0.09 ± 0.01 -0.08 ± 0.01 =0.002** 

d=0.78 
15% -0.09 ± 0.02†◊*** -0.10 ± 0.02†◊*** -0.09 ± 0.01†◊*** <0.001*** 

d=0.86 
30% -0.11 ± 0.02†◊*** -0.11 ± 0.02†◊*** -0.1 ± 0.02†◊*** =0.014* 

d=0.61 
50% -0.14 ± 0.03†◊*** -0.15 ± 0.03†◊*** -0.13 ± 0.02†◊*** =0.003** 

d=0.73 
70% -0.2 ± 0.06†◊*** -0.23 ± 0.07†◊*** -0.18 ± 0.05†◊*** =0.002** 

d=0.80 
90% -0.32 ± 0.15†◊*** -0.39 ± 0.17†◊*** -0.26 ± 0.09†◊*** <0.001*** 

d=0.99 

Note: BM, body mass; 15%, equates to fifteen percent BM; 30%, equates to thirty percent BM; 50%, equates to fifty percent BM; 70%, 
equates to seventy percent BM; 90%, equates to ninety percent BM; Vdec, velocity decrement compared to unresisted sprint. †= significantly 
different from URS, ◊= significantly different from preceding RSS load, P values reported for difference between sprint condition are from 
post hoc pairwise comparison with LSD adjustments, and donated as *=P<0.05, **=P<0.01, ***=P<0.001. §=es of difference compared to URS 
greater than female, Ɣ=es of difference compared to URS greater than male. ‡=es of change with load increment greater than female, ¥= es 
of change with load increment greater than male. P values reported for differences between the female (F) and male (M) groups are from 
independent samples t-tests. *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001.  

 

 

DISCUSSION 

The primary aim of this study was to assess, among male and female field sports athletes, the 

mechanical properties of RSS and whether these change as a function of different loading conditions. 
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As expected, there was a main effect for load on all variables assessed; that is the addition of 

load necessitated athletes to generate more total force, to express a large portion of this towards the 

global horizontal and caused a reduction in running speed. The reduction in sprint performance time 

is a product of need for increased force to overcome the addition load and coefficient of friction 

between the sled and running surface. Although outside the scope of the assessment methods used 

in this investigation, it has previously been reported that athletes facilitate the need to generate 

greater propulsive force (due to externally resistance) through increasing their GCT and or contacting 

the ground more frequently (increased stride frequency, reduced stride length and flight time) (5, 30, 

164, 185, 206, 244). This linear decrease in peak and average sprint performance and vF and increase 

in tF and hF as a function of increase in load was similarly reported previously (30, 131, 150, 184, 185, 

206, 225). 

Despite each subsequent increase in load corresponding to a significant increment in velocity 

decrement, and thus a continual reduction in performance and acceleration, non-significant changes 

of small to trivial effect sizes were seen in hF, vF or tF peak at moderate sled loads as in the 15% BM 

condition suggesting that RSS loads of 15% BM may be insufficient to induce changes in peak force 

outputs. Several authors previously assessing the acute effects of resisted sprinting have observed a 

linear increase in hF with moderate (184, 185, 206), heavy, and very heavy (206) RSS loads compared 

to unloaded conditions, yet others reported no significant difference in horizontal or propulsive GRF 

for light, moderate or heavy loads (30, 150, 225). Furthermore, in contrast to the findings in the 

present study, in previous investigations where multiple loads were compared, no significant changes 

in the components of GRF occurred the between loads (150, 206, 225). 

However, moderate loads used here, and elsewhere (150, 225), were substantive enough to 

impart a significant and moderate increase in peak RF (49%-51%). Both Bentley et al. 2021 (30) and 

Kawamori et al. 2014 (150) reported increases in propulsive and horizontal impulse with a rise in 

contact time and propulsive time also observed. Though it is noted that these prior investigations 

assessed GRF at one single discrete section (a single step) of very short ≤ 6 m sprints and that the loads 

were limited to 10-30% BM (light to moderate loads). These findings indicate that the increase in peak 

RF with increasing loads (30, 150, 225), but in an absence of increases in horizontal or propulsive GRF, 

were indicative of a linear extension-to-contact duration and propulsive phase as load increased. 

Therefore, RSS may enhance RF ratio at the expense of rapid contact time and stride frequency, and 

not through meaningful changes in the magnitude of horizontal force application. Moreover, reduced 

effectiveness in expression of GRF during RSS is indicated by the increase in the steepness of dRF with 

all loads examined in this study and elsewhere (225), despite the increase in RF values with load. 
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Increased dRF and increased peak RF observed together imply potentially prolonged propulsive phase 

and decreased efficiency of propulsion (122).  

It has been suggested that individual assessment of the mechanical properties of entire RSS 

of different loads (when compared to their URS value) enables precise prescription of a RSS load 

eliciting force outputs or ratio of forces displayed in a specific portion of URS, or to replicate outputs 

similar to those in the acceleration phase of URS of elite or higher-level performers (236). Here the 

30% BM condition was sufficient to replicate mechanical properties during URS attributed to 

professional German Soccer players (M: 7.7 N.kg-1; F: 7.4.0 N.kg-1) (26), while average and peak hF 

reported at 50% BM condition were similar to those seen during URS in sub elite and elite sprinters 

(122, 148, 225) and other elite field sport athletes, (elite M: 8.9-8.21 N.kg-1, elite F: 7.12 N.kg-1) (122, 

147, 285). A 70% BM load was required for athletes to exhibit average and peak hF within range of 

those of reported in top level, world leading male or female sprint performances (Peak; M: 10.1 N.kg-

1, F:9.0 N.kg-1) (258) (Average 40 m; M: 3.5 N.kg-1) (236) and professional male Rugby players 

(PM:9.64 N.kg-1) (285).  

During URS in the present sample, peak RF values of 48% for females and 50% for males were 

observed, which show no difference from URS values reported for elite Scandinavian and Spanish 

soccer players and sub-elite Rugby players (122, 147, 285), but loads of 30-50% BM were required to 

replicate peak RF values of professional rugby players. However, none of the sled loads used allowed 

the athletes exhibit peak RF of 71.6% like those in elite sprinters presented by Rabita et al. (2015) 

(236). RFavg values observed during URS for professional and elite male athletes were similar to RFavg 

during URS in the present cohort (20%) (33, 236, 285), suggesting that although professional or 

specialised performers may be the most proficient in producing high levels of hF in the early phase of 

acceleration, differences between these cohorts were not evident for the majority of the sprint 

acceleration phase. This is of practical importance in the prescription of RSS load and distance as the 

benefit and necessity of sprinting with heavy or very heavy RSS loads for distances greater than 5 m 

may need further justification. 

In the present study peak and average hF outputs and ratio of GRF components attained at 

50-70% BM loads are akin to those observed previously in elite and sub elite sprinters (122, 236), 

suggesting that loads of between 50-70% BM will likely allow athletes to express ‘optimal’ or ‘ideal’ 

magnitudes of relative propulsive force. Notably the effect size of the change at 90% BM load 

compared to URS was not deemed of greater magnitude than the difference between URS and 70% 

BM in peak or average GRF components, nor average RF. Therefore, among this cohort, RSS load of 

70% BM was identified as a potential threshold above which no further practical benefit could be 
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accrued. Such a contention would need to be explored in future longitudinal studies of RSS training 

interventions. 

In practical terms dRF indicates the distance to peak velocity. A reduction in the dRF indicates 

a reduction in rate of decline in RF as velocity increases or a reduction in the rate at which acceleration 

dissipates. Peak and average dRF values observed in this study were greater for all loads compared to 

those during URS of elite sprinters (122, 236). However, as dRF is a marker of acceleration capability 

(relationship of velocity to RF) (122), the addition of load will not permit this value to improve towards 

optimal conditions (in the same manner that resistance will not increase speed). Therefore, this 

measurement may prove most useful in assessing changes in mechanical properties over time, or 

potential variation in mechanical strategies across a number of RSS efforts of the same intensity. 

Hence, should an athlete exhibit improvements in dRF at any set sled load while maintaining RF or hF, 

improved effectiveness in the rate of propulsion of the centre of mass is suggested. This observation 

may indicate improvements in duration of acceleration(258) and other neuromuscular parameters 

such as rate of force development, contraction velocity synchronisation, or co-ordination of muscle 

groups. 

Interestingly, Nagahara et al (216) found that smaller average and peak vertical GRF vector, 

and larger average propulsive force (but not peak anteroposterior force) is essential to achieve and, a 

better predictor of superior sprint acceleration than peak propulsive force in sub-elite male sprinters. 

These authors concluded that average GRF rather than peak GRF should be used to assess sprint 

acceleration performance, and in order to allow for comprehensive comparison to previous reports 

and benchmarking for load assignment that further investigations of the mechanical properties of RSS 

analyse and report both vertical and horizontal components of GRF. They also suggested including 

each kinetic variable in terms of both average and peak values normalised to BM across the entire 

acceleration phase.  

Compared to males, female participants demonstrated greater decrements in both peak and 

average velocity at all load-intensities above 15% BM. This equated to an average of 2.3% larger 

increase in velocity decrement among females with each sled load increment when compared to 

males. Furthermore, the disparity in velocity decrement between males and females expanded as sled 

load increased, where velocity decrements occurring were 6.96% and 9.24% larger in females at 70% 

and 90% BM sled load, respectively (Table 2). These differences indicate the practical importance of 

sled load prescription relative to individual maximal performance, to standardise and control the 

training stimulus applied, between athletes of differing characteristics.  

In contrast to this the effect of sled load on normalised kinetic variable were generally similar 

between males and females (Table 3). This is unsurprising however, as alterations in these variables 
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are reflective of change relative to the athlete (N.kg-1)(23, 55, 122, 283, 290, 301). That being force 

variable normalised or relative to an anthropometric characteristic which is intertwined with the 

speed of movement of i.e., mass of the object. On the other hand, alterations in velocity while relative 

to participants best unresisted performance do not account for physical factors impacting this velocity 

i.e., velocity itself is not normalised to the individual per kg-1.  

 Of some interest are subtle differences that were observed in the effect magnitude of 

alterations in peak and average force output between males and females. Such that males tended to 

display greater alterations in peak mechanical outputs with increase in load whereas females 

demonstrated greater change in average outputs over the entire sprint (Table 3). Although non-

significant, these alterations may suggest differing mechanical strategies exist as a compensation for 

increased resistance from the sled load. However further research and expanded analysis is needed 

to examine if these tendencies are bore out beyond immediate acute response and become significant 

among larger more homogeneous populations. While it is theorised that such difference, if 

demonstrated, with certainty may be reflective of less advantageous muscle distribution and 

morphology attributed to females compared to males (183, 227, 258), further research and analysis is 

warranted to establish if differences in the temporal and mechanical properties of RSS as a function 

of load (i.e. RSS ability) are related to such physical characteristics or abilities.  

The accumulating body of evidence further highlights that an optimal RSS load was not 

apparent, as differing loads will provide stimulus to different abilities and neuromuscular 

characteristics requiring development (3, 165, 205). However, observations here suggest there is a 

threshold load above which further increases no longer accrue benefits and at which point the RSS 

movement changes type from a secondary sprint exercise to a tertiary one. Furthermore, although 

such assessment is outside the scope of this investigation, loads above this threshold (≥70% BM, ≥55% 

Vdec) may no longer enable a constant single limb support. This observation would be characteristic of 

a requirement for increased propulsive time to enable the athlete to generate sufficiently large GRF 

to overcome the external resistance as described previously (30, 150). This lack of single limb support 

phase and potential prolonged contact phase questions the ‘sprint’ categorisation and biomechanical 

similarity of the movement occurring during RSS at such extremely heavy load-intensity. To accurately 

employ RSS overload and promote the stimulus needed to attain the desired training adaptation, 

practitioners must consider the acute kinetic alterations described prior to prescribing RSS load. 

 

PRACTICAL APPLICATION  

The results from this study show the apparent ability of kinetic assessment during RSS, to identify 

target and threshold loads, which replicate distinct kinetic outcomes. This highlights the practical 
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benefit and utility in performing RSS load profile assessments prior to beginning a period of RSS 

training. Due to methodological variations and limitations caution is advised should coaches parlay 

previously reported observations to assign kinetic training targets or to benchmark kinetic properties 

of high level performance. This undertaking would allow practitioners to compare the effects of 

different RSS loads in their athletes to reference values from this and previous investigations and 

assign load according to targeted stimuli. However, a major limitation is that this approach remains to 

be tested for optimal training conditionings. Furthermore, of the few previous studies that have thus 

far attempted to investigate the efficacy of training at ‘optimal’ loads (derived from alternative 

theoretical concepts) (71, 158, 159, 208, 211), none have successfully established the superiority of 

training at these intensities.  
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Chapter 5 

The priming effect of a heavy or very heavy resisted 
sled sprint-based conditioning activity on subsequent 

unresisted sprint performance in team field sport 
athletes. 

Accepted ahead of print, Journal of Strength, and condition research.  
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TITLE 

The priming effect of a heavy or very heavy resisted sled sprint-based conditioning activity on 

subsequent unresisted sprint performance in team field sport athletes 

 

ABSTRACT 

The effect of resisted sled sprinting (RSS) on post-activation performance enhancement (PAPE) was 

investigated in team field sport athletes [n=28; m/f, 15/13; age, 22.1±2.5 y; height, 1.77±0.11 m; body 

mass (BM), 75.1±16.4 kg]. After a standardized warm-up, unresisted sprint (URS) performance was 

measured over 10 and 20 m (PRE) followed by a conditioning activity (CA) consisting of 3x20 m RSS. 

URS performance was then measured again at 30 sec, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20 and 24 min post-CA. The effect 

of heavy (H-RSS) or very heavy (VH-RSS) sled loads were compared during two separate visits using a 

randomized crossover design. H-RSS and VH-RSS loads corresponded to a velocity decrement (Vdec) of 

17.3±3.6%Vdec (20.0±2.3%BM) and 52.9±3.8%Vdec (64.3±7.0%BM), respectively. URS performance 

post-CA was slower than PRE over 10 m and 20 m (both P<0.001 for Time). The decline in URS 

performance over 20 m was greater in VH-RSS (Time*Sled load interaction, P=0.033). However, after 

extraction of the fastest sprint times post-CA, the fastest sprint time for 10 m improved after H-RSS by 

0.026 (0.001, 0.050) s (P=0.040; d=0.21), but not after VH-RSS (P=0.054; d=0.14). The fastest sprint 

times for 20 m were similar to PRE after H-RSS and VH-RSS. No sex-specific differences were observed. 

Given the high inter-subject variability in the magnitude of improvement, and for the time point at 

which the fastest sprint occurred, there remains questionable practical value to an RSS-based CA as a 

means to induce a PAPE for URS performance. 

 

KEY WORDS 

performance; post-activation potentiation; running; velocity decrement; warm-up; 
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INTRODUCTION 

Acceleration, maximum sprint velocity, and agility are important features and components of 

success in team sports, with the majority of these efforts taking place over distances of 20 m or less 

(92, 113, 121, 264). Practices undertaken immediately before performance seek to optimise 

subsequent performance. These include warm-ups to elevate body temperature, increase muscle 

activation and improve oxygen kinetics (155, 192), but may also include specific conditioning activities 

to acutely enhance muscular performance beyond that achieved by a general warm-up (36, 155, 233, 

274). This effect is often attributed to a phenomenon known as post-activation potentiation (PAP), 

which refers to the acute enhancement in muscular performance (measured by electrically-evoked 

twitch force) induced because of recent contractile activity involving maximal, or near maximal, muscle 

contraction (233, 274). The PAP effect has been largely explained by an increased myosin light chain 

phosphorylation occurring in type II muscle fibers and increased calcium sensitivity (36). However, the 

time course of these mechanisms and the short half-life for PAP (~28 sec) rarely matches the time 

course of observed improvements in voluntary force enhancement (36, 253, 300) e.g. in sprint 

activities. Therefore PAP may not explain performance enhancement in applied contexts (36). 

However, because conditioning activities undertaken as part of a warm-up often have a practically-

meaningful effect, the term post-activation performance enhancement (PAPE) has recently been 

proposed for use in such contexts (36, 76). Consequently, the performance of a conditioning activity 

(CA) involving maximal, or near maximal, muscle contraction to induce a PAPE, and benefit a 

subsequent strength or power-based activity, is a strategy proposed for the acute enhancement of 

athletic performance (41, 233, 253, 300).  

Of the studies that have assessed a PAPE for unresisted sprint (URS) performance there has 

been large variability in results (130), with a variety of types of CAs showing positive, negative and null 

effect on subsequent URS performance (130, 181). This variability in response may be due to dissimilar 

movement patterns for the CA and performance activity, such as performing a squat prior to 

subsequent sprinting (130, 253), given that PAPE is hypothesized to be dependent on the 

biomechanical similarity of the CA to the performance activity (253). Therefore, resisted sled sprinting 

(RSS), an exercise modality involving sprint efforts whilst towing a weighted sled device (3, 229), may 

be efficacious as a CA by providing a mechanical overload (74), while performing a movement that is 

biomechanically similar to sprinting (154, 302). Unsurprisingly therefore, the potentiating effects of 

acute RSS on subsequent sprint performance has been the subject of several recent studies, with both 

no change (61, 261, 272, 293) and improvement (146, 298, 303, 305) in URS performance being 

reported.  
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The equivocal results may be attributed to the many methodological differences that exist in 

application of RSS as a CA including the athletic background and training status of the population 

studied, configuration of the CA stimulus (e.g. number of repetitions and distance of RSS, inter-sprint 

rest), the post-CA to re-test time interval, and the intensity of the CA (61, 146, 261, 272, 293, 298, 303, 

305). The latter is principally determined by the sled load of the RSS. For the prescription of RSS, either 

a load based on a percentage of an individual’s body mass (%BM), or a load that produces a desired 

decrement in sprint velocity from URS (Vdec), is typically used. Indeed, there is increasing interest in 

the acute (4, 15, 165) and adaptive responses (3, 229) to training with different sled loads. Training 

with light RSS loads (<10%BM or 10%Vdec), has been suggested to produce greater improvements 

during higher velocity sprint phases, whereas heavy (20.0-29.9%BM or 15.0-29.9%Vdec) and very heavy 

(>30%BM and >30.0%Vdec) RSS loads have been suggested to produce greater improvements in the 

acceleration phase of sprinting (3, 229). Consistent with the general principles that inform prescription 

of a CA (253, 300), for RSS to induce a PAPE on URS performance, it may be that heavy or very heavy 

loads are required to yield the maximal, or near maximal, muscle contraction normally required to 

induce a PAPE in other contexts (130, 253, 300) . 

However, the use of %BM to prescribe a RSS sled load is not sensitive to individual athletic 

characteristics, and even a standardized %BM can produce large inter-individual variability in %Vdec 

(54), and relative intensity of the stimulus (230). To date, investigation of PAPE via RSS have generally 

prescribed the RSS load using %BM [i.e. 10, 20 and 30%BM (261); 25-30%BM (293, 305); 45-50%BM 

(146, 272); 75 and 150%BM (303)] with only two studies to date having employed %Vdec as the method 

RSS prescription (61, 298). Several authors have therefore suggested that further research on the 

potential PAPE of RSS-based CA should be based on %Vdec methods of load prescription (61, 298, 303). 

Therefore, the present study investigated whether employing RSS as a CA could induce a PAPE on URS 

performance over 10 m and 20 m in team sport athletes, and whether effects differed between males 

and females, given the paucity of research on RSS as a CA in female athletes. The RSS loads employed 

were individualized by using a load prescription based on %Vdec, and compared the effects, if any, of 

heavy or very heavy RSS loads to induce a PAPE. As such, this study aimed to assess the efficacy, 

practicality, prevalence, time course and worthwhile utility of any such potential effect, but due to the 

individualised nature and variability of PAPE, it was hypothesised, as a null hypothesis, that that no 

worthwhile PAPE would be observed, nor would there be between-sex differences in this response. 
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METHODS 

Experimental approach to the problem 

A two condition, crossover-repeated measures design was employed for the investigation of 

a PAPE of RSS on subsequent URS performance by using heavy (H-RSS) and very heavy (VH-RSS) loads 

(as previously categorized (229)), which targeted a Vdec of 20% and 60%, respectively. Following the 

completion of a testing session (Session 1) to estimate the RSS loads required to elicit the targeted Vdec
 

for each condition, subjects completed the H-RSS and VH-RSS PAPE sessions (Sessions 2 and 3) in 

random order with at least 72 h separating each visit. To evaluate the potential PAPE of RSS on URS, 

URS performance (10 and 20 m sprint times) was assessed before (PRE) and at fixed time intervals 

after the RSS PAPE stimulus. 

Subjects 

Data were collected from twenty-eight team field sport athletes who were competing at 

national and/or international level in their respective sports. The sample consisted of n=15 males (n=2 

Field Hockey, n=8 Soccer, n=5 Rugby Union), n=13 females (n=3, Field Hockey, n=9 Soccer, n=1 Gaelic 

Football) (Table 1). Inclusion criteria were being familiar with RSS as a training modality (i.e., had 

performed RSS training with loads ≥40%BM), being free from lower extremity injuries (>2 months pre-

testing), and having a strength training history of >1 year. The study was approved by the Research 

Ethics Committee of University College Dublin (permit number: LS-16-29) in accordance with the 

Declaration of Helsinki, and all subjects gave their written informed consent to participate. 

Procedures 

All training and assessments occurred between 12:00 and 18:00 h but each subject completed 

their respective testing sessions at the same time of day ±1 h to minimize the impact of diurnal 

variations in performance. Testing took place under controlled conditions in the same indoor facility 

on a 30 m indoor tartan track and were administered by a Certified Strength and Conditioning 

Specialist (CSCS, ASCA) with more than two years of experience of coaching RSS training sessions. 

Subjects were asked to refrain from other training activity for 24 h prior to each testing session, while 

otherwise maintaining their usual training, diet, and lifestyle for the duration of their involvement in 

the study. 

Body mass was measured to the nearest 0.1 kg using a calibrated digital scale (model 703; 

SECA, Hamburg, Germany), and height was measured to the nearest 0.1 cm using a portable 

stadiometer (model 231; SECA, Hamburg, Germany). A standardized warm-up was performed for each 

testing session consisting of 4 min of continuous cycling on a stationary bicycle at ~100 W, followed 

by 5 min of specific dynamic movements stretching and mobility exercises, and three submaximal 

sprint efforts i.e. 60%, 80% and 90% of perceived maximal effort. The specified dynamic movements 
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performed during the warm-up involved a combination of (i) muscle activation exercises (glute bridge, 

bodyweight squat, and single leg straight leg deadlift; 3x6 repetitions each), (ii) dynamic mobility 

exercises (2x10 m each of walking lunge, hurdle step overs, walking quadriceps and hamstring 

stretches) and (iii) a sprint warm-up drill (2x20 m of “ankling”, A- and B-march and skip, and power 

skip). 

All URS and RSS performances were assessed by a 20 m maximal effort sprint measured with 

infrared single-beam speed gates (Fusion Sport, QLD, Australia) placed at 0, 10, and 20 m to record 10 

m and 20 m split times. Single-beam speed gates have previously shown adequate reliability for the 

measurement of sprint performance (ICC, 0.87-0.96; CV, 1.4%) (107, 127). The starting position of the 

sprint was standardized as a split-stance standing start, with the toe of the front foot positioned 0.5 

m behind the first timing gate, and with no countermovement permitted into the sprint start. 

Assessment of individualized velocity decrement (Vdec) (Session 1) 

After the standardized warm-up, subjects performed two URS efforts of 20 m each in distance followed 

by six RSS efforts of 20 m each in distance, with each RSS effort being performed at a progressively 

higher sled load. The sled loads for these RSS efforts were based on a percentage of body mass and 

performed in the following sequence: 15%, 30%, 50%, 70%, and 90%BM. Subjects were attached to a 

custom-built 6.5 kg sled by a vest-harness and 3 m towing chord. The same sled was used for all 

sessions. The total towing mass (i.e., “sled load”) consisted of the sled mass plus external load. The 

external load (mass in kg) required on the sled to be towed was calculated using the equation: external 

load = [(body mass x %body mass) - sled mass]. Each sprint effort was separated by 3 min of passive 

rest. 

For calculation of Vdec, sprint times for 20 m were measured for all sprint efforts and the 

velocity of each RSS was then calculated as a percentage of the fastest velocity from the two URS 

efforts. To assign individualized sled loads for the PAPE stimulus to be applied during subsequent 

sessions, the absolute RSS loads (kg) and Vdec data were plotted on the X and Y axes respectively, and 

simple linear regression via Excel (Microsoft; Seattle, WA, USA) was used to extrapolate the sled load 

required to elicit a 20% and 60% decrement in URS velocity for H-RSS and VH-RSS conditions, 

respectively.  

RSS-based CA sessions (Sessions 2 and 3) 

After the standardized warm-up, baseline (PRE) URS performance was assessed. Subjects 

performed three maximal URS efforts over 20 m with 3 min of passive rest between efforts. The fastest 

20 m URS time from these three efforts was subsequently used for comparison of PRE to post-CA 

performance. Following the third URS repetition, subjects were given an additional 2 to 5 min of 

passive recovery before performing the RSS-based CA, which consisted of 3x20 m RSS efforts with 
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either H-RSS or VH-RSS depending on the randomly-assigned condition. Again, each RSS effort was 

interspersed with 3 min passive recovery. The rationale for the specifics of the CA applied was based 

on the premise that to induce a PAPE there must be an optimal balance between the CA providing 

enough of a stimulus for a potentiating effect, but not producing fatigue (253, 300), in addition to 

considering the CA used in similar previous studies that have demonstrated a PAPE [3x15 m at 40-

50%Vdec (298); 3x15 m at 50%BM (~44%Vdec)(146)]. 

 After completion of the third RSS effort, a 20 m URS effort was performed at +30 sec, +4 min, 

+8 min, +12 min, +16 min, +20 min and +24 min. Sprint times (s) were recorded for 10 m and 20 m of 

each URS effort performed after the CA, with times at each time point in addition to the fastest 10 m 

and 20 m time of any post-CA sprint, being used for subsequent analysis.  

Statistical analyses 

All statistical analyses and graphical representation of data were performed using Prism v9 

(GraphPad Software Inc, San Diego, CA USA). Normality of data was assessed with the Shapiro-Wilk 

normality test, for which all data passed. Data are presented as mean±SD, or mean difference (lower, 

higher 95% confidence limits of mean) where indicated. 

An a priori sample size calculation was performed with the primary outcome being the 

detection of differences in PAPE outcomes in response to H-RSS and VH-RSS i.e., based on two ‘groups’ 

with eight serial measurements (PRE, +30 s, +4 min, +8 min, +12 min, +16 min, +20 min, +24 min) in a 

repeated measures within-between interaction design. Assuming to detect an effect size f of 0.253 

[based on a partial eta squared (η2
p) = 0.06; ‘moderate’ effect] for a given parameter at a Type I error 

rate (α) of 0.05 and a power (1−β) of 0.8, this required a sample size of n=16 subjects (G*Power v3.1). 

However, due to our access to a large cohort of team sport athletes with prior experience of RSS in 

our High-Performance Unit, we chose to recruit a larger than required sample size in order to increase 

the statistical power of our analyses. 

Independent samples t-tests were used to compare males and females for differences in 

variables with single measurements (Table 1). A three-way (Time*Sled load*Sex) mixed ANOVA was 

used to assess differences between males and females in response to the H-RSS and VH-RSS 

conditioning activities. Although our final sample size of n=28 was adequately powered to detect 

differences between H-RSS and VH-RSS for PAPE outcomes based on the power calculation above, we 

acknowledge that the n=15 and n=13 for male and females, respectively, may have been 

underpowered to detect differences between the sexes for the variables in this three-way ANOVA 

analysis. That said, a main effect for Sex was observed (P<0.001) indicating that on the whole males 

were faster than females, but in the absence of an interaction effect (P=0.168), all subsequent analyses 
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were performed on data with males and females combined, and relevant outcomes reporting 

accordingly. 

A two-way (Time*Sled load) repeated measures ANOVA (Time, eight levels; Sled load, two 

levels] was then used to assess the PAPE, if any, and whether differences existed between H-RSS and 

VH-RSS. When a Time*Sled load interaction effect was indicated, post-hoc pairwise comparisons of H-

RSS and VH-RSS at each time point was performed with Bonferroni’s correction applied and 

multiplicity-adjusted P values reported. When a main effect of Time was indicated, post-hoc testing 

was performed using Dunnett’s multiple comparisons test to compare URS performance at PRE to all 

subsequent time points. Sphericity was not assumed, and the Greenhouse-Geiser correction was 

applied to all ANOVA analyses. 

After extraction of the fastest post-CA sprint times for 10 m and 20 m for each individual and 

regardless of time point (termed “BEST”), comparisons of PRE and BEST sprint times were performed 

using paired samples t-tests. Standardized differences in the mean were used to assess magnitudes of 

effects for these differences, in addition to male vs. female comparisons in Table 1. These effect sizes 

were calculated using Cohen’s d, and interpreted as trivial for <0.2, small for ≥0.2 to <0.6, moderate 

for ≥0.6 to <1.2, large for ≥1.2 to <2.0, and very large for ≥1.2. The threshold for statistical significance 

was set at P≤0.05 for all tests. 

 

RESULTS 

Males were taller [0.19 (0.14, 0.23) m; P<0.001, d=3.2] and heavier [24.5 (16.0, 32.9) kg; 

P<0.001, d=2.3] than females in the present cohort (Table 1). Sled loads for H-RSS and VH-RSS averaged 

20.0±2.3%BM and 64.3±7.0%BM, respectively. In both absolute terms and relative to body mass, sled 

loads were greater in males compared to females for both H-RSS and VH-RSS (Table 1). H-RSS and VH-

RSS produced velocity decrements over 20 m of 17.3±3.6%Vdec and 52.9±3.8%Vdec, respectively, 

compared to URS. For H-RSS, similar Vdec was observed in males (17.8±4.0%) and females (16.6±3.2%) 

(P=0.168, d=0.34). However, for VH-RSS, Vdec was greater in males (54.9±3.0%) than females 

(50.5±3.2%) (P=0.001, d=1.5). 
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Table 1. Subject Characteristics and Description of Loads for the Resisted Sled Sprint Potentiation Stimuli 
       

  
All 
(n=28) 
mean±SD 

Female 
(n=13) 
mean±SD 

Male 
(n=15) 
mean±SD 

P value 
F vs. M 

Cohen’s 
d 

 
Characteristics 

      

F/M (n/n)  13/15     
Age (y)  22.1±2.5 22.3±2.5 22.0±2.6 0.753 0.12 
Height (m)  1.77±0.11 1.67±0.05 1.86±0.07 <0.001*** 3.20 
Body mass (kg)  75.1±16.4 62.0±6.0 86.5±13.7 <0.001*** 2.34 
 
Sled loads 

      

H-RSS (kg)  15.1±4.2 11.6±1.6 18.2±3.0 <0.001*** 2.79 
VH-RSS (kg)  48.6±13.8 36.3±4.7 59.2±9.2 <0.001*** 3.18 
H-RSS (%BM)  20.0±2.3 18.6±1.9 21.2±2.0 0.002** 1.38 
VH-RSS (%BM)  64.3±7.0 58.5±3.8 69.3±4.9 <0.001*** 2.53 
H-RSS 20 m Vdec (%)  17.3±3.6 16.6±3.2 17.8±4.0 0.168 0.34 
VH-RSS 20 m Vdec (%)  52.9±3.8 50.5±3.2 54.9±3.0 0.001** 1.48 

       
Note: BM, body mass; H-RSS, heavy resisted sled sprint; VH-RSS, very heavy resisted sled sprint; Vdec, velocity decrement 
compared to unresisted sprint. P values are reported from independent samples t-tests between the female (F) and male 
(M) groups. **P<0.01, ***P<0.001. 
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URS times were similar across the three visits and averaged 1.76±0.11 s for 10 m (one-way 

ANOVA, P=0.309) and 3.09±0.18 s for 20 m (one-way ANOVA, P=0.784), with the coefficient of 

variation between trials being 2.1% and 1.4% for 10 m URS and 20 m URS, respectively. Using the URS 

data, analysis of the smallest worthwhile difference (SWD) was performed with SWD set at 

0.2*between-subject SD, suggested to represent a practically-relevant change in performance in team 

sport athletes (135-137). For 10 m URS time, SWD corresponded to 0.022 s, and for 20 m URS time, 

SWD corresponded to 0.036 s. 

No interaction effect for Time*Sled load was observed for 10 m sprint times (P=0.122) (Figure 

1A). However, an interaction effect for Time*Sled load was observed for 20 m sprint times (P=0.033) 

suggesting that the decline in URS over time was greater in VH-RSS (Figure 1B), but post-hoc pairwise 

comparisons did not reveal a significant difference between H-RSS and VH-RSS at any time point. After 

the CA of the respective RSS conditions, a main effect of Time was observed for 10 m and 20 m sprint 

times (both P<0.001). Within-trial analysis revealed that URS times were slower compared to PRE at 

all time points after the CA (Dunnett’s post-hoc test, all P<0.05), with the exceptions of H-RSS +12 min 

(P=0.325), H-RSS +24 min (P=0.103), and VH-RSS +30 s (P=0.338). 

 

 

Figure 1 – Change in unresisted sprint (URS) performance times measured over 10 m (A) and 20 m (B) at the respective time 
points after a resisted sled sprint (RSS)-based conditioning activity (CA) when compared to URS performed prior to RSS. The 
RSS-based CA was performed as either heavy (H-RSS) or very heavy (VH-RSS) resisted sled sprint loads. Data are mean 
differences (n=28) with error bars representing 95% confidence intervals. No between-group differences for H-RSS and VH-
RSS were detected at any time point. See the main Results text for description of within-group differences compared to PRE. 

 

After extraction of the fastest sprint times post-CA, compared to URS at PRE, the fastest sprint 

time for 10 m improved after H-RSS by 0.026 (0.001, 0.050) s (P=0.040; d=0.21, small), but the 

improvement after VH-RSS by 0.017 (0.000, 0.033) s did not reach statistical significance (P=0.054; 

d=0.14, trivial) (Figure 2A). When considered in terms of SWD, 11/28 subjects (39%) improved by 

greater magnitude than the SWD for 10 m URS after H-RSS, whereas 8/28 (29%) subjects improved by 
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greater magnitude than the SWD for 10 m URS after VH-RSS. However, the time point post-CA at which 

this apparent improvement occurred did not follow a specific pattern i.e., no evidence of an ‘optimal’ 

time point. In contrast to the 10 m sprint times, compared to URS at PRE, the fastest sprint times for 

20 m were similar to PRE after H-RSS (P=0.972; d=0.00, trivial) and after VH-RSS (P=0.923; d=0.01, 

trivial) (Figure 2A). 

 

 

Figure 2 – Change in unresisted sprint (URS) performance times measured over 10 m and 20 m when the fastest (BEST) sprint 
time was extracted from all URS efforts performed after a resisted sled sprint (RSS)-based conditioning activity (CA). The RSS-
based CA was performed as either heavy (H-RSS) or very heavy (VH-RSS) resisted sled sprint loads. Data in (A) are mean values 
(n=28) with error bars representing standard deviation. Data in (B) are individual data points representing change from PRE, 
with error bars representing 95% confidence intervals of the mean difference. The dark grey shading represents the smallest 
worthwhile difference for 10 m URS, and the light grey shading represents the smallest worthwhile differences for 20 m URS 
(see the main Results text for further details). 

 

DISCUSSION 

 Given the mechanical similarities between sprint performance and RSS, employing an RSS-

based CA has emerged for investigation as a suitable strategy to induce a PAPE for URS performance 

(61, 146, 261, 272, 293, 298, 303, 305). The present study investigated the influence of sex and RSS 

load on the PAPE potential of an RSS-based CA in team field sport athletes. When the fastest URS times 

post-CA were extracted, an improvement in 10 m URS was observed after H-RSS (small effect), but not 

after VH-RSS, and no improvement in 20 m URS was observed after either H-RSS or VH-RSS. However, 

the PAPE for URS was highly variable across subjects with no evidence of an ‘optimal’ time point at 

which the improvement in URS occurred, nor were any sex-specific differences observed. 

 The general pattern observed was that URS performance declined after performing the RSS-

based CA when compared to PRE values, irrespective of whether the CA was H-RSS or VH-RSS. 

However, due to the individualized and variable nature of PAPE (253, 300), the approach to extract 

fastest sprint times on an individual basis regardless of the time point after performing the CA has 

been previously employed (146, 298, 305). Using this analytical approach, we observed an 
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improvement of 0.026 (0.001, 0.050) s in URS performance over 10 m after performing a H-RSS CA. 

This improvement was small in magnitude and translates as an ~1.5% improvement in URS 

performance. 

Comparison of these results to previous studies is challenging due to the small number of 

studies investigating RSS as a CA (61, 146, 261, 272, 293, 298, 303, 305), and the many methodological 

differences between these studies including the athletic background and training status of the 

population studied, configuration of the CA stimulus (e.g. number of repetitions and distance of RSS, 

inter-sprint rest), the post-CA to re-test time interval, and the intensity of the CA. While several studies 

have shown no improvement in URS performance (61, 261, 272, 293), several others have indeed 

observed a PAPE after an RSS-based CA over distances of 15 to 30 m (146, 298, 303, 305). The % 

improvement in URS performance in these studies ranged from ~0.8% to ~3.7%, which is broadly 

similar to the improvement in URS performance observed in the present study after H-RSS. 

To date, investigations of PAPE via RSS have generally prescribed the RSS load using %BM [i.e. 

10, 20 and 30%BM (261); 25-30%BM (293, 305); 45-50%BM (146, 272); 75 and 150%BM (303)]. 

Because the general principles of CA prescription for PAPE require maximal, or near maximal, muscle 

contraction to induce a potentiating effect (130, 253, 300), careful consideration of the RSS stimulus 

and the application of H- or VH-RSS loads may be required. However, the use of %BM to prescribe a 

RSS load is not sensitive to individual athletic characteristics and its effect on intensity is influenced by 

the running surface such that even a standardized %BM can produce large inter-individual variability 

in %Vdec (54) and relative intensity of the stimulus (230). In other words, it is difficult to translate or 

interpret studies that have used %BM unless %Vdec is also measured because the running surface, sled 

characteristics and accompanying coefficient of friction will largely determine the relationship 

between %BM and %Vdec. Therefore, %Vdec is likely to be a more appropriate method for RSS 

prescription, but only two studies to date have employed a %Vdec for this purpose i.e. 40-50%Vdec (298), 

and 35%Vdec and 55%Vdec (61). 

In one study of trained male rugby players, a CA using a single 20 m RSS effort at a load 

equivalent to 35%Vdec (~77%BM), when compared to a 55%Vdec CA (~128%BM), resulted in an 

improvement in instantaneous velocity during a 20 m URS performed 12 min later (61). In the other 

study, 16-18 y old male and female varsity sprinters performed a CA using a 3x15 m RSS efforts at a 

load targeting 40-50%Vdec (~66-70%BM), which produced an improvement 15 m URS performance in 

a 6 min period post-CA (298). Therefore, aside from investigation of whether, broadly speaking, there 

was a PAPE after an RSS-based CA, the present study specifically investigated whether the intensity of 

the CA as determined by RSS load modulates any observed PAPE. Our results suggest that while H-RSS 

at a %Vdec of ~17% may improve URS performance over 10 m, there was no improvement observed 
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after a CA using VH-RSS at a %Vdec of ~53%, nor was any improvement in 20 m URS performance 

observed after either H-RSS or VH-RSS. 

As the improvement in URS performance observed was only at 10 m and not 20 m, did not 

occur at a consistent time point post-CA, and was a small in magnitude for effect size, it is pertinent 

to consider the practical meaningfulness of such an outcome. Using the approach of SWD, less than 

half of the subjects (11/28; 39%) improved 10 m URS by a magnitude greater than the SWD for 10 m 

URS after H-RSS. These data could be considered as supporting the common observation that PAPE 

responses vary considerably between individuals (253, 300), but may also reflect a relative lack of 

efficacy of RSS as a CA as observed in previous studies (61, 261, 272, 293). However, there is also the 

suggestion that absence of a PAPE, or even declines in performance, could be due accumulated fatigue 

from repeated maximal sprint testing (28, 61). Moreover, central to PAPE methodology is the optimal 

balance between the CA providing enough of a stimulus for a potentiating effect, but not producing 

fatigue (253, 300). Our CA using 3x20 m RSS effort is similar to previous studies demonstrating a PAPE 

[3x15 m at 40-50%Vdec (298); 3x15 m at 50%BM (~44%Vdec)(146)], but also a much greater distance 

than other studies demonstrating a PAPE [1x15 m at 75%BM (303); 1x30 m at 30%BM (305)]. Given 

the general pattern for slower URS times post-CA in both H-RSS and VH-RSS in this study, it is clear 

that there was a fatigue effect produced by these CAs and therefore likely dampening the potential 

for a PAPE of URS performance. This fatigue effect is a limitation of the present study and should be 

noted in the overall interpretation of the data. Previous studies have observed a PAPE with just one 

RSS effort as the CA (303, 305), and another found the effect of 1x15 m RSS effort to be largely similar 

to 3x15 m RSS efforts used as the CA (146). Therefore, it may be that future investigations should limit 

the CA to one RSS effort. 

Another notable limitation is that the baseline strength characteristics of the subjects were 

not determined. Meta-analysis of the effect of CAs to induce a PAPE on various measures of jump, 

sprint and upper body performance identified strength as an important determinant of PAPE (253). 

When stronger individuals are compared to weaker individuals, there are key differences in the 

magnitude of enhancement, the time course of enhancement, and whether a maximal or submaximal 

stimulus is most appropriate to induce a PAPE (253). While we did prescribe the RSS loads on an 

individual basis by determining %Vdec for each subject, this approach is not established as being 

equivalent to assessing strength per se. Therefore, future investigations should consider whether the 

strength levels of the subjects, and their relationship to RSS performance require greater attention in 

the study design. Lastly, there were no differences observed between sexes in the present study, 

which is in agreement with the general PAPE literature (300). To our knowledge only one previous 
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study has compared males and females using RSS-based CA, and observed no differences between the 

sexes when the RSS efforts of 10, 20 and 30%BM were performed prior to a 40 yard URS (261). 

Our interest in RSS as a CA was because PAPE is hypothesized to be dependent on the 

biomechanical similarity of the CA to the performance activity (253). RSS is a CA that provides a 

mechanical overload (74), in a movement pattern that is biomechanically similar to sprinting (154, 

302). However, the practical value of using a RSS-based CA as part of a warm-up in a team sport context 

may be questionable given the equipment demands, and especially if RSS is to be individualized based 

on %Vdec. Practitioners and athletes are more likely to experience a practical advantage if a PAPE can 

be induced in the absence of a requirement for specialized or large equipment or facilities. For 

example, there is increasing interest in wearable lower limb resistance (97, 98, 142) and weighted 

vests (20, 277) to provide overload while maintaining biomechanical similarity to URS. Wearable lower 

limb resistance has not been rigorously applied in PAPE investigations to date, but presently the 

preliminary data do not indicate a PAPE for URS using these devices (98). The data for warming-up 

while wearing a weighted vest are also limited, but in contrast have demonstrated performance 

enhancement in peak running speed and running economy in endurance athletes (20), and repeated 

change-of-direction performance in young soccer players (277). In these designs, the weighted vest 

was 5-15%BM (277) or 20%BM (20) and worn throughout a warm-up. Hence, the CA was not maximal 

or near maximal contractions as typically suggested (41, 233, 253, 300), and it may be that the PAPE is 

attributable to an ‘enhanced’ warm-up overall. Indeed, task-specific appropriate warm-up routines 

being absent from a large number of studies of PAPE has been highlighted as an ongoing issue limited 

the ecological validity of research in this field (36). 

 

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS 

The present study observed a small improvement (~1.5%) in sprint performance over 0-10 m 

after employing a conditioning activity comprising of 3x20 m of resisted sled sprints at a sled load 

producing ~17% decrement in sprint velocity. However, given that less than half of the subjects 

improved performance beyond a practically meaningful magnitude, the high degree of variability 

between subjects in the magnitude of improvement, and the time period at which the fastest sprint 

occurred being highly variable, there remains questionable practical value to resisted sled sprinting as 

a means to induce a post-activation performance enhancement.  

If practitioners wish to explore resisted sled sprinting to this end, the prescription for the 

conditioning activity should be considered and established on an athlete-by-athlete basis. Even so, this 

effect is likely to be only beneficial for inducing responses in training, rather than in competition when 

specifically considering the relevance to team field sport athletes given the repeated sprint demands 
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and overall duration of performance in these sports. One application, for example, may be when 

training aims to provide an athlete with exposure to maximal sprinting incorporating improved output 

at higher rates of acceleration. Moreover, practitioners should be aware that these responses are 

dynamic, and are likely to alter with changes in training age, fitness profile and readiness of an athlete. 

Given the practical challenges of using resisted sled sprinting on an individualized basis in a team sport 

environment, sprint overload using wearable resistance loading may also be worthy of consideration. 
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Chapter 6 

General Discussion 
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THESIS AIMS   

Various sprint training methods and strategies are implemented across one or multiple 

training periods to improve sprint performance and achieve athlete sports training goals. Volume, 

intensity, and density of exercise and training stressors are intentionally prescribed, planned, and 

manipulated to elicit the required acute effect as to promote desired training adaptations or training 

opportunity. 

In team field sports settings implementation of ancillary training methods must be employed 

in consideration of all other concurrent training (118, 143, 165, 251, 309). Therefore, understanding 

of the acute effect occurring in response to a sprint training method and the training configuration 

enables practitioners to control the training stimulus applied with the aim of directing adaptations 

derived and or managing training load incurred. RSS is a frequently used method of sprint training, 

however there is an absence of a clear consensus or understanding of the acute impact of RSS and its 

implications for exercise training prescription and planning. This has resulted from inadequacy and 

scarcity of empirical evidence regarding the acute responses to RSS and the associated training load. 

This is particularly relevant in regards to responses among team field sports and female athletes, and 

the magnitude of responses to heavy and very heavy sled loads. This is in part due to the traditional 

held precept that loads greater than 10-12% body mass would negatively alter sprint performance. 

Importantly, more recent theory contends heavier (>50% body mass) loads can be additionally 

beneficial towards the early acceleration phase of sprinting and the use of such loads for sprint training 

has gained popularity (71, 84, 159, 208, 211, 303). This body of work therefore, sought to synthesize 

a clearer understanding of the immediate impact of individual RSS sessions and RSS load-intensity and 

furthermore illustrate any sex-based differences in these areas. The results of this research may 

therefore assist and guide how RSS is acutely implemented within training practices of team field sport 

athletes of both sexes. To address this, five main research objectives were established; 

(1) to determine current understanding of the acute responses to RSS  

(2) to evaluate the acute performance, physiological, and perceptual effect of individual resisted sled 

sprint training sessions  

(3) to evaluate the acute performance and mechanical effects of various RSS loads  

(4) to determine if an RSS training load-intensity, which optimises mechanical effectiveness or sprint 

acceleration, is evident.  

(5) to determine if RSS confers an acute priming effect toward URS performance.  
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To achieve these objectives a review of published RSS literature and experimental investigations of 

the acute physiological, perceptual, mechanical, and priming effects of RSS training configurations in 

team field sport athletes was first conducted. 

DISCUSSION OF THESIS CONCLUSIONS 

Findings from the experimental investigations conducted in this thesis describe a greater 

training stress associated with a heavy versus a light RSS session, that moderate RSS load-intensity 

(15% velocity loss) did not require significant alteration in sprint mechanics, a large between-subject 

variability in the mechanical effect or RSS load-intensity of >52% velocity loss and lack of a PAPE over 

20 m or following RSS load-intensity of >52% velocity loss. Collectively, these findings demonstrate the 

acute physiological and mechanical impact of RSS load-intensity and raise questions as to the practical 

efficacy of RSS loads generating velocity loss greater than 52% as a strategy to enhance sprint 

performance. 

The magnitude of physiological and perceptual responses to individual RSS training session is 

dependent upon on sled load. Findings described in chapter 3 revealed that both the acute; internal 

and external training demand imposed by a heavy RSS training session is greater than distance 

matched light RSS training, as determined the by the greater heart rate and blood lactate responses 

observed throughout the heavy RSS session and reinforced by a 33% greater total session training load 

attributed to the heavy RSS training session. Despite the difference in physiological stress between 

sessions, there was no difference in decrements of neuromuscular performance, either immediately 

following, or 24 hours post RSS sessions. Moreover, the negative relationship between load and RSS 

sprint time was confirmed as expected however, the number of sprint repetitions or volume did not 

impact RSS performance times. The magnitude of this negative relationship, being maintained over 

the course of an entire session, was likely due to adequate recovery. This finding is in contrast to the 

limited prior research which utilised a truncated recovery (15) and suggests that the acute training 

metabolic and mechanical load of RSS sessions, is further influenced by repetition density. Further 

investigation examining similar and alternative training session configurations is necessary to 

determine the physiological and perceptual responses to various types of RSS training sessions, both 

acutely and following an extended training period. Unless superior performance benefits can clearly 

be established from use of heavy RSS loads, observations from chapter 3 question the rationale for 

their use over lighter ones.  

Chapter four described observed kinetic responses and mechanical alterations with a 

spectrum of RSS load. In agreement with our primary hypotheses, the results demonstrated that the 

ratio of horizontal force to resultant force (RF), decrease in the ratio of force (dRF), resultant force (tF) 
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and horizontal force (hF) increased linearly with load as performance and velocity declined. However, 

moderate load RSS (15% BM 15.5% Vdec) appeared insufficient to significantly result in alterations in 

components of GRF but was however substantive enough to alter RF and dRF. These can therefore be 

considered indicators of mechanical effectiveness and as such, moderate load RSS lead to alterations 

of the athlete’s mechanical strategy and negatively impacting acceleration capabilities. Interestingly, 

novel observations revealed that practically useful training thresholds or bands for individual athletes 

can be defined through force load assessment, using velocity time data from RSS testing. These 

thresholds were identified as loads that replicated the GRF or mechanical effectiveness properties 

exhibited by superior performers. 

This is the first investigation to report these observations or address such comparison, based 

on relatively small participant numbers from each sport included, and therefore further studies are 

with larger sample sizes from both sex among each sport is required to validate these methods and 

observations amongst different athletes and populations. 

In addition, continued investigation is required to establish the dose response relationship of 

the training adaptations of all load categories. That is, to determine the extent of benefit derived from 

training with each load in direct comparison to controls and each other, and also the effect of alternate 

training volumes and densities.  

Uncertainty remains regarding the of PAPE effect of RSS as a conditioning activity, described 

in chapter five, with the response to load-intensity, distance, or rest period being transient and 

variable. This was described in chapter five by the high variability in PAPE response across the 

participants together with the absence of overall improvement in 20 m performance following either 

a heavy or very heavy RSS CA. Additionally, the lack of improvement at any distance following very 

heavy RSS suggests that PAPE is further modulated by intensity of the CA. Furthermore, there was no 

evidence of a performance enhancement from heavy or very-heavy RSS of adequate magnitude or 

certainty to use in competitive settings. However, individual practitioners may regard the small 

improvement in 10 m performance, post heavy RSS CA observed in half of the participants, as sufficient 

to justify the use of a heavy RSS CA protocol in training and practice environments.

 Furthermore, this thesis did not establish whether other important components of URS 

performance can be optimised or enhanced following RSS CA, such as GRF outputs, contraction 

velocity, acceleration, temporal factors (step; frequency, amplitude, and duration) further investigated 

would be necessary to identify any such enhanced responses. 

When RSS loads were normalised to the individual athlete’s ability, as exemplified by 

methodologies used in chapter three (MRSL) and five (maximum velocity), only minor differences in 
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the acute effects of RSS were observed between males and females. Although notably, when RSS load 

was assigned relative to BM, distinct differences did occur between males and females in the acute 

mechanical effect of RSS load. This is evident in the findings from chapter four where females showed 

larger performance changes at all loads. However, a novel insight was gained indicating that, although 

relative decrements in performance were larger in females for loads > 15% BM (15.24% Vdec), these 

were not accompanied by greater changes in normalised mechanical outputs which were largely 

similar between males and females. Furthermore, the magnitude of change in average mechanical 

outputs across the entire sprints tended to be greater in females, with males tending to demonstrate 

greater changes in peak output at the beginning of the sprint. This subtle difference may suggest that 

there may be a variation between sexes in kinetic strategies (mechanical compensation) used to 

complete the RSS task. This may have been predicated by the smaller proportion of lower limb muscle 

volume and fast twitch fibre density that is typical of females compared to males (183, 227). 

Although it was outside the scope of this thesis, further research is required to address the 

relationship between mechanical compensations in response to resisted sprint load, muscle 

morphology and molecular configuration. Specifically, findings from this thesis invoke the question as 

to whether performance improvements from RSS training are related to specific adaptation inherent 

to this mode of training or due to adaptations that similarly occur in response to other training types. 

Adaptations such as, increased muscle mass and decreased body fat percentage encouraging a more 

advantageous BM to impulse ratio, and so the capacity to generate high muscular force and joint 

moments, which are fundamental superior sprint performance. (6, 67, 198, 292).  

THESIS LIMITATIONS AND SUGGESTED RESOLUTIONS 

Despite the novelty of this research and the insights it provides, there are a number of 

important limitations which must be considered. First, the sample recruited were heterogenous with 

regards to field sport disciplines. Though sports such as field hockey, soccer and rugby involve short 

sprints as a major component of playing performance and playing demands, the overall physical, 

physiological and movement demands of each sport differ from one another. As such, each sport 

demands and develops differing physical characteristics from its athletes. For example, sports 

involving physical collision and necessitating propulsion of self and external objects, such as Rugby 

Union, require athletes to express large relative propulsive force and momentum. These athletes are, 

therefore, typically larger in stature and have greater lean body mass, maximal strength, and absolute 

force production capacity, whereas ball and stick sports like Field Hockey and Hurling involve the 

athlete performing sprinting actions while carrying a stick, which can influence learned sprinting 

technique. Similarly, technical difference maybe present where the ball and or stick are carried at feet 
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along the playing surface; these constraints likely affect the maximal movement efficiency in sprinting 

and may result in technical inefficiencies during URS which are detrimental to movement efficiency 

and may be a limiting factor in sprint or sprint task performance.  

Moreover, assessment and reporting of variables for split segments of the sprint were not 

made here. These would allow for identification of specific time and distance-based alterations in 

sprint mechanics with load.  

A second principal limitation of this research in the context of the wider RSS research field is 

in regard to the inconsistent experimental and methodological procedures and training or testing 

protocols utilised. These differences include sprint distance, mode of resistance, consideration of 

additional resistive forces (aero and friction), method of assessment of GRF (direct or indirect), phase 

assessed (district of entire) and the values reported (theoretical maximal vs actual values; average vs 

peak, absolute vs normalised). There is lack of standardisation throughout previous RSS research in 

the description of total resistive force (and therefore overload) utilised or in the mode of resistance 

and estimation of friction force. This makes direct comparison of the current findings to the limited 

previous research difficult. Consequently, the development of consensus regarding the effects of RSS 

either acute or long term remains elusive.  

THESIS CONTRIBUTIONS  

This thesis expands the limited body of research regarding acute effect of RSS, with the first 

report of the mechanical properties of RSS with extremely heavy and maximal loads and both 

physiological and perceptual responses to individual RSS training sessions. While increasing evidence 

of the unpredictability and uncertainty of PAPE using RSS, the practical opportunities, and benefits of 

the potential acute performance priming effect of RSS, are discussed.  

Research, undertaken in this thesis highlights the requirement for amendment to the current 

categorisation of sled loads, proposed by Petrakos and colleagues (229), to separate and capture loads 

above 30% velocity decrement or BM. As evidenced by findings from the investigations made in 

chapter four, which revealed large variations in the acute mechanical effects of RSS of progressively 

increasing loads greater 30% BM or Vdec, where all loads at or above this magnitude have until now 

been classified together as ‘very-heavy’ category. Such loads require categorisation and consideration 

separately and apart from their current afforded status as proposed in table 1 This will help avoid the 

erroneous application of these loads and provides qualitative description of the different training 

stimuli obtained.  
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Table 1. Proposed categorisation of resisted sled sprint sled loads 

Category  %BM  % Vdec 

Very Light (VL) ≤15.0 ≤15.0 

Light (L) 15.0–24.9 15.0-24.9 

Moderate (M) 25.0-39.9 25.0-34.9 

Heavy (H) 40.0-49.9 35.0-44.9 

Very heavy (VH) 50.0-59.9 45.0-54.9 

Extremely Heavy (EXH) 60.0-69.9 55.0-64.9 

Maximal (MAX) ≥70.0 ≥65.0 

%BM sled load as a percentage of body mass, % Vdec decrement in sprint velocity elicited by sled load compared with 

unresisted sprint velocity 

 

IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

The investigations within this thesis supply novel insight to the acute impact of RSS, which can 

be related to the athletic training setting. However, following these investigations avenues for further 

study remain and fresh prospects have arisen. The foremost necessary research being large scale 

training studies to establish efficacy of various RSS loading and volume protocols in comparison to 

each other, with different training methods and controls. Such research would inform practitioners of 

the appropriate design, method of application and dose of RSS training to elicit the desired outcomes 

or physical adaptations among specific cohorts of field sport athletes, with varying capabilities. Further 

investigations are needed to expand the understanding of mechanical alterations, adaptation 

differences relating to method of resistance, and the occurrence and maintenance of peak 

acceleration with load (distance (m) time (s) velocity (ms)), and the perceptual response to various 

loads and reliability of these measurements. In addition, further investigation is needed to examine 

the variation of training adaptations to RSS related to both sport and resistance training age, sporting 

discipline and sex. Finally, novel topics that currently espouse limited investigations relating to RSS 

include responses in muscle; kinetics; morphologies. An improved understanding of these would 

address questions as to the processes underlying superior URS performance and adaptations to sprint 

training.  

To address limitations identified in this thesis similar examinations with homogeneous 

populations or comparison groups of equal and sufficient number of participants are necessary to 

discern if the hypothesised variations between athletic discipline alter the acute or long-term 

responses to RSS. To alleviate problems regarding standardisation of methodologies between RSS 

studies and allow comparison between investigations, authors suggest that further research report 

the total relative resistive force in conjunction with performance decrement, associated with the 
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resisted sprint stimulus used. Furthermore, variables assessed and reported should encompass both 

peak and average measurements as described in chapter four, to ensure accurate description of 

mechanical strategies used and properties over the entire sprint effort. The authors further suggest 

that further practical utility is to be gained from inclusion and reporting of variables for split segments 

of the sprint. These assessments would provide understanding of alteration, in force output strategies 

(RF) and acceleration patterns dRF, at different segments of the sprint effort, in response to external 

resistance. These assessments could also elucidate the distance and duration associated with 

achievement and maintenance of peak velocity during RSS effort of different loads.  

Newer technologies where resistance and metrics are provided within one motorised winch 

device is recommended to achieve the above recommendations with relative ease and without 

requirement for extraneous data analysis and reduction in estimation errors and altering friction 

forces. These devices provide instantaneous measurements which can be used in real time by 

practitioners and negate the need extraneous data processing or to interpret and estimate friction 

forces. However, it should be noted that if resistance intensity is prescribed relative to normalised 

external marker, such as a percentage BM or Vdec, the resistive force derived when utilising a sled 

device will differ to and is not comparable to resistive force provided by a motorised winch device (due 

to the lack of friction force as a resistive component with such devises). This again, highlights the 

importance of assessment of both total relative resistance and performance decrement to correctly 

interpret, prescribe and compare resisted sprinting.  

Further to this, as discussed previously when resisted sprint loads are not prescribed relative 

to athlete ability the stimulus overload and session load is not standardised and therefore the acute 

effect and training adaptations derived may differ. Researchers are cautioned to reserve load 

assignment normalised to BM for testing, capacity profiling, monitoring, or benchmarking of ability. 

Furthermore, researchers must measure and report velocity or performance decrement occurring at 

the percentage body mass used. Furthermore, to ensure standardisation and comparability, load 

prescription for training purposes should be made relative to velocity/performance decrement.  

Finally, given the spread of responses observed here between athletes at extremely heavy 

loads >50% BM and alterations in the movement pattern and velocity reduction, it is recommended 

that individual load response assessment is conducted prior to assignment of training loads, and that 

group-based load assignment is avoided even in the case of normalised loading.  
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CONCLUDING STATEMENT  

This work has advanced the knowledge in a topical area of RSS which contentious and 

conflicting results from empirical research leading to confusion and uncertainty regarding practical 

implementation, findings can be used to improve and guide further research design and practical 

usage and outcomes. While this body of work is limited to acute observations the methods and 

assessments utilised in this thesis serve as status indicators and monitoring tools for athlete physical 

and sprint evaluation. 

This thesis has highlighted the need for extensive training interventions studies to justify and 

validate the practical benefit, for team field sport athletes, in completing RSS training with very and 

extremely heavy sled loads above that of lighter loads. Light sled loads impose less physical and 

physiological demand yet are proposed to replicate mechanical outputs frequently desired It is 

therefore questionable if these extremely heavy load infer adaptations or benefit not currently 

examined such as molecular, morphological, or if they simply lead to improvements in maximal 

strength.  

The accumulated evidence from this thesis suggest that the acute immediate responses to a 

training load associated with RSS, are load specific. Therefore, the practitioner’s goal should be to 

standardise and control sprint training stimulus and mange training load incurred via RSS training, 

load-intensity prescription relative to a measure of an athlete’s maximal RSS or URS performance is 

necessary. This need is underscored by the large inter-individual variation in acute responses to RSS 

as sled load and difficulty increase. As well as the absence of relative sex-based differences in acute 

responses to RSS when sled load was prescribed relative to individual capacity (MRSL, Vdec). Once 

adequate inter repetition recovery is assumed any immediate positive or negative performance 

changes experienced acutely post RSS training appear minor and temporary,. Finally, this body of work 

proposes the use of load-intensity of ≤16% Vdec and >55% Vdec as potential upper and lower limits 

within which sprint training benefit may occur. In summary, to attain a desired sprint training stimulus 

and ensure appropriate implementation of RSS in the context of athletes global training requirements 

RSS load prescription should be guided by load response relationship and assigned on individual 

athlete basis.   
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APPENDIX 1: CHAPTER 4 STATICAL MODEL 

MLLMM: Multi level linear mixed model Approach and iterations. 

In Chapter five a multilevel linear mixed model (MLMM) statistical approach to analysis of data was 

required. The factors which contributed to this included violation of the assumption of independence 

due to the cross-sectional repeated measures nature of the study design, multilevel nesting/clustering 

of observations by gender. MLLMM approach to data analysis can provide assessment of the variability 

in measurements at individual (case) level, both within and between factor and account for clustering 

in data by grouping factors inherent to the data or population assessed. 

MLLMM approach to data analysis allows for a missing data replicates in a participants (repeated 

measures) testing series i.e., remaining data points in the series can be included in the analysis and 

the participants (cases) data is not excluded or power of experiment reduce (population). Additionally, 

due to the ‘all-out’ nature of the physical activity undertaken and measured, participants on occasion 

could not complete full sprint and the complete data set from this experiment included missing 

replicates. (Where the experiment called for participants to complete several repetition of a physical 

activity with maximal exertion, repeated in series and with stepped increasing intensity, toward point 

of maximum, with each sequential repetition.) 

Details of the MLLMM design and iterations used in assessment of data in chapter five are as follows; 

A two level (sex*load) random intercept, repeated measures MLMM was used to examine the fixed 

main and interaction effect of load and sex and the clustering influence of sex and individual (inter 

individual variance) on dependent variables (DV) of interest.  

Several MLMM iterations assessed the random within subject level (id or sex) clustering effect on 

residual variance in DVs, while accounting for the fixed main or interaction effect of load and sex on 

each DVs. Furthermore, in lieu of using the mean response of the six replicate trials for each load as 

the experimental unit, which would ignore variability among replications (load), residual variance-

covariance in DVs response (not accounted for elsewhere in the model) was captured and modelled 

the as repeated measurement (replicate) by load.  

When sex was included as random grouping factor, no significant cluster was observed, and 

consequently sex was dropped from the model as a random grouping variable. A significant effect for 

the random intercept of ID was observed. Therefore, the random intercept of ID was held in the 

model.  

The best-fitting covariance structure for the residuals across the repeated measures was a diagonal 

structure, which estimated a unique variance for each trial but had no additional correlation among 

these residuals. Autoregressive and compound symmetry covariance structures were tested, but 

neither resulted in improved fit of the model, so the simpler diagonal structure was retained (–2RLL 
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[restricted log likelihood] = 339.31). For the estimation of subject level effect, a variance components 

covariance structure and maximum likelihood estimation was utilized. Therefore, a random 

intercept, repeated measurers, fixed factor MLMM was then used as the final MLMM iteration to 

determine residual variance within load while still controlling for interaction effect of load*sex, fixed 

effects of sex and load and random individual variance at participant level (6 repeated measures of 

covariance; load, 1 interaction factor; sex*load, 2 fixed factors; sex & load, 1 random intercept; 

participant). 
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APPENDIX 2: CHAPTER 4 FURTHER LIMITATIONS  

Disparity between studies like due to the difference experimental and methodological 

procedures including sprint distance, mode of resistance, method of assessment of GRF (direct or 

indirect), phase assessed (district of entire), values reported (theoretical maximal vs actual values; 

average vs peak, absolute vs normalised) control consideration of additional resistive forces (aero and 

friction)  

For example, investigations by Mangine et al. (2018 & 2020) (184, 185) and Helland et al. 

(2019) (131) utilised motorised winch device (1080 Motion AB, Stockholm, Sweden), to provide 

resistance this mode does not incorporate the additional resistance provide between the sled and the 

running surface inherent with RSS. Therefore, total resistive force prescribed to a percentage of body 

mass are not comparable to resistive force at equivalent %BM loads utilise sled devices. Though Monte 

et al. (2017) (206) utilised towed sled device the difference in outputs here at equivalent loads is 

probably indicative of the novel protocol used by those authors to control for the additional resistance 

friction forces. In so far as for a given sled load condition the estimated friction force for this load was 

calculated and this amount was deducted from the total load for that this sprint. E.g., 40% BM = 28 kg 

FF =6.16, load of sled in 40% BM condition = 21.84 kg. Hence though the loads per condition are 

prescribed to equivalent % BM protocols here and elsewhere utilising exact % BM or % Vdec without 

attempting to account for FF prior to the sprint will see observe greater relative force outputs as the 

total resistive are in fact not equivalent. Furthermore both Bentley (30) and Kawamori (150), while 

only assessed GRF at discrete section of very short ≤ 6 m sprints these authors made direct 

assessments of GRF reporting actually measured values similar to Mangine et al. (2018, 2020)(184, 

185) and Helland et al. (2019)(131). However, the former reporting peak and average normalised value 

from direct assessment of GRF and latter absolute averaged values from indirect measurement further 

creating discrepancy. Finally, from the two investigations where moderate, heavy, and very heavy 

resistive loads were assessed theoretical maximal velocity and force were reported having been 

extrapolate from actually recorded values not included. 
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